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Six more counts charge the physician
,with causing the unlawful clistrijiktion
of several other drugs. by' writing
prescriptions. These offenses allegedly
e 10 days before a U rip, an a. . . oecurred hettveen December, 1975 and. be arraigned within . '. . r!ic ana ar.
S Judge .. -- provided them with the drug deSoiyn; September, 1976, the - grind jury. . -
• Ore-count alleges that the four have
been' ihvOlved since Oct. 4 in a con- Air-CureliSaiSlatedspi Li- -to-possess- arid -distribute
marijuana, according to Long. . ..,...
in that count were Karl Scarbrough, 19;7 ,
Named' as unindicted co;conspirators r,... Friday AfternoonHere.:
_1 Melrose, and William J.-Boyden . . .
19 121A Dor Roa --ii- . Aire-first sale of dark air • 
cured-- ,warehouses in Murray, he addeclr
. ' tobacco following the Christmas sales _Ellis also said the fh•st salts of dark'Long.
break has been rescheduled for Friday, fired tobacco have been scheduled Jan.- ---Acoordthe to Lor!e, the insOgent _-- -7---~•- according to Holmes Ellis, execufive 17 in Murray'and Jan. 18 in '"fayfield.
...."-----------. director of the Western Dark Fired, . The dark fired sales are not expected'--
-Chance of Snow Tobacco Growers Association it.. - tif attract much response, Ellis noted,
Murray. , because most of the dark fire cured leaf
Cloudy with a slight chance of snow Ellis said the sales Friday will open has been sold in the barns to buyers who •
- flurries tonight, low in the 'mid tb upper . in Mayfield at '40' a. ..m. _Following went to the farm to buy the leaf. This
e 206. Mostly cfliudy and,cold Thursday, completiorr of the auction oh" the two situation arose out of a prospective
high in the low to mid 3f)s. Friday local dark tobacco floors, the sales will shortage of. _dark leaf on the world
,mostly sunny and-cooL ".  . , be moved- Ertday afternoon to the. tobacco market, experts said..).
Four Murray Men were arrested last ' listed as the overt acts of conspiracy: -That on Oct. 5, Boyden and Scar-
night on indictments returned by a -That on Oct. 4; 1976,4Lavnion rented -brough went to Ocala, Fla: to buy the
federal grand jury in Louisville on an automobile for the alleged purpose marijuana.
. federal drug charges, according to U.S. of Scarbrough end Boyden to go to ' 'Another count charges that Ammons
Attorney George Long in Itouisville. Florida to purchase marijuana; __ • illegally distributed 60 tablets of
Dr- James Ray Ammons, 46, Route -"That an Oct. Tar", Amman's. dilauclid a' narcotic to two persons
Two, Murray; Tosun A. Yoruk, 29; ban Scarbrough and Boyden met at Dr. "under 21.
Anderson, 26, a native of Madisonville, Ammons residence. to formulate plans
and that Ammons in- , Three counts charge Ammons withnow living in Murray; and- William . lor- the trip,
Greg Lawson, 1002 Glendale, were structenhe-• two co-conspirators to - illegally possessing with intent to
arrested last night On e 12-count in Purchase up to $20,000n marijuana; distribute 'ItSD; cocaine hydrochloride
dictrnent. Bond was t $5,000 each -That on Oct. 5, Akderscin provided - and marijuana. - •
according to federal officials. _ the co-conspirators with test kits to test
- The four men were being held this . the Purity of the marijuana ;-
morning in the Paducah City Jail. U. S. -That on Oct. 5, Yon.* provided
Magistrate Ron Daniels said they will yden and Scarbrough with specific




Murray, Ky., Wednesday Afternoon, January 5, 1977
Union
y-
SIGNS COMING DOWN-Picket signs at the entrances to the Murray
• Operation of the Tappan Company are finally coming down. U.A.W. Local
1068 yesterday ratified a 3%-year contract with Tappan ending the strike
which began over 18 months ago.
citifies
PRESS SHOP-Joe West, of maintenance, works on a press in the press
shop at the Tappan Co:, in preparation forrestarting the machinery there.
BOILER ROOM-Dan Knouff, of maintenance is working in the boiler
_ zoom at the lappauplzatL-
15' Per C9Ty 'tions— 24 Pages
•
1•••••..
longest previous strike in the local
community was a 16-week work
• Stoppage rin t966, also at -the Tappan
Company.
Plait gneral manager Dave Dickson
has estimated that the plant shoZd
return to pre-strike -production-Tefels
within 60 to 90 dlYs.-Some niitinteriance
personnel were -called back to the job
today and "certain departments (will)
be starting on a limited basis as soon as
Monday, Jan. 10.
"We '..are pleased that the . mem- - -
bership has seen fit to ratify the-
. company's most recent contract offer,"
Dickson said.
"It has been a long and bitter ' ranges. He , said the electronic
struggle for both parties and has at - ( microwave oven) portion of the over-
- feetee maay-peopiejathisconummiii, and-under range would be manufac-
besides the .eniployes and the corn- tured elsewhere but-that final assembly •
-imartakliNekeewNisiskeioksiltrarnamto____Iintdrfirridtlet•Aeouittihdreldheellt4110"`"lb--x-
put, the past behind ua,and move for Murray plant.
warcL"_he added. Prior to the strike," Dickson said,
Union president Franklin Rushing sizeable funds. had been allocated by
echoed* Dickson's sentiments saying: Tappan'S hoses of directors for capital
-.We're ready to- put into motion Me improvements at the Murray plant."
things necessary to get back to work."'" "It's going to be up to us-to provethat
-Rushing said that the company; iiithe , this is _a viable manufacturing facility
contract proposallhat ias-acce---piedby so that- the board cart again- see-fit -to-
the union. "offered additional things make these investments," Dickson .
that they had not offered prior_la last added.
- - The local plant manager added thatweek. ,
"There was- give-and-take _on both_ the potential investment in the local
__tasidiener.s invdaffie t. negotiations)," Rushing plant .donarscould. run into the millions _
and. the union coMpromtsed on their Figures supplied* Dickson revealed
that employe oayrolrlosses during theeaS 
We the union) did not ;gee some strike 'totaled $9,350,000. It has been
things we thought- we.needed," Rushing'reported that U. A._ W. International has
added, but the membership ,ap- supplied ever million in strike
parently felt they were ready to go back support funds during the work stop-
to work." ,, page.- .
'Dickson said that the contract in- In the early days of -the-•strike;
eluded raises amounting to 25 cents .disorders occurred on the picket lines
hour. per year for skilled workers in the and several persons were cited to ap-
first three years, and 15 cents per hour pear in 'Calloway County Circuit-Court
_during the final six months._ to show Caule why they were not in '
Incentive4workers-those paid on the contempt of • „court for violating
basis of Droductivity-will receive a 10 Picketing orders., Those charges were
cent per hour inti eabe the first year, ra hied away-and-siAGO-that-tinto-no--,
cents per hour in each of the next two further disorders have been reported.
years and 10 cents per hour in the final , A conflict arose between the' in-
six • months of the contract. Non-- ternational and the local in October 1976
incentive employes, Dickson said, will _ after a contract offer was rejected
receive an 18 -cents per hour increase despite the UAW's urging that it be
the first year and 10 cent per hour in 'accepted. The international conducted -
creases in the next two years and a vote by mail on therontractproposal-
final six months of the contract. .-Nand againit was rejected. ,
Dickson said that45- per rent of the Rushing has said recently that the
ASSEMBLY-Junior Bailey, left, and Junior Itrandon, of inaiatenance, are 
 workers at the plant are classified_ As differences betweenthe international
incentive workers.
working on mach inerN in the assembly department of the Tappan plant. 
• 'Both_ the _union and the comparry An announcement in December that
have a pig job to do as we return this Tappan 4cl purchased a Plant in
Four. Men -Indicted By
Federat_Jury On ,Drug Charges
charged. . -
Yoruk --also was charged 'with
distributing 15 tablets-of-a-controlled
- substance, desoxyn, to two persons
under 21. •
- "Federal investigators . have been
involved in the invefgation along with
Murray City „Foh e, the , Calloivay
'.KtrOeunnttuyckySher'sirateDerorreeen"t., and the
Attorney Sid Easley and -_Com:
monwealth 'Attorney Ron ChriStopher
said today in a joint statement -••-•
charges in the indictment Lett' ed
yesterday by the federal grand jury
included-:those charges for which-,Dr.
AnizñJtrs had previously been charged.
" in Calloway Quarterly Court," they
added. "There may be other charges to
be investigated locally, and that will be
considered by the Calloway County 
February Grand Jury, which convenes










Deaths 8i Funerals. 12
Crossword a,  18
Comics e 18
Classifieds- 18, 19
Big John's Section .._ ___•.__APriges
Some Workers Back
.0n Job This Morning.-
• longest labor strike in thehi.story Dickson estimated that by the end of
of Murray has ended. January 75 to 100 employes w4uld be
----By-e--tete-ef-989-tolflirmensliers-,of---railea hAek taagork-Over eoripkorea. 
United; Auto Workers Local teem were working at the Plant when the
suryear_ ribP wag called__ _
-Murray operatioa -of the Tappan who are not recalled will assume a laid-
"All striking employes with senioritycontract and return to work at the
The swam, began oh June 23, 1075 off status and be eligible to apply for
and unemployment compensation,"
- lasted . more Diemen alga, _ _
D. C. Blasius, president of Tappan, in
-a statement released today at the
"corporate headqaarlers in-Mansfield,
Ohio, noted that the Murray plant had
continued partial production-during the
strike using salaried emplaYees.
-
-Additional Rai range production bad
been transferred to other Tappan
locations," the statement said. "Most
products previously produced at
Murray will be 'moved back gradually
to maximize efficiency."
Dickson noted' that future plans call
for the local plant to eventually produce
over-and-under gas and electronic
ployes back immediately with certain
departments starting on a limited basis
as soon as Monday, Jan. 10," he added.
Dickson said that the local plant has
"had a massive dislocation of
__ machinery, equipment as well as
Product, and well-be_looking at 60 to 90
days to- get back into the production
levels that weivere at the time of the
shut down."
plant to full gyration," Dickson said. Georgia raised speculation here that
"We will be Calling maintenance em- the company might decide to move the
local 'operation. Company • spokesmen
acknowledged the purchase of the
property in Georgia but noted that the
company had never said it would leave
Murray. •
• The Murray Chamber of Commerce
appealed publicly for the company to
remain in Murray and 0011. Julian
Carroll offered whatever assistance he
could to helpresolve the strike.
Local Man Killed In
Accident Today Near -
Nashville; .3- In-lured.
A 78-year old Calloway County man Ivis-the„fivt person to reach the scene.
'was killed and three other lotal persons It took 20 to 30 minutes .for police arid`
were criticallyr,injured in a -one-car anibu/ance personnel to free the four
accident today near Nashville, Tenn persons from the car, which had veered
-Thaiaim ,was identified as Herberl off the road in • the Scottsborough
Erwin, Route One Hazel, according to Community-, on Pecan Valley Road,
Tennessee authorities. The victim was , near Nashville. „ -
taken to Vanderbilt Hospital in Nash- It was not known who was driving the._
• -in-tho--saine--ambulance-with--_-. eai7butiaafee ma*
`another occupant of the car, identified driving. .
as L. W. Pak-hilt, of1421 Vine, Mr. and Mrs -Paschall .4ad been-in-
age 61. Hospital officials said rascal] Avon Park, Fla., since NOvemberanci
is in -critical.' condition with multiple had come to Murray for the holidays.
_injuries . - They, along with her parents, Mr.'arid
Paichaltswife, s.- Mary 'Frank Mrs...Erwin, had left early this morning
Paschall, 55, and Mrs. Eva Erwin, 77, of -to return to Avon Park.. -
Rt. One Hazel, are in criticaLeiSticlition_L Survivors of Mr. Erwin are his wife.
at Baptist hospital in Nashville: Ml -"the former Eva .Bazzell, to whom he
Paschall has eight broken ribs, hospital was married November 29, 1919; three
Officials said. - • • '` daughters, Mrs. Paschall, Mrs. Dianne'
Sgt. Llwrence W.- Loftis said police Gallimore, Murray, and Mrs. Judy
were notified of•the wreck at about 8:45 Parker, Hazel; three sons, Joe Tom,
a.m.. today, He said a Nesliville 'hob, and Billy Erwin, all of Hazel:
Electric Service employe,-h6 was in eleven grandchildren; three great
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COMMUNITY
c
• Alyedeesday, ...lamery 5
Cherry Corner Baptist
Church Women and Young_
Women will meet at seven
p.m: at the church*. -
Mission organizations of the
Flint Baptist Church are
scheduled te meet at seven
p.re,._at the church.
Murray Open Duplicate
Bridge Club will meet at seven
p.m. at- Gleason Hall,. North
12th and Payne Streets.
ThursdaY,'-january 6
Harlem Glotrotters will
be at the Murray State
Fridly, January 7 411t6
Shopping day for senior





m. to North Central Centers
and dovmtbwn, and at 12:30 p.
m. to Be! Air Center and . 7 ...:
downtown. Call 753-9725 by .
9:15 a. m. and 11:30 a. m. for
Lunch for senior citizeNs, - -'
over sixty years of age, will be
served at the North Second
Street Community Center at
twelve &M. Game 08_2 for
rook, bridge, scrabble', bingo,
checkers, etc., will be at12:45
p. m. Donation is requested
for food.-
Fieldhouse at 7:30 p.m., Golden Age Club will meet
.:1911111r4td- hY--4h1-44-urray at twelve noon at
Methodist
- - . Social
Ellis Ce far wilL be open
fromlen a.m. to threep.m. for
- senior citizens with discount
cards being distributed sack-
lunch at noon, table games at
one p.m., and officers'
•- meeting at one p.m. last day
. to pick up discount cards.
,
Garden - Department,
Murray Woman's Club, will
meet at 1:30 p.m. at the club
house. —
The Murray-Diabetic Club, -
called Calloway-Marshall
Affiliate, A.D.A., will meet at
6:30 pin. for registratipn and
medical program at seven
p.m. at the Firli7Preabyterian
Church, 16th and Main
Streets.
Murray Women of the_
Moose will meet at eight p.m.
at the Lodge Hall.
• X--). Alpha Delta Chapter of
Beta Sigma Rhi will meet at
7:30 p.m. at the Ellis_ Center.
Calloway County Library
Board of Trustees is-scheduled
to meet at seven p.m.
Cathy C. Pigg
Namedio Honor
SEARCY, Ark-. — -Miss
Cathy C. Pigg, daughter .of
Mr. and-Mrs. Walter W. Pigg
Jr., Route 1, Almo, was one,of
98 students at Harding College
. to earn perfect- A grades for
the fall semester, according to
Virgil_ Beckett, registrar. A
total of 465 from the fall
- LS a.S.SQC
enrollment of 2,72A Made the
Dean's Ltst.
Of the total, 46 are seniorS,
21 are juniors, 13 are
sophomores and 18 are fresh-
men.














FIRST, SECOND AND THIRD place winners
In the recent Greerthand Quiz Contest for the
Farmington Chapter of the Future Farmers of ,
-
America aret from left, tun Ann Wilfoni,
Tammie Haralon- and Mamas Fegans. -
, March • Farmington F.F.A. Greenhand Quiz Contest
the First-
The Farmington Chapter
Saturday, January 8 'of the Future Farmers of
- Captain Wendell Oury. America recently held its
Chapter of DAR will meet at annual Greenhand. Quiz
the home of Mrs. Paul Sturm
at 1:30 pan.
A ',family dinner honoring
the 50th anniversary of Mr.
and Mrs. Guy Rutland or Almo





CECILY BROWNSTONEMr. arid Mrs. Edgar Nor- Associated Press Food Editor
- Wood will be honored as a
reception in celebration of- BUFFET SUPPER
their 50th wedding an- -Cabbage Rolls Rice
Green Beans French Breadniversary at the home of Mr. Beverage
and Mrs. Sherman Powell,. Blintzes guilTzEg
Benton Route Eight, Olive and From Jewish cuisine.
Hamlet Rood, from throe 10 large egg
five p. m. The family requests 12 octoinucale; ( '- :tips) dry
' that guests not bring gifts. i teaspoon sugar
',Y., ,teaspoon salt
__ 'a teaspoon cinnamon
SEWING WAS COSTLY 14 thin pancakes i crepes),
•er,....-411ChAilocknlaittIlialaer•sea•••11110•—••••• ...........-,..••-, ._ r, ......r.,, ••••,...,,,,,,, mx........
Beat egg until thickened and
hand using expensive silk lemon color; add remaining in- • . Cholesterol Level: What's OK? . per-active, child acts =pub
ontestIvientY-two fresh-
man greenhands par-
The top ten placings






Bell; seven, Alan Black;
eighth, Mike Kendall;
ninth, Don Brittain; and
tenth, Anna Newsome.
The top three contestants
will receive awards. at the
Parent-Member banquet






of the F.F.A. During the
first six weeks of
agribusiness I, the fresh-
men studied the F.F.A.
organization in 'depth to
become better acquainted
,with the F.F.A., its pur-
pose, and the way' it
operates.
Jean Ann Wilford will
rompete with the winners









Baby Boy Bates (mother
Petty), Rt. 1, Paris, Tn., Baby
Girt - Alexander (mother
Joyce), Rt. k, Sedalia.
DISMISSALS
Ricky D. Thompson, Rt. 3,
Box 1102 Murray, Mrs. Kathy
P. Fulton and Baby Girl, Rt. 1,
Benton, Mrs. • Louise A.
Lowery, Box 715 River Rd.,




Nursery 8 . .
NO NEWBORN ADMISSIONS
DISMISSALS
Michael S. Orr, 1505 Car- Penny Conservation 4-H Club Has
dinal Dr., Murray, Mrs.
Josephine Darnell, 1827 Meet With-Special Film Shown-
...catawa. Mkirray. RoOdal J.
Mrs. Ernest Madrey, leaders
of the club.
A film was presented by
Ricky Lowe, Biological Aide
of the Land Between the




Marine, Marcy Marine, and
Terry McDougal, members,
Mr. and Mrs. Cecil Like,
Leland Steely, Leigh Ann.
Steely, Jane Steely, Calloway
County Extension Agent for 4-
H, and Mr. and Mrs. Madrei-.
Smith, Rt. 1, Kirksey, Miss
Martha -1L _Kendall. Rt. 1,
Springville, Tn., Mrs. Mary R.
Travis, -Rt. 1, Almo. •
The Penny Conservation 4-H
Club held its regular meeting
on Friday evening, December
17, at the home of Mr. and
Xealtit -Wise
By Helen P. Andrew, M.S.,
Health Educator
Hyperactive Children
• r ••• r ' •
thread. It was not until the gredients except pancakes and
early 1800's that a method was beat just to blend. Put a spoon-`,
yarns could be twisted
discovered by which cotton sifuld otefrthoef .cheeeachsePanincizatkure;e-finoldthi:
es; roll. Fry, turning once,
together to produce a' strong, in a generotwamount of butter
smooth thread. in :a large skii,let• until lightly






Ends Tonite 1 7:25,sos
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• Flow often have you heard I
someone • say., "I eat all • the
eggej wata...._My_tholesterol's
been-tested and it's normal."
Perhaps the speaker en-
jöing false sense of security
"Normal" is not necessarily
"okay."' It may-.SiMplY 'be
v7ithin The -avel*gr- Tatum—
for Arnericarin-7
In a country such as ours
with a diet high in calories,
saturated fat.and cholesterol,
blood eholesterotievets- rendinterests Women to be high. This iated
NEW YORK (AP) — Women With a high incidence of heart
are becoming more interested disease. -W "normal' may he
In -knowing about wills. They "desirable
 „
are asking glare question Cholesterol -levels Zre re
aboutilieni and art-dIseittlihirliortid as the number
the 'superstition that "If yak grams ot ChoIeilerol in-100
talk about wills or make one,--milliliters of blood plasma.
you'll die very soon." Reports front Many U.S. labor-
That the sbservation .0( - atones indicate that values up
Mrsa-Uenstrits, President of 'Co 3013 are normal for Xtniri-
the Vicighem Stockbrokers Alm, cans. But many crutl;orities say
no one sifoilId-have a blood
Al-
ways Wanted To Know About
Finances But Were Afraid To
Ask."
• "The women mint to kno—W
about the laws covering wills,
what the average cost of mak-
ing one is, what will happen to
than if their husband dies with-
out a will, or if he doesn't pro•
tact them in a will," she re-
Ports.
"More women are now de-
manding that they sit in with
their husband when he makes
out a will and askviiim to sit 421---
when they make one out," says
Miss Liehowitz, a registered
representative with Wall
Street's Herzfeld & Stern.
Since women have become so
eager to acquire knowledge on
the subject of wills, she has
added May Glazer, an estate
seminars. Tops in Fashionplanner, to her panel for the
cholesterol level over 240. .
Even this may not be low
enough. Some , cardiologists
call for levels under 200. And
residents of Japan, who have
-fewer-iteisst.-attaeliathan-Aines.-.
icans, commonly have levels
of 170 or lower. ___
Although there- are no
guaranteer7there- certainly are
indications that steps taken to
maintain lower blood' choles-
terol levels might help prevent
clogged -arteries and • heart
trouble.' Hence, it seems wise
to get into the habit of eating
according :to a pattern ihat
favorslower blood chotPsterol
levels. This pattern
Calorie control to mold-
obesity
Liberal use of low-fat foods
- . such as fruits, vegetables,:
_bre-04. cwreals.
Moderate use of foods high
in cholesterol - such as eggs.
f:-r, meats. .
- • Limited:ruse of foods hilK
Niitu airirct fats --- itiCh fat,
--ry-trireors;--Nreeuner-eawas,_.rich_
pustries
- Use - . polyunsaturated
lots: (vegetable oils such as .
Ilazota, corn oil,, margarines
with-liquid vegeta-61e cril listed
,AK first. ingredient)_ins_leed
of saturated fats whenever •
possible,
basedMenus  't'e prin.
can • be adaPted . to
• -weitgler-gattfing- or weight•tos•
leg - anti can easily. heolarirrett -
to offer all the nutrients
needed for good health. What's
more, they can he delicious in
a new, vital way...
• When your doctor say.a
-"Your cholesterol's' normal,"
ask him "What shoulci it be?"
and proceed from there.
._There's no harm. in followjag
a chelesteroF4Mvering diet —
and it just might help prevent
-4-beastattack_ .
- More information about
the fats and oils in your diet
is available from the ma ers of .
Mazola- corn oil, the oil -orig-
inally used in diet modifies,
tion studies. Write to Ques-
tions and Answers _About
Fats and Oils In Our Foods
Dept. QOGN, Box 307, Cov-
entry, CT 06238.
• a., 4, a
-.Dr. Dorothy M. ttathmcom
is a nutritionist with. Rest
Foods. a Dirisiort of CPC
International. Inc. '
who gives seminars for women
GERMANY VISITOR
Mr. and Mrs. Shannon Ellis
had as their guests for the
holidays her sister, Mrs.
George (Phyllis) Smith of
WeLsbaden, Germany. Other
guests for the holiday dinner
were their parents,- Mr. and
Mrs. H. C. Paschall of
Puryear, Tenn., their brother,
Frank Paschall and Mr.
Paschall of Union City, Tn.,
and their sisters, Mrs. Frank
Dalton, Mr. Dalton, and Joe
Dalton, Murray, and Mrs.
Wade Darby and Dr. Darby
of Nashville, Tenn. Also
guests for the day were Mrs.
Jo Reeder, Mrs. Ted Lawson,
and Mrs. Aggie Lee Paschall,
all of Murray, Mr. and Mrs.
Wayne &tamer and family,
Mobile, Ala., and Mrs. Frank
White and children, Arlington,
Texas.
GUESTS HERE
Mrs. Aggie Lee Paschall
had as her guests for the
holidays her daughter, Mrs.
Frank White and children of
Arlington, Texas, and Mrs.
Wayne Stracner and family of
Mobile, Ala.,
• PADUCAH PATIENT
Roger Warr -ii of Murray
has betii patient at Lourdes
Hospital;•Padutah.
FOR GRAND entrances and candlelit evenings, the
tunic sets the mood. Slip this mervelously elegant
. long top, prOvocatively_vit up the sides, over
matching pants. Both in the .seadiat's' plettiest •
. shade, cognac. (By_ Zio.)
How does a Parent decide
whether g child is hyperac-
tive? And if he is, what can be
done about it?
It is a subject on which even
the experts-do not agree but
some useful data is emerging
frpm their study of the prob-
lem. They are coming to feel
that inability to concentrate is
a more accurate sign thsy a
high leyel of physical energy.
The latter may be produced
by a very ictive, excited mind severe, cases.
which is perfectly normal. Some of the roblems asso-
-19relmtnist7 "te -truly-ter ca on e
Melvin Levine. M.D.', writ-
.._iag in Redbook (October,
the-possibility of si-kW-The
sively and without "foctis".. underlying cause and adverse
ni
accomplishing little. Children effects on appetite, sleep and
-who fidget in school may illyi -.behavior'. Because of the-pos- -..
a language problem rather sibility that they may retard . .1
than a neurological one. ' gi.owth, drugs are usually 1 -
morevPeoduisakAtnr)icniwolneds:faeiriabribe;onfgaboing 
--15-r. -reviiii-, beTiFves that
drdisconttiinueisditahteamdoletsciemnce.. '1'4
. ability. If youf *id is. having _ 4arti part nf hr treatineiaar -
difficulty in concentrating, an hyperactive children and
evaluation and diagdosis by urges pirents to join forceS in
your pediatriciarrshould be developing community aware-
the first step. 'He may recom- ness, of the importance . of
mend a further evahigtion by provkling special education
a team of psychiatric, neuro-
1 'cal and learning disability
 classes in the public school
specialists such as is available
irr-htege medical centers.- On
the othei. hand, a significant
numb*r of children have_ been
additives, especially artificial --tient-Department at the Chit-
coloring and flavors, from
helped b the removal of
their food. (See "The-F-eingeld 
dren's Hospital MeclicalCen-
Association next week.) _ 
ler in Boston.
. C 1976 Gs 0 COMenunity _ServiCe of
one Health-Deportment General Co,'
terence of Seenth cloy Adventws
Gifts were exchanged arid a
social hour was held. Mrs.
Douglas Shoemaker was
6ohostess with Mrs. Livesay.
Attending the meeting were
Mesdames W. Z. Carter,
Chainberd; Hess Crossland,
Inez Claxton, Melvin 9yee,
Fred Gingles, John J.
Livesay, Ray Mund&Y, Lois
Sammons, Charles Stub-
blefield, Mary. Bell Overbey,
.W. S. Major,, Mary Louise
Baker, John -.A. Nance,
Douglas Shoemaker, Mary
Davis, Dr. Helene Visher, Dr.
Mildred Hatcher, Dr. Harvey
Elder, Dr. Keith Heim, and
Miss Maude Nance.,
*Dr. Levine" is aisistaid go%
fessor of pediatrics- acriar: -
yard Medical School and di-
rector, of the Medical Outpa-
"Kentucky Day" Party
Held At Livesax Home
The J. N. Williams Chapter
of die United Daughters of the
Confederacy met at the home.
of Mrs, John J. Livesay for a
combination of a Christmas
party and observance of-
-Kentucky Day.
Mts. Livesay, chapter
president, led in the salutes to
the flag and Dr. Mildred




10 ham and biscuits, fresh-
cocoanut cake, fruit cake,
ete4 was served with Mrs.-
Crossland ,presiding at
the egg nog bowl.
1976) warns against the indis-
criminate use of. drugs to
quiet hyperactive cliikh—en.
He recommends careful evalu-
ation first and cmty short-term •
drug use except in the most
. _Good_Oral Hygiene Arrests
Most Painful Gum Disease
Guts disease affects an ettimated 67 million Ameri-
can adults, and poor oral hygiene is responsible for a
large percentage of the problem according to the Nation-
al Institute of Dental Research.
Smokers, teeth- grinders, those-who breathe through
their mouths, and those who habitually thrust their
tongues against their teeth are most likely to develop
periodontal problems.
A national 'health survey suggests that periodontal
disease is more prevalent and more severe among those
with- certain systemic disorders. Hormonal changes as-
sociated with pregnancy, menopause and emotional
stress also can aggravate the disease.
CIpm disease lian start in adolescence but usually
doesn't become apparent until adulthood, generally in the
early to lnid-30s. ,
5.
Legend has it thatleft-handed President James A. Garfield
had sufficiently trained his right hand so that he could
write Latin ,with one hand while he wrote in Greek with
the other.
of soh, sensuous shaping. Of a
look 'that's totally upstaging tit
the theatre . . . the piece de re-
sistance at any restaurant. By
Carlye in -City Dacron* Poly-





NO. 1 SHAPE UP!!
1977 can be a trimmer, prettier
year for you. Let us provide
help fortour weight and figure
problems. Start today and say good-
bye to post holiday blahs and
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Mrs.- Audrey White of Hazel shows one of lhe sixteen
special quilts she has pieced and quilted and given away
'to relatives and friends. She will be .83 years of age on
'February 26 and resides in Haze" where she is a member
of the Hazel Church of Christ She has one son,-Williarn 
E. (Bill) Jones, carpenter of the area. Her husband was
the late Ben White of Hazel
If 
Mrs. Outland Opens Home For Meet
Of Pottertown Homemakers Club
The home of Mrs. Ola
Outland in Canterbury
Estates was the scene of the
December holiday luncheon
held by the ' Pottertown
Homemakers. Club on
December the eighth. Mrs. ,
Bobble Cook, president,
presided.
Mrs. Payte Overcast led the
devotion from Matthew 25:35-
36 with the thought for the day
right - with God." She also
told the story of the
"Christmas Rose."
Seventeen members an-
swered the roll call by each
one naming her favorite gift
she had received for Christ-
mas tkrough the years. Mrs.
GussiE, Adams and Mrs. B
Melugin, members, were
reported to be ill and cards for
them tyere signed.
-Mrs. Lucy Alderdice gave a
talk on landscaping and said,
"a white Christmas makes a
green Easter." Tho flower for
the month is the holly and the
stone -is turquoise, Mrs.
Alderdice said. -- -
An interesting account of
how Christmas is observed in
other countries was told by
roey
Mrs. Ma poGertzen, who alry o
with 
in playing several games.
Mrs. Gertzen also led in
singing songs and gifts were
exchanged.
The club will meet Wed-
nesday, January 12, at ten
a.m. at the Colonial House
Smorgasbord. Each one is to
bring. a gift for her aunshine
friend.
All American Pageant
For Girls Is Planned
A host of talented young
ladies Will corrTpete for the
coveted title of Kentucky's
- first All American Girl on
April 22 and 23 at the pageant
scheduled at the Holiday Inn,
Elizabethtown. • .
The All American Girl
Pageant is unique in that it is
one of the few pageants in
existence that covers such a
wide range of age groups.
Categories are the All
American Tot.- .ages 3-6:. All
American Little Miss - ages 7-
9; All American Miss - ages 10-
12; All American Teen - ages
13-17; and the All American
Girl - ages 18-26.
Girls in the age groups of 3-
12 will compete with street
length party dress, sport-
swear, and close-up appraisal.
Girls in the age,groups of 13-26
will be judged in evening








All girls except the 3-6 year
wilibe-juZged on a talent
presentation,also. The talent,
amateur or professional, may
be anything which shows the





Winners from each category
will receive trophy, crown,
banner, and the opportunity to
compete for nearly $5,000 of
scholarships to be awarded at
the national_ competition.
Talent winners will also be
eligible to proceed to the
national finals.
Would-be contestants may
inquire for further in-
formation and applications by
writing All American Girl
Pageants, 1915 Montgomery
Highway,' Dothan, Alabama,
36301. PTA's, band boosters,
dance schools, civic clubs, and
other organizations interested
in sponsoring a local pageant
as a hind raising project:nay
also inquire.
COOKS IMPROVISED
Pioneer cooks worked with
limited ingredients and lots of
imagination. They used
whatever they had at hand,
especially corn, wild greens
and fruits and created sub-
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Plight of Indians
Grieves Young Teen
By Abigail Van Buren
5 1575 Chasse TrIbunet-N V Nom *Rd Inc
DEAR ABBY: I am a Ilyear-olJ white girl, who is often
- told-that"! Took like an In an. Affh gh-ou - there is no Indian
in my backgro nd that I know of, I feel a close kinshi to
-tkom-14 aeheiwnel- I--ery- whenever 1--think-of
the Indians were istreated by the white man years ago.
I even went as far as to buy a pair of moccasins, and I
love wearing them.
I wateh - a popular TV program about two brothers
far_lheitiong-losi sister who _lives *Meng-Alia -
Indians. I would love to become an actress and play an.
Indian role.
This may sound silly, but it has made me feel better to
say it.
SENSITIVE AND SAD
'DEAR SENSITIVE: If more people would ideality as
you have with the cruelties and injustices of the minorities
among us, we would be a better society. You don't have to
become an "actress" to express charity and love. Dotet be
sad, dear. I think your sensitivity is beautiful.
DEAR ABBY: I was in my big brother's room looking
for something when I found some contraceptives.
Shouldj tell my Mom or not? My brother and Lace Veicy
-elestreand I don't want to see him get into any trouble..
- ANONYMOUS
DEAR ANONYMOUS: If you are old enough to recog-
nize contraceptives, you are old enough to know that be is
obviously sexually active, but doing his best to stay out of
trouble. Keep your mouth shut. •
Alf-M-rs it -possiti=e a man-but not be
able to live with him?
. We've been married for six years; and in that time we've
had an average of one fight a week. And I don't mean
squabbles. I mean real fights.
Our personalities clash. I seem to bring out the worsT in
him, and before I know it, he's yelling at me. beating on me
and threatening to leave me.
I've tried everything. I've even gone to a marriage coun-
selor. (He won't go.) I've tried keeping quiet and refusing
to fight back, but that only makes himmadder.
- 'I'm only 26 and we have- no children. I can't see myself
staying married tO this man and taking all this abuse. He
never says he's • sorry after he hurts me. And he's never
said he would try to change. The only reason I don't di-
vorce him is because I love him. I'm really strung out over
This ainil don't know whit to do. Help me.
MISERABLE
DEAR MISERABLE. Yes, it's possible to "love" • man
you're net able to live with. But it's my opinion that the
hind of "love" that heeps you -coming back for more pun-
ishment-is a poor trade-off and a miserable way to "live."
But it's your life and your derision.
Everyone has a problem. What's yours? For a personal
reply, write to ABBY: Box No. 69700, L.A., Calif. 90069
Enclose stamped, self•addreesed envelope, please.
Your Individual
Horoscope
 Frances Drake 
FOR THURSDAY, JANUARY 5,1577
What kind of day will SCORPIO
tomorrow be? To find out what (Oct. 24 to Nov. 22)
the stars say, read the forecast Fine influences should help
given for your birth Sign. you put this day "over the top."
Polish up a dormant talent for
unique, unexpected .use.
SAGITTARIUS
(Nov. 23 to Dec. 21) ler
Uncertainty could offset your
best efforts, so be decisive.
Marshal all your talents, will
power and know-how with a
view toward taking brisk steps
forward.
CAPRICORN
(Dec. 22 to Jan. 20)
Don't slacken your efforts
because others are . in a
frivolous mood. Consider your
own interests - especially now
when influence* stimulate new
ideas for improving your status.
AQUARIUS
(Jan. 21 to Feb...19)
Fine stellar aspects en-
courage your creative interests
Also favored: romance. family
concerns and cultural ac-
tivities.
PISCES
(Feb. 20 to Mar. 20) XC
You may encounter some
opposition, but it need not deter
your better efforts. Handle it
diplormaleally - and g6 on to
bigger and better.schievement
ARIM
(Mar. 21 to Apr. 20) VA
Your ability to weather
"stormy" periods will be of
great help now. You may run
into some opposition, some
unexpected situations, but
eventual returns will be worth
r)Shfloti for.
TAURUS
(Apr. 21 to May 21) Oka'
Curb a tendency toward
lethargy since stellar influences
promise fine achievement if
you're "on the The
Taurean is rarely lax, but such
inclinations prevail now.
GEMINI
(May 22 to June 21) 1164f-
Mercury, in excellent
position, puts your native
ingenuity and perceptiveness at
a peak. A time in which to
spread your wings a bit - if
time and obligations permit.
CANCER
(June 22 to July 23) 03/4:1
Stress your foresightedness in
order to prevent witless errors.
Don't liap at ideas or
suggestions made by those who
could mislead through a
pleasing manner.
LEO
(July 24 to Aug. 23) intiri
Follow your hunches now. An
Idea which may seem a bit
"offbeat" when first conceived
could prove to be a real in-
spiration.
VIRGO
(Aug. 24 to Sept. 23) 11PUI,
Dogged persistence will be
day's need; also, the fortitude
not to break your Stride
hesitantly when obstacles, new
problems appear.
LIBRA Ain).1: 1t. 24 to Oa 23) ,
Patience an& .a . _sense -of
-lemior needed now. Do not let
r-M-i6F-annoyances get the
better of you or you may blow




'5YOU BORN TODAY are
endowed with a trigger-quick
mind and are rarely caught
napping when opportunity.,
knocks. Your perceptiveness in
business matters and per-
severance in forging ahead
toward lofty goals are out-
standing. You love to travel and
will take off on a moment's
notice; like to be with people
and could succeed in any field
involving dealings with the
public. You hurdle obstacles
with ease and never let them
cllsmajt you. Traits to curb
unreasoning jealousy,
moodiness. Xiirthdate of: Joan
of Arc, French heroine and
martyr; Carl Sandburg, writer,
historian (noted biographer of
Abraham 'Jacobi).
••••-•-•'"
Polio Victim, Murray Native,
Named To Honor For The Year
(Editor's note: The
following dory,' written by
Virginia. Culpepper, con-
cerning Charlotte Smith was
published in a recent issue of
the Times M Valdosta, Ga.
Charlotte Smith
Miss Smith daughter of Mrs.
Virgipia Stubblefield Smith of
Valdosta, formerly of
Paducah and Murray, and the
late Zee Smith, is-the niece of
Mr. and Mrs. Raymond
Wallin, Mr. and Mrs. Grady
lttuliblefield,- Mr. and
Charlie Stubblefield, and Mr.
and Mrs. Ewing Stubblefield,
all of Calloway County.)
,Qr. Jonas Salk was still
doing research on the vaccine
for polio when Charlotte Smith
was six years old. She was
living in Paducah, Ky., then
and had just started in first
grade when she contracted
polio.
"She was • severely
paralyzed, arms, legs, back.
For the better part of p year
she stayed at Warm Springs,
the first of several visits to the
__cepter ape! _farneus ter
treatment and rehabilitation
for polio victims.
-She's -Pt been named
"Handicapped Woman of the
Year" by the Valdosta
chapter of Pilots Irt-
ternationat, and she has a
remarkably happy,- bright
outlook on life in spite of the
fact she walks with two canes
and wears a back brace.
"Yes, of course I'm glad
there is now a vaccine for






Baby Girl Fulton (Mother
Kathy), Rt. 1, Benton.
DISMISSAIS
Box 123, Buchanan, Tn.,
Ronald 1N. Williams, Rt. 1,
Sprtngville, Tn., Mrs.-Clara
M. Rogers, Rt. 1, Box 178,
Murray, Mrs. Fay V. Henry




Shores, Eric R. Van Vithis,
905 N. 16th., Murray, Miss
Selena K. Hill, Gen. Del.
Almo, Leonard K. Morris, Rt.
3, Murray, Mrs. Peggy A.
Williams, Rt. 4, Box 122-A,
Murray, Mrs. June F. Colson,
Rt. 1, Almo, Mrs. Phyllis .A.
Manning, Rt, 3, Benton, Mrs.
Faye W. Oakley, Rt. 2, Cadiz,
E. Glenn Kirks, Rt. 5, Murray,
Miss Pamela A. Padgett, 1309
Kirkwood, Murray, T3oyd J.
McClure, Rt. 2, Murray, Mrs.
Debbie S. Fielder, Box 64,
Puryear, Tri, Teddy G.
Futrell, Rt. 1, Murray, Mrs.
Jane S. Page, 107 E. 22nd. St.,
Owensboro, Ransom Stout,
1603 College Fm. Rd., Murray,






Baby Boy Wilson (mother
Vickie), Rt. 2, Hazel.
DISMISSALS
Mrs. Waltraud L. G. Mur-
phy, Rt. 1, Almo, Mrs.. Mavis
0. Young, Rt. 1, Alrno, Mrs.
Harold Houston, Rt. 8, Box
945, Murray, Miss Tanunie S.
Calhoun, Box 360 Rt. 7,
Murray, Mrs. Rebecca J.
Jones and Baby Boy, Rt. 7,
Box 46, Murray, Mrs. Rue J.
McCutcheon, 1709 Farmer,
Murray, Cletus M. Guthrie,
Ftt. 1, Murray, Mrs. Annie 0.
Sanders, Rt. 1, Farmington,







Carlos W. Springfield, Box
165, -New Concord, Mrs.
Patricia L. Clary, Rt. 2, Box
239, Springville, Tn., Mrs.
Sandra,A. Cox, Rt. 2, Box 8,
Springville, Tn., Mrs. Anna M.
McCage, Rt. 4, Box 530;
Mursay, Mrs. Dortha N.
Lyons, 1401 Johnson • Blvd.,
Murray, Mrs. Tamela R.
Leonard, P. 0. Box 82, Hazel,
Miss Sheila L. McClure, Rt. 2,
Hazel, Michael P. Williams,
18142 Bahama St., Northridge,
Calif., Mrs. Lottie 0. Douglas,
Rt. 1, Box 522, Springville,
Tn., David A. Dugger, Rt. 6,
Box 340, Murray, Charles A.
Dugger, Rt. 6, -Box 340,
Murray, Mrs. Linda L.
Reynolds, Pt. 5, Box 88A,
_Paria_Ta„ Jaraei G. 4urkeen;
Rt. 3, Box 380, Murray, Dwane
N. Melton, Rt. 8, Box 470,
Murra Burnis Fort Rt 1y, ,
resentment that it had not
been discovered decades
earlier.-"But there are a lot
worse things than having
polio."
"Warm Springs was "a fun
place," she said. "Once you
got over your sickness, there
was entertainment for all of us
- you know there were people
of all ages there. "We had
teachers and if you were in
bed, they came to you. If you
were in a wheelchair, you'd go
to them.
• t•__There was the famous
swimming pool where we gat
treatments and there Wer,e. of teaching at Georgia
wheelchair races down _thi Christian. A part of -the
hill It Was port octike beingin • community now, she-bought a
college because you made so house just across from the
many new friends. school, 'persuaded her
"I remember President widowed mother Fo`corne
Roosevelt came to my bed-and
shook hands -with me. I was
only six, but I remember' him
very well. All kinds of
celebrities would come and
some of the patients would be
carried on stretchers to the
movies or other en-
tertainments."
"She learned to walk again,
wearing two long leg braces
and using crutches. There
followed alternate periods of
being back in Paducah with
her parents and trips to Warm
Springs where she had more
operations on her legs. Three
operations on her back when
she was in her early teens
were the last she had.
"In the ensuing years,
Charlotte regained all the arm
muscles, and finally, was able
to get rid-of the leg braces. She
iliewilaiks4with4weitanes•end:
wears a back brace for sup-
December 30; 1976 port but that doesn't stop her
Adults 118 from. driving her own car,
"Nursery 4 carrying a full teaching road
NO NEWBORNB LISTED at Georgia Christian School or
. DISMIS&ELS accompanying the a capella
Miss Louise Hopkins, 205 choir on week-long tours.
Molton St., Hickman, Mrs.- "Although she had a visiting
Leathey Stacy, R.R. 1 Box 101 teacher when she was in
A, Dexter, Alias Sandra C. elementary school, she was
Moody,' 222 Riviera Courts, 'able to finish Public 'high
Muriy,Miss 
H. R. 
1, sca L. school at 16. After thatCunningham,r
yin- followed four years at Murray
sonia, Julian C. Jordan, R. R. State University at Murray,
I, Farmington, 'Elijah H. KY. "Ttuit was as much fun as
Ba. leFnotsterin , R.104 NR. 1,. i4th a.,Alm Roo, d Warm Springs," she said,L
Murray, Mrs. June E. Hobbs,  
1631 Farmer St„ Murray, Miss-..
Teresa G. Cunningham, 1100-
Berkshire Court, Murray; '
George L. Green, R. R. No. 7, -
Murray, Mrs. Ryon J.
Stewart, 1404 Hughes
Murray, Cleburne Adams, 201





Baby Girl Duncan (mother
Judy), 308 So. 10th. St.,
Murray, Baby Boy Hart
(mother Phyllis), Box 23
Hazel, Baby Girl Cella
(mother Doris), 1708 Plain-
view_SL Murray, Baby Boy
Page (mother Sandra), Rt. 3
Box 202 Dover, Tn.
DISMISSALS
Mrs. Vicki L. Wilson and
Baby Boy, Rt. 2, Hazel, Mrs.
Phayree V. Cook, 726
Fairlane, Murray, Mrs. B.
Larue Cleaver, Rt. 5, Highway
77 Paris, Tn., John A.
Parham, Rt. 1, Almo, Riley W.
Dunn, Rt. 6, Box 50 Murray,
Michael L. Rives, 1206 W.
Main Apt, No. 5, Murray, Mrs.
Linda M. Harrell, Rt. 1, Almo,
J. Terry Cavitt, Rt. 2 Box 253,
Murray, Clifford R. Sten-
strom, Hamlin, Cecil E. Or-
ten, Rt. 2, Box 247, Murray,
Michael J. Farley, 1619
Wiswell Rd., Murray, Ruth A.
Culver, 8087 Woods Hall, MSU,
Murray, Ozzie G. McClure, 401
SO. 5th. St., Murray, Donna G.
Swift, Rt. 2, Box 21, Murray,
Mrs. Edith M. Starks, 525
West 12th. St., Benton,
Tammy S. Walker, 203 .So.
Highland, Paris, 7'n., Melissa
C. Smith, Box 54 Dexter,. Mrs.
'Bobbie J. Nance,' Box 25
Cottage Grove, Tn., Rickie 1..
Branclon, Rt. 4, Murray, Mrs.
Addie L, Burkeen, Rt. 3,
Murray, Lubie V. Wallace, Rt.
4 Murrty, Mrs. Allie L. Potts,
Rt. 2, Kirisey, Wallace D.
Scarborough, 905 Fairlane
1W -Murray.










"A vocal music major, she
took part in all the activities in
which she was interested and
made the honor fraternity,
Sigma Alpha Iota, for women
in music.
"But she wanted a master's
degree which she -pursued at
Indiana University at
Bloomington following a
couple of years of teaching
"where the tall cora grown': in
Illinois With a mater's
tucked under her arm, the
pretty brunette came south to
Dasher and is in her 15th year
own and live with her, ("so
she can spoil me.") and is-a.
member of Dasher Church of
Chrift
"English literature ranks
second to vocal music in her
life, and she teaches literature
at high 'school level and
rehearses the a capella chorus
every day.
"We have a mixed chorus of
65 but we only take about 3tat
a time on trips. We're usually
gone about two weekends with
a week sandwiched in bet-
ween Last year we went to
Detroit, stopping tOsing every
night through 'Tennessee,
Indiana, Kentucky, Ohio and
Michigan. The year before we
went to Texas.
-One of the nicest things__
about my job is meeting new
people every year and making
-.-neerfriends-Andlietrearmner
I had a new challenge -being
a student again. I took two
graduate educational courses
and I'm looking forward to the
same thing next summer."
She also took her chorus for a
pinging tour in Europe two
years ago.
"As for her nomination by
Pilots, she is to compete at the
District level. District win-
ners, said Aleta Corley, Pilot
president here, are to compete
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Sighs of relief and screams of
delight were heard throughout 4.
our community Tuesday al-
ien-loon as nev.is circu1als4 on
the affirmative vote of United
Auto Workers Local 1068 on a.
- -new---t-antract
Tappan plant. ,
The vote to accept the new
contract signaled-the end of the
longest strike in the history of
Murray.'
iLocal plant offidals hav&
predicted that the operation
will be back at the pre-strike
production levels within 60 t6.90
days.
To reach that level, a difficult
task lies ahead for everyone
involved—management per-
sonnel, union . personnel and
citizens of the community as.a
whole. It can be done.
The battle-lines were drawn
at the beginning of the strike.
But.the strike is now over a_ncl,




H. Gene McCutcheon, editor
quickly erased., Tappan -will
stay in Murray and continue to
build our local economy.
Alant general ,.manager,-
Dave Dickson, said: "Both the
union and the company have a ,
big-job-to -do-as weturnJ his 
plant II full option,
We think that statement can
be carried a step further. Every
citizen in this community will
need to ,lend support to the
efforts of the union members
and Tappan management.
Le!'s take all the strike signs
and burn_ them immediately.
The strike is over.
The direction for Local 1068,
the Tappan Conipany. and the-
community as a whole W move
frotn this point is forward in
harmony. We should all join
together for progretss, and re-
emphasize to the Tappan
management in Mansfield.
Ohio, that Murray and Tappan
Make egoda team. ,
By F.J.L. BLASINGAME, M.D.
The great EnglOh poet William
Wordsworth, born about 200 years ago,
Wrote the famous line, "The &lid is
father to the man." His observation
may well have extensive health ap-
plications for us today.
How much of our adult disease begins.
in childhood? How much of it could he
prevented or lessened if appropriate
steps were taken during the early years
ofilife? It is encouraging that President-
eiect Carter has 'stated he will give
__ _greater emphasis to disease prevention
programs. •
Writing in a recent issue of the
Journal of the American Medical
Association, Christine Williams, M.D.,
and Ernst .Wynder, M.D., wrote,
"Pediatricians have without doubt done
exceptionally well in keeping our
children healthy as children, but at the
same time they have fallen far short of
 - creating-healthy-adults "The problems
discussed extend far -beyond pediatric
care and include much of our modern
life-style.
The authors express the belief that
much can be done in prevention and
include:
—Greater attention to diet. Obesity in
children often contributes to over-
weight in adults. Excess weight and
high sugar intake help to bring on
diabetes mellitus at an earlier age in
susceptible persons. High cholesterol
- and diets rich in fats encourage ar-
teriosclerosis, premature diabetes, and
deaths from heart disease and stroke.
Learning more about a balanced,
adequate diet is essential. Much
knowledge is gained by studying the
-effects of diet in various world
populations. This information can be
applied with benefit in the,United States
where dieting is carelessly viewed and
nut wiSely applied in disease preven-
tion.
—More emphasis in prevention of
cigarette smoking. among the young.
The authors estimate that 25 per cent of
all high school students are now regular
smokers. Most of them have- little
-7-- knowledge._ about the long-range
dangers of tobacco addiction in the
production of diseases.
—Encouragement of regular exer-
cise. It is preferable to establish eatlY
habits in this regard.
The authors believe- that major
benefits can result from health
education that will give children early
insight into their bodies, how they
work, and what each cari.and should dq
to prevent disease.
These physicians cite one good
' example of a program in New York
• 'City, Know Your Body (KYB),
-developed- by the Airrericarr- Hwdith
Foundation, and express the belief that
such efforts more widely used could
have significant preventive health
benefits.
Our ,entire society could well 4enefit
by keeping in mind the observation of
Wordsworth So far as or children are
conterned. - r
Q: Mrs. N. A. wants to know if a
persoo.can have a heart attacklhat is
serious and yet experience no pain.
A. So-called silent coronary oc-
clusions. (myocardial infarctions)
occur and are not a rarity. ft-is •
estiinated that 10 to 15 per cent of heart
, attacks are painless. Of course, a heart
. ..„jatack 1....!LI,2.y.erloolted because it
occnrs. during some other serious
iiiness (a stroke, an operation) or in-
jury. In other cases, the symptoms may
be thought to be "indigestion."
Unfortunately, the painless myocardial
infarctions may be as dangerous as
those which are painful.
Q. Mrs. 0. H. is alarmed that her
_ newborn grandson had an enlargment
of both his breasts ifes1V-Iqs Eiffel;
birth, but her daughter's physician
-expressed no concern and advised no
treatment. • .
A. Such enlargement of both breasts "
shortly after birth is harmIesa and self-
limiting in both male and female
newborns and results from hormones
which have been earlier transferred
through the placenta to the baby. The
enlargement is of short duration and
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- United States Industrial Council
TODAY'S TOPIC: GLOBAL REALITIES
One of the principal tasks facing the
Carter administration will be that of
fashioning closer ties with capitalist
nations around the globe and giving
-ittez  =su a new ure QigsitsicnQQ4--
President Carter, if he is to be true to
American national interests, will have
to decide early in his administration
That emphasis must' on lightenVg
alliances with the European com-
munity and Japan, not on appeasing the
Third World nations.
In short, the great need is to buttress
the industrialized countries of the free
world, which are under 'increasingly
heavy political and economic pressure.
The United States has a strong
community of .interest with the nations
of Western Europe, Japan, and Casulda.
It is heavily dependent on three semi-
industrialized, mineral-rich countries
in the Southern 11PrnisphPre, Australia,
Brazil, and South Africa. The-foreign
and economic policies of the United
States should be shaped to provide the
country with access to energy and
strategic raw materials, and to support
nations that rely on private enterprise
and other values basic to our way of
life.
Mr. Carter's campaign comments
included contradictory elements. On
the one hand, stressed that the
—Limited,. SL aid 14001 -o14
allies and give them due notice of
modifications in U. S. policy. However,
there were indications in Mr. Carter's
campaign speeches that he would be
lenient to the Third World nations that
are demanding massive income
transfer from the United States and
other Western countries. It is im-
perative that the U. S. not yield to such
deminds, and that it oppose , attempts -
-at cartel formation by producers of
minerals.
A test of Mr. Carter's attitudes will
come early in his administration when
the oil-producing nations will almost
certainty increase the price of
petroleum. The oil price hike will place
a severe strain on the American
-
HEARTLINE
HEARTLINE is a service for senior
citizens, of all ages. Its purpose is to
answer questions and solve problems —
fast. If you have a question or a
problem not answered in these
columns, write HEARTLINE, 114 E.
Dayton St., West Alexandria, Ohio
45381. Senior citizens will receive
prompt replies, but you must include a
stamped, self-addressed envelope. The.
most useful replies will be printed 'In
this column.
HEARTLINE: I am a 62-year-old
lady and I have just retired and started
to draw my Social Security benefits. I
feel that I need something to do with my
time and I would love to meet other
people in my work. I use to do quite a lot
of 'writing, so I was wondering if you
know of any pen pal clubs for people my
age. S.K.
ANSWER: Heartline has started a
pen pal club for people in America.over
age 50. This club has now been running
for more than two.years and has many
thousands of members. ,
For more information and an ap-
plication forth, please write to Hear-
tline American 60 Club, 114 E. Dayton
St., West Alexandria, Ohio 45381.
'Please send a long, self-addressed,
stamped envelope.
HEARTLINE: imderstaniff that
chiropractic services are now covered
by Medicare. Is this true? C.R.
ANSWER: Yes, but, Medicare helps
pay for only one kind of chiropractic
treatment — mhnipulation of the spine
to correct a subluxation demonstrated
by 'x-ray. Medicare does not pay for the
X-ray or for any other diagnostic or
- therapeutic services furnished by a
HARRIGAN
e,conoray, at a time when Mr. Carter is
pushing for higher _ employment, and
will gravely endanger many less stable
and less prosperous nations. If the oil
ce .in.cream.lis truly_ excessive, it
could trigger recession abroad. This, In
turn, could lead to civil turmoil in
Europe and the emergence of new
communist regimes.
, The oil price increase should serve
notice on the new President that he
must adopt a More realistic attitude
towards energy questions than he did in
the campaign. Specifically, if thell. S.
be utterly dependent on im-
ported oil and vulnerable to pressure
from the oil producing nations, the
neglected goal of energy independence'
must be stressed anew, despite the
objections of Mt: Carter's supporters
among the environmental protest
groups.
The reality of the nation's sitivation
cries out. for a huge push for new sur-
face coal production and new incentives
for drilling far oil and gas, as well as for
rapid licensing of nuclear power plants.
It isn't premature to speak of a
coming battle for the mind of President
Carter—a battle between his liberal
s.upporters and advisers, who advocate
economic "stimillatiOn” - (read: in:
nation ), and who favor close ties with
ThirdliVEld nal iii13,1uhl -091A5iPtau
off America's wealth, and between
those Americans who understand the
realities of our national situation which
every -responsible President must
acknowledge. The unpleasant reality of
• the oil price hike may sharpen the focus
of that struggle.
If a•natiert is to survive, ideology and
political myths must give way to
• reality. The reality is that the
productive, capitalist nations of the
world have much in common and must
work together to strengthen and protect
their system, if the liberty and
prosperity of their peoples are to en-
dure. The task ahead is to persuade Mr.
- Carter-to face up to-that-reality and set
upon it.
legislation being passed. The main
thing I am' interested in finding out
about is that which affects the elderly‘.
Do 'you know where I can find this cid.,
1 \•
\Bi b le Thougftt.
But he was wounded for our trans-
gressions, he was bruised for our
iniquities. Isaiah 53:5. .
With the beginning of tent, let us
remember Christ's great sacrifice for
hs. Let us remember His love.
can you help in any way? C.O.
ANSWER: Headline has compiled
information on different legislation for
the elderly. For this free literature,
send a long, self-addressed, stamped
envelope to Headline Legislation, 114
E. Dayton St., West Alexandria, Ohio
45381.
10 Years Ago
Judge Richard Peek of the 42nd
Judicial District for the counties of
Calloway, Livingston, and Marshall,
has taken the oath of office from Gov.
Edward T. Breathitt to succeed Judge
Earl Osborne who resigned to become
Judge of the Court of Appeals for the
First Appellate District.
The grand opening of the Capri
Theatre will be-on January 18 with the
film, "Texas Across the River" to be
shown.
Deaths reported include Mrs. Janie
Lee Conley, age 75, and Earl P. Devine,
age 70.
Miss Glenda Jones, daughter of Mr.
adeMrs. C. W. Jws of Murray, is at
Auburn Univers, Auburn, Ala.,
where she has a graduate assistantship
in mathematics.
__Marriages announced include
Patricia Belote Purdom to Thomas
Irvin Miller on December 25.
20 Years Ag
announced his
retirement-after being in business for
-the Oast 38 years at Shroat Bros. Meat
Market, North Fifth Street, Murray.
chiropractor. , A nurses aide course will start about
-11F,ART4.1NF,;-1-have-been reading in the Middle of January at the Murray._
the papers about the different types of Hospital, according to Lucille Ross, R.
N., Director of Nurses and instructor
for the 'course.
Deaths reported include Mrs..John A.
Ferguson, age 82, and frank Rudolph,
age '76. .
Mar. iages reported include Barbara
Gayle -Washer to Howard\ Dwain
'Darnell on December 21.
Births repotted include a boy, Johnny
Wayile,-to Mr. affd Mrs. John Edward
Canup on December. -
Rev. Howard Nichols, minister of the
First Christian Church, spoke on
"Problems of Minister anti Laymen of








Murray Ledger & TimesTditor
Beating the budget is now Britain's
fastest growing national sport. •
-The rule of the game is: if you've got
the morn, spend it hgfore the VAT
(value added tax) man asks for more.
And if you haven't had it yet, don't let
the Inland Revenue get at it. Take the
perks and let the taxable income go.
But what a hitge waste of naticinal
effort it a114.. It ,is Crazy for half the
nation's brightest 'brains to spend their
time tunneling round the tax barriers—
while the other half spend their time '
blocking the tunnels.
0+0
A Steubenville, Ohio, woman rushed
out to the store for her husband's
breakfast and lunch. She took her 5-
year-old Andrew with her.
"Hey, Mom, can I tell you'
sornethinic" Andrew puffed as he
followed his mother who was racing up
and down the aisles. "No, Andy, I'm too
busy."
He tried again, "Hey, Mom ..." Her
reply was, "Don't bother me. I'm
trying to think."
At the checkout counter. "Mom. I
think you ..." Again, his mothe.
squelchedhirri.
Finally, when they got home, Andy
asked, -Now, can I tell you?" "All
right; what is it?"
Andy yid, Just, _wanted to tell you
the zipper on your shoWis Open.!'
0+0
For the Rev. Ronald Bailey, it was
more blessed to give back than to keep.
He was unwittingly caught up in a
comedy of errors that began when the
Salem National Bank wanted to sell a
• repossessed pickup truck.
-Authorities said the clergyman
visited the hank and was given the keys
for a test drive. He got into ,what he
thought was the truck, police said, put
the key in the ignition and drove off.
When he returned, he signed the
papers and bought the thick. But he had
taken the wrong truck. Its owner, Jan
Miller, a bank employe, reportell her
vOhicle missing. Police traced it to the
clergyMan.
Police said everyone involved "got
together and worked it out.
"It was just a one-in-a-million chance
that those keys would have worked in
Mrs. Miller's truck, too," a police
spokesman said.
Opinions expressed in this column are thosy of the writer and do not\•••••••,•••••••rie•egarrtPrreflIee-PiPeafterlOP•IfecorarlIkkiterarriTimes'
FORi• 11 encodraged to respond with a Letter To The Editor
Headers who would the k to express their opinion on the issues discussed this 
I.
The Gilmore Case
by H. C. Gordon
With the refusal of the Supreme Court
to interfere further in•the case, there
are — as of, this writing — no further
impediments to the execution of - con-
victed murderer Gary Mark Gilmore.
Nevertheless, considering the fact that
the execution has already been delayed
three times over the  condemned man's
own objections, it is yet _conceivable
that Gilmore's self-imposed hunger
strike will claim him before the firing
squad prescribed by law.
.. Were the situation less grim, it would
be, ridiculous. Gilmore himself has
repeatedly admitted the justice of his
sentence and his willingness to die for
his crimes, yet certain intermeddlers
refuse to let him. For "humanitarian"
reasons, the Aherican Civil Liberties
Union, the NAACP, and other groups
have disregarded Gilmore's open
contempt for theirefforts, and are still
trying to save him in spite of himself.
In spite of himself—but not for his
own sake., That is the paradox. Neither
Gilmore the man nor the facts of his
case have had anything to do with the
desperate efforts to keep him alive.
There is no question of his guilt, there
are no mitigating circumstances, and
there is not the remetest possibility that
he was the victim 54 racial or political
prejudice. The sole consideration
motivating his dauntless rescuers is
that if he is executed, the nine-year
moratorium on capital punishment in
this country will be ended, and the way
made smooth for future executions.
litrhile some have depicted him as a
kook with a death wish, Gilmore's
attitude toward capital punishment is
saner than that of his self-appointed
saviors. The Gilmore case states the
issue in terms of purest justice: What is
the appropriate penalty for a man who
cold-bloodedly murders-- two of his
fellow human beings? That he forfeit
his own life in return? Or that he be
decently. maintained for the rest of his
days at the expense of the community
he has outraged?
Of the principle arguments against
the death penalty—that it is.unfairly
applied to members of minority groups,
.that an innocent man may be executed,
that it is not a real deterrent to-murder,
and that it "brutalizes" the
public—only the last two are applicable
ere, arid bath are tuzireleted to the
question of justice. With regard to the
former, we have no way of knowing how
many individuals have contemplated
murder only to be deterred by the
thought of the death penalty. With
regard to the latter, psychoanalyst
Ernest van den Haag has said that
people are more brutalized by their
daily 1'V fare than by executions.
The question cannot be voided.
Gilmore,-at least, seems to understand
this. In so doing, he acknowledges a
concept of justice that has been part Of
every civilization and every major
religious tradition since the beginning
of recorded time.
By denying the legitimacy of his
sentence, the opponents of capital
punishment not Only-Cienillirs-ConcePi,
but also a principle basis for
civilization. When men become
civilized, they give up the right to seek
their own justice. Instead, they
delegate that function to society with
the understanding that society will
punish criminals in a manner ap-
propriate to their crimes. If society
fails in this obligation, it invites a
return to jungle law and vigilante rule.
This, although they do not realize it, is
what the anti-death penalty forces are
really advocating.
By his 'decision to accept the punish-
ment imposed by society, Gilmore is
putting society to the test. Do we have
faith in our insitutions and the moral
courage to see that justice is done? If
so, we will not -shrink from carrying out
the sentence. If not, we will be
queStioning the very right of our
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Louise Lasser Named Worst Dressed
By STF.LI,A ZADEH
Associated Press Writer
LOS ANGELES (AP) -
Louise Lasser, television
"Mary Hartman, Mary
Hartman," taps this year's list




'make it because designer Mr.
Blackwell says he's "very
bored" with her. - ' •
Blackwell, isstain. his an:
nual list of the world's -10-
worstdressed WORMS
Tuesday, said Miss Lams!:
dresses like a tumblewstal
••••
the -"Picks up every little
piece of dust."
But he went out of his away
to praise incoming First Lady
Itnn Carter, saying she
"dresses very nicely" and has
"nice soft-taste." .
"She is a fine-looking lady,"
he added. "If she ever submits
PBB Linkeil. As. Cause
Itkin
.‘• By SUSAN AGER '-
Associated Press Writer
LANSING, Mich. (AP) -
PBB may cause ill health in
some people, says the doctor-.
who directed a survey of 1,029
Michigan residents who ate
large quantities of foed tainted
with the fire retardant
chemical.
A preliminary report
Tuesday by Dr. Irving Selikoff
Said at least 25 per cent of
those examines had nervous
system problems like memory
or personality defects, fatigue
or insomnia.
Selikoff and a colleague, Dr.
Sydney Diamond, - a
neurologist, said "initial.
analysis of the findings sup-
port the conclusion that ad-
verse health effects may
occur in some people as a
result of PBB exposure,"
But Selikoff, director of the
Environmental Sciences
Laboratory at the Mount Sinai
School of Medicine in New
York, said it is "good news"
- that two-thirds of the people
seemed "perfectly healthy."
The study focused 'on
---111ftlflgari fenvertirverstIffr-ttrirrtrtile farm -11111Tfffel-
who bought their food directly studied, Diamond said.
from the farms. Selikoff said Selikoff said he and other
he could not say why some researchers will continue
people got sick and others did studying various symptoms
' not. that they are reluctant tolink
PBB, a fire retardant atthistime,withPBB.
chemical,. was accidentally-, -\ They include unusual skin
mixed with livestock feed in rashes, abnormal test results
4973 --It was not discovered-- on liver analysim'indicaticcui
until April 1974 after it spread of weakening resistance to
to the food supply in Michigan. disease, and signs of mental
State health officials have stress, particularly among
said everyone living in farmers viho watched their
Michigan in 1973 and 1974
probably has some PBB in
their bodies, but Selikoff said
his findings- could not be,
projected to the state's
population in general.
Gov. William Whiten and;
House Speaker Bobby Crinf
premised once more to puitt,
for legislation to lower hie
permissible amount of PBB in
food. The state Agriculture
Department said there is little .-
PBB left in the food supply.
Farmers Complained their
families showed the same
sickness symptoms as their
PBB-tainted livestock.
Thousands of livestock died or
were killed because of high
contamination levels.
The only human death being
investigated for a possible link
to PBB is that of a child born
How tor
t-
Did you ever want to know how
to manage your money to make
every-penny count?
-You can learn how to do it.
Did you ever want to grow
your own vegetables but you
don't have a backyard?
- You can learnliwito4o-
that, too.
---1. 1c4-e4he Conumcr.
mation Center of the govern-
ment. And-we have over 200
publications, brochures, and
pamphlets that tell you how to.
do a lot of different things.
How to-sleep like a lamb.
How to keep your home in
good shape. And
shape in goo4 shape, too.
Our free catalog lists bro.
churet-atout buying a used car.
About health and recreation. .
Children. Food and nutrition.
Saving energy. Even how to find
a job that's right for you.
Most of these publications ,
are free. Most of the rest are 50C
or less. -
t at Isis t email?"' _
Just writeCOnsurner Informa




OAS SPACE CONEW RD In 0.E PlauSnft
e
cattle become sick and die
from the tainted livestock
feed.
-A final report. is not ex-
pected for several months.
to becomings Seventh Ave*
hanger, I'm sorry for her."
Blackwell said he di died
the women for the past Year
and based his selections On
clothes they chose to suit their
own tastes; net-en those nom
as costuming for a show. -
"It's a whole new crop," he
said. "I'm so bored with son." 3. Teley,ision star Angie
having said Liz Taylor looks Dickinson, "the policewoman
terrible. Who cares now? Antl that has caught everything but
Zsa Zsa Gabor - that's like fashion." 4. Singer Charo, "a
saying my grandmother just 'rumble seat with a pushed up
had a baby." _ front." 5. Dancer Ann Miller;
• 131aLkwelf-sattl-he eked-10.. "a 1937 - strevii
people to select the worst- Holland's Queen Juliana, .
dre,ssed woman on televisio ---the Queen's horses and
and all 60 voted for Dinah Queen's men couldn't-make
Shore. But he-said he dropped 4ulie look good again." 7. Lee
her to No, 10 on his list Radziwill, "Did Lee's
because he found her-"verY---designer go ,-dowo Nvith -the
boring." Mrs. Onassis,'Titanic?" 8. Country Singer
prominently displayed on the Loretta Lynn, "the right dress
list-in past years, was droppect_in - the-wrong century." R.
this time for the same reason, Television star Nancy Walker,
he said‘ "vacuum cleaners have better
• Blarkviell said he believe, covers." Di Dinah Shore,
the best dressed women are "wild again; begUiled again
former -California Gov.- arid constantly contrived
Ronald Reagan's wife, again."
Nancy; 1Kiia -tee , Moore
and Ann-Margret.
The complete list and
Blackwell's Comments:
1. . Miss Lasser, "last
summer's tumbleweed,
tuinbieweed."--2-. -Opera singer- -
Marilyn Niska, "Carmen
dressed like Sadie Thomp- •
fr
FINE FISH FOR THE kETTLE—fishmonger Ron O'Brien of Dudley, England, paid 200
British pounds for this 1 00-pound tune on cooftter in his skip. The--14-4oet-4ish-wat.-r---„,.. -
caught oft the Cornish coast and is tI4 British record catch. The world record tuna
1,120 pounds caught,off the Canadian coast in 1973.





Fifteen drawers plus plenty of 'drawer dividers organi:i
not only hardware, but sewing supplies, office supplie-
jewelry, _toiletries„ hobby needs, and more. Weldi
- steel-frame wstPrcleer plastic draWers. Cafl be rnourofo




Cooks allay safely —
unatteoded! Genuine stone-,
, ware inside. ..3101AIX
Stir, mix, or whip.- Angled
heel rest so beaters drain in -
40 bowl; - M24AVIHR/W
p-o•••••••••,.....APPP~-4=0.0411nrEn
HARDWARE SIORFS
Variable forward speed, 0 to 1300_RPM,_with
powerful 2.5 -amp motor - to drill in wood,





Floats in water. Made of
impact resistant plastic











Change every month to-irn-
prove furnace efficiency.
save energy. Ea. -79:
eiaifs-ro
• MY BABY DEEP FRYER
Perfectly Seep fries 1 to 2 servings ui
minutes'. with no temp to set or watch. Uses
Only 1 cups cooking oil Non-stick coating
wide and out for easy cleaning lncI.bft stud





With 3 bits. Drives ind re-
moves screws, pre•drills.too.









press! With black 
matchingband. Tin
4T1-501BP
Grinds without tearing,- strinitui4




i.:00Its 2 round hamburgers ix iqatiri- San-
. dwichks in 60 seconds, rivers& grid to fry
bacon and eggs together cttoks hot dogs,
Moiffina:etc Fag and easy cleanup ,1401/493
squad is made up of castoffs
from other teams. They play
the game-with gusto — a free
and unfettered spirit — and
they play rough.
So it goes down to a shootout
Suillay on the chalk-striped
tiff of the famed Rose Bowl.
•
New Record
 fault-all' s-. grutteirrarr-- • .
destroyer. . MEMPHIS; Tenn. (AP) —
I ,The tough kid is impressed
but unawed. His theory is that
records were made to be
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Meadowlark Lemon More
Than Just Court Clown
Meadowlark Lemon of the
Harlem Globetrotters, who
will be -at the MSU Sports
Arena on Thursday, talks as coach of the Trotters' other
—71kthWe and" not unit 'Wks-dribbling for
Lemon tbe player. Hes both as fivtminutes without giving
for the Trotters. - up the ball from the mOment
.. --I really don't understand he joined the -team and that
why people con-tinue to put us was in 1946! He would hit the
tinder a microscope, to 'see deck and slide on his knees for,
eihyi• they baskjetanblis,imgoopldy
enjoy what we do without
taking_us,apartlike_a_Riece of
machinery. But since you ask,_
here -goes. -
p
terruptin7g his dribble.. .and he "
does it -still teday.
Lemon loused- a 'am their'
tinud." Welled stars who
never get "a- chance to play'in a
leaguk because they were, 
bas et we p y or
Itit —the- • basketball -
comes first. I'm player-coach
of this unit the Trotters have
two and as coach I.must have
a Iretty good. idea of what
works and -what doesnl. j_
insist on good basketball.
Wjthout it the cofnedy doesn't
come off.
"Look, I've been around this
thing for a king time. rstarted
when Tatum was still playing
and was here with Wilt and all
the great 'players we've had
over the past 20 years. I need
the horses and our scouts
bring 'em ,into training camp
and the boss Stan Greeson,
Globetrotters President)
decides who stays and who
work with the -.players
teaching them Globetrotter
Style baSketbalf." -
Lemon paused for a moment
Wore continuing. An-
ticipating the next question,
he said, "Now what's
Globetrotter style basketball?
It's_ the most -imitated play
there is. Our dribbling,
•.: _and shooting  were
bringing people out of their
seats long before any other
segregate op ,a un
Puffins, Inii•an
Strong, Kid Oliver...all were
tremendous players and our
guys ).vere popping jumpers
lorig:7before Joe Folks.
. _ .
G-te bete-644 er Style
basketball is fundamental.
basketball. Go'od-. ball han-
dling. Crisp, quick passes.
Good hands. You never see the
turnovers in our game you see
in others. Our guys have to
learn to catch blind passes as
well as throw them.
"What more can I say?"
Lemon asked. "Just watch us
play and forget the comedy. I
dare Lou to do that, but-try to
wateh the ball and the men
movi,,,N, without the ball.' Look
--"Fir-irT171-iVel7We boss
. 
at our 'gaihe irrfin:r were
knows good talent and has scouting us. That's when
tremendous input from many you'll answer your own
sources, so, it's inevitable we question about our style of
wind up with good talent. .play.„._,
Fromthere I take over and -That's -when you'll learn
what Globetrotter ball is all
about. It's no mystery. The
mystery is why more teams do--
not play as well as we do, why
more teams are not as fun-
damentally sound as „we are.
That's just basketball."
Meadowlark Lemon is
called the -Clown Prince of
Basketball." He's obviously
more than that and he_ -





Sunday's Super Bowl i.iigliL
well stack up, as a scenario
• from an old Western movie on
the late, late show. No
Hollywood script writer could
dream up a better plot.
There's Fran Tarkenton, the
Minnesota quarterback—He's
the grizzled gun-hand still
looking for the man with
a faster draw. But he's getting
Op in years as football shar-
pshooters go — just short of
his 37th birthday — and the
guys in the saloon wonder how
his nerves and skills have
weathered the ravages of
time.
Let Henry Fonda play the
Part,
Then there's this young
buck who just blew into town
itching for a fight. Quar-
terback Ken Stabler of the
Oakland Raidess, strong and
quick, rambunctious, with' the
brass and boldness of a stage
coach bandit.
- Give Clint Eastwood a
month's growth of beard, pull
hirn Out of the spaghetti
westerns and let him wear
-Oakland jersey No. 12.
fidence and acts like a restless
-wrangler anxious to get inside
the joint and start busting
mirrors.
The contrast carries over to
the two teams they represent,
the National Football League
survivors who meet in the
game's great extravaganza.
Bud Grant, the Minnesota
coach, could be the town
marshal. He is a strict law-
and-order man — a stickler
for discipline and decorum.
His crewcut 'gray hair stabs
like porcupine quills into the
air. His steel blue eyes could
melt an anvil.
The Vikings pride them-
selves on their conservative
stance. They tuck their shirts
into their pants, wear jackets
and ties to dinner and would
rather die than be caught
picking up- the wrong fork..
They are determined -to
defend the town against the
"rowdies."
The "rowdies" are the
Raiders. Their trail boss, or
coach, is John Madden, a
massive man with lusty
tastes. He .speaks with a
raunchy tongue. His shirt il
is always. hanging out. He _
looks as if he Could kill a keg of
The old guy is the town \ beer with a single swallow.
legend. Every passing record e presides over a team of
in pro football has fallen to hi renegades. One third of the
.smoking gun. Covering _16
years, he has gone eyeball-to-
eyeball with the best —
Johnny Unitas, Bart Starr,
Roger Staubach and Joe
Nemeth — and walked away
each time intact.
Through it all, he has
remainect, untouched by
scandal or controversy. He is




program produced more than
$1 million 'last season for the
first time in the school's
history.
Figures released Tuesday
by school officials showed the
Tigers' took in $1,081,199. 1;
was announced last week that
by winning the Super Bowl" Memphis State led the nation
Tarkenton clean-cut, in increased averige at-
aose-shaven, unDredtentious• tendance, with 16,205 per
moderately ieserved. Stabler game for the 1976 season. The
flaunts a sinister growth of average paid attvndance per _




great," Stabler says: "But
when I take the field I think
there's no better quarterback
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Woman Athlete Of Year
FoNEmaYinec78:RTan—iaN, a the' '"ChrisVid.'Everr-erwinnvel 
106 
of this --
cover girl of the 1976 Olympics award the past two years
who thrilled millions with her finished third with 60 votes in; •
grace and perfection in the perhaps, her best tennis
gymnastics competition, has season ever. Miss Evert, the
added another trophy to her world's No. 1 female player,
case-:-The Associated Press' won Wimbledon, Forest Hills
Female l Athlete of the Year and, at one paint, over 100.
Award. straight matches on -aay. It is
With the, , sports _world her misfortune, however, to be '
focused "on Montreal for the a professional tennis player in
Summer Olympicsw; .• Misty of- the amateur
-eomaneci, then 14,   athlete.
eviler stage, -moving into An Following Miss Evert in _the
area never traveled beforethe balloting *ere speedskater
realm tif pedection. Sheila Young of Detrasiti who ;
Her first flawless routine • won a gold, silver and bronze
came on the. uneven parallel, medal at the Innsbouck -
bars, the first' p-iffier-score in Olympics; fas Vernian
Olympics gymnastics history. seriMming sensation:torn:01W
Proving the feat no fluke, Miss Ender, who won foor Olympic
Comaneci-pieked-Upalit-more-2-gOld-L-tnedals-including the -
perfect 10s on her way to gruelling 100-meter butterfly
winning three gold medals. and The 200-meter. freestyle
•MiatCosnaneciLatas.a_riteeit- 26 minutes-ape-EU
winner_ in tbe_g_ger Ju_,dy _RankUL the first 
balloting: by a national& 6100,000 winner, . on the
• panel of., sports writers and women's tour', end skier Rest
broadcasters ,fbr the Feinale Mittermaier, the _cheerful
Athlete of the Year., Award. West German who won - gold
She compiled 342 of 605 votes, medals in the downhill and
far out-distancing Dorothy slalom and came within .12
'Hamill; the gold medal figure seconds .of winning the giant
skater at the Whiter Olym- slalom at Innsbruck.for what
pica. Miss- Hamill of River- would have been an un-
• ,-C-ontviehtioveretinteter-precedented--swL-cp 'uf the
tendency for -falling down to women's Alpine-events.
Raiders Plan to Have
Surprise For Tarkenton
By BRUCELOWth Coach John 'Madden because' 
AP Sports Writer of a wave of.injuries in the
ANGELES:4A') - preseason) won't- . make -
There's this theory floating major difference, Tarkenton--
around the Slier Bowl scene ---pointsou,t is the presence of a
that Fran' Tarkenton. of fourth linebeeker, whP 'will
Minnesota is going to run more than. likely be blitzing in
Oakland's • line ragged, then at him most of the day.'
-pass the pants off the Raiders. And that-fourth linebacker,
says 7 the fearsome-looking
"Well, I don't know about Sistrunk, could create
,that.„" „says Otis 1sttunk. one --:Prohleins for _Tarkenton. "Hi
of Oakland,'S three defensive won't knew- hew often that
linemen whose job,. in part, linebacker will he coming -
will be to catch-the Vikings' and more important, he won't :-
scrambling quartertieclt rift - know which one'll be corning,"
think we may have a few Sistrunk says;-
Surpriles in store for ,, • One of those linebackers is
Tarkenton, too, has' the Mad Stork, the angular
reservations a -C-d the widely Ted -Hendricks. He's tookuig- .
held -view that his ability to forward to a few footraces
-move laterally, combined with- with-Tarkenton.
the three-man Oakland line "I can remember more than
make the Raiders especially running back and forth, back -
vulnerable. • and forth, with me right after
"It doesn't matter whether him," says Hendricks, an
you're going against a thee- eight-year 'pro who spent his
four (Oakland's three linemen . first five Seasons with
and four linebickersl„-ar_ a---'-Baltimore.
conventional tour-three or a 'U. tell you, -there are few -
whatever," says Tarkenton, a
veteran of 1,6 , years in the*
Natibnal Football League, a
quarterback who has probably
seen every kind of defense
imaginable.
"..What matters-, isat _the_
--folination, It's the guys who
e in it, their ability, their
desire. There is no mystery to
defense, only ,to how well they
play."
reason the Raiders'
three-man line (installed by
Pro Basketball
Standings
- By The Associated Press
National Basketball - Association
EASTERN CONFERENCE
Atlantic Division
.W L Pct. GB
Philphia 19 14 .576 --,
NY Knks 18 16: .529 11-2
Boston 17 17 .500 21-2
Buffalo 15 It .419•5l-r u-IrP fourSeds i4to the third
• N.y._Ntits ...12 23 .343 .4... _ round of theAustialian Tennis .
Central Division - Championships with a-6-L 6-4,
neve 21 - l4---O'--- vietorY-N' Over Airieriean
Houston 19 13 ..594 Nick Saviann; Also advancing. N or1ns 19 17 .528 21-2
Anon 19 17 528 Americans Roscoe •
Washton 16 17' .485 4 Tanner and Auther Ashe and





chasing man all 'over the
, joint, then Seeing him get a
Pass off. I mean, yOu punch
your fist into the ground, you
kick dirt, you cure-... . -
"Ah, but it's oh, so sweet
when you catch hini.".
Oakland is the first team-
' with an-almost constant three-
man line to, make, it into the -
Super Bowl. "It's been- said
you can't win with it, but we
don't -seem -tcf_he doing too
bad," says Dave Rowe, the
middle guard who will be
playing betweeti•SISTfiriilt and
John Matuszak on the line. "I
think it gives you a lot More
mobility, a lot more chances ;
to do a lot more things."
,Midwest
Denver- • . 24 11 .686 -
,.-Detroit _ 20-.14- .571 4.
Indiana " 17 20 .469 8
Kan City - 17. 20 ,459 8
Chicago 12 .20 .375 10i2
Milwkee ' 10 27 .270 15
Pacific ,Division
Portland .25 4.58
Los Ang 22 13 .629 14
Goldn St 18 1.5 .545 tri
,Se'attle 19- -19 .500 '0--
Phoenix - 14 18. .438 8
_Lo1den State 12& New-York 7968
Knicks 110 
ttoneonf ereftee





DAYTON, Ohio -I AP4 --
Forwards Erv Giddings and
Jim Paxson provided"I7 points
Atlanta 113, Denver 109
.Chicagolill, New York Islets so Morehead Tuesday night.
. llifIlwaukee139, Phoenix 111, Morehead „ guard Herhie
Portland 128, Boston 84
, Wednesday's Games 
_Symtper-was high Scorer for
Gold* State at Buffalo , the game with 24 
points._
,e - ‘ 




Chicago. at Indiana 1 ' 
' .5.5.t.e_nt.in_cl,u,,..dinlgasat eiiper
op.)lar, ,,,:,:rsi.arley:11,.:amei i.,.,.'cent._eaanvoesoraa.yge.incpunLIlety 
graduate
Borston at Seattle -
New York Knifits at Housto7,-.4as0-19*1-51t, n wishirCle°-W-4Mort erbthetT's - -
reccird, evened at_4-4. .• ,,
Denver at San "tonic,
Indiana at Atlanta
Golden' Satat m ukte atJames Wells added 10 pointsB  J '
fot,Dayton. .
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DRIVING THE BASELINE-Tommy Futrell drives the baseline as Steve
ds. Awaiting the rebound for the Indians is Eric Stewart (44). Futrell
takers raised their season record to 7-6. -
SIM
McClure of Wing* def en-
scored 12 points as the
(Stet Pintos by Burry 0rstr)
Turner's Debut In NBA Gets
Good Start As Hawks Triumph
ByALEX SACHARE
•r-. AP Sports Writer
No matter what Bowie Kuhn
says, Ted Turner niust be
doing something right.
ATtbvid or9,19.1, The SeCtind
lafgest of the National
Basketball Association season
in Atlanta, showed, up at the
Omni Tuesday night and
cheered both the Hawks and
their' colorful new owner. And
if Turner's goal is to sell
tickets, the Hawks' spirited
113-109 upset of the Denver
Nuggets certainly" did not
hurt.
The victory snapped an
--eight-gaiiie Hawks losing
streak. They are 1-0 under the
new management team of
majority owner Turner and
Lakers Come Back In Second
Half To Slip By Wingo 79-71
By BARRY WILLIAM DREW




Christrias greeting4 to Abe
visiting Wingo Indians
Tuesday night as the two clubs
saw their first action since the
Christmas break.
While the Leiters appeared
to be in a 'post-holiday gift:
giving mood in the first half
they shook off the cob webs
and chains of Christmas past
and handed Wingo, a 79-71
.,,dehistl...tfir• A rothormialf
crowd at Jeffrey Gym.
What really happened last
night was rather likawatching
a great bear awaken from a
long winter's slumber and
--deetde that he- is hungry.
Wingo found„-aut that la be
around when the bear wakes
up can be a painful ex-
perience.
"What it boils down to is
this," said Laker coach
Robert Slone, "We have been
at ease, foi the most part, for
better than two weeks during
the Christmas vacation and
the last games that we played
brought us to an emotional
peak and then we shut down
for two weeks, We have to
regain that peak and we
proved that we can do it in the
second half." . •
First half action :saw the
Lakers fall victim to mistakes
and good Shooting as Wingo
-seemed to have the hot hand
from the field and command
of the boards at both ends of
the floor. Several costly fouls
contributed to the Indians'
lead as the. Lakers tried to get
1,hpir'art togetbet.
At the end of the first
quarter Calloway was only
down -by -six but things- were
about to get a little worse.
Second qUarter action was
not much better as the Lakeri
stayed clone until-theta wore
four minutes left in the half.
No bomb went off and the
bottom didn't fall out of the
bucket, but Calloway got
outscored by Wingo 13 to four
on turnovers and good
shooting by the Indians.
The half ended with Wingo
hitting in the driver's seat-at 33
( Hit LEDI,Ell 'HMIs)
PORTS
General Manager and- Tuesday night,
President - Mike- & ls- ora state Warriors_ whipped. -the
Turner and Storen took over 
he Golden u
New York Knicks 120-110, the
the club Monday, one day Milwaukee Bucks routed the
after Baseball Commissioner
Kari iiiiiiended Tiirriefiroin
operating the Atlanta Breves
for "conduct detrimental to
baseball"- in his- pursuit of
then-free agent Gary Mat-
thews. •
"He'll be good for Atlanta
and good for basketball:" said
Denver star David Thompson,
Who two years ago spurned an
offer from the Hawks and
signed with the Nuggets when
they were in the American
BasketballAsbociation -and
was Making his first ap-
peara nc e in Atlanta.
Elsewhere in the NBA
Three Grid Players Ink
Scholarships At Murray
man.
Trowbridge, a 6-0,'230-pound defensive tackle was named
.." fo the AAAA all-state team, the Alf-Big 8 Conference team,
and the concensus all-state team (second team) picked by
:the Louisville Courier-JOurnal. He was named Henderson
County player of the week three times during the season.
-Henderson County, coached by veteran Mojo
was 14-1 last season and won the state division AAAA cham-
pionship. Trinity edged Henderson County 27-24 in the State-
Louisville AAAA playoff game.
Ray, 6-0, 184 pound quarterback, was honorable mention
all-state, All-Big 8 Conference, most valuable player on his
team, and player of the year in Owensboro. He completed 95"
of 193 passes last season for 1,389 yards. He also plays guard
on the Owensboro Catholic basketball team and catcher on
the baseball team. Catholic coach Jim Wilson is* a former
standout tackle at Murray.
Racer assistant coach Bill Hina, who signed Trowbridge
and Ray, said they were. outstanding college prospects from
two of the best football programs in Kentucky.
Town is,a 6-1, 210-pound center, who has played at fullback
and linebacker at Tilghman. He was named fo the AAAA all-
state team and to the Courier-Journal's consensiis (second
team ) all-state team.
Town was signed -by' assistant coach Carl Oakley, who
called him "certainly one of the best centers in Kentucky -
for the last three years."
Towns parents, Mr. and Mrs. Robert Town, are both
Murray State graduates. His high school coach is Dan Haley,
who has developed one of the state's most successful football
programs at Tilghman.
A blue-chip recruit from this area will reportedly sign with
Murray State tonight.
Atlanta went ahead to stay
with a nine-point burst in the
third period that established
Three West Kentucky prep football players signed Murray an 80-72 lead. Denver, whose
State grants during the Christmas holidays. The three are 24-11 record is the best in the
, twic-e-pulled-within two
sboro Catholic, and Robert Douglas Town of Paducah Tilgh- points before Lou Hudson's 22-
foot jumper with 1:27 left
made it 111-107 and clinched
the victory.
Warriors 120, Knicks 110
Rick Barry scored a season-
high- 311 points and Jarnaal
Wilkes added 23 as the
Warriors snapped New York's
three-game winning streak
and built a three-game streak
of their own.
Bulls 88, Nets 80
The Bulls broke open a
sloppy game with a 16-6 burst
in the third quarter. Mickey
Johnson was Chicago's high
scorer with 20 points.
Blazers 128, Celtics 84
Portland outscored Boston
21-1 in a five-minute span of
the second half in taking
command. Boston had trailed
only 58-52 at halftime, but
managed just 32 points in the
entire second half.
Bucks 139, Suns 111
Milwaukee got its fast break
in high gear, moved ahead 77-
55-at halftime and rolled up its
highest point of the
season. Junior Bridgeman
the way with 38 points.
pAsyggug_ifilik McCabe (1S) of tbe'lakeri-gits two of his 13 pidats off this fastbreak
hlls Mite-Web 117 ender for the reboond position. In the background is Tommy Futrell (23)
• *of CallAwit." •
• (Stuff Photos by hair/ Now)
-
The 38-year-old Turner drew
chars when he arrived at the
Omni with' 1:34 gone in the
_first quarter. He promptly set
about creating enthusiasm by
leading a cheering chorus
nbeaten Ballard Voted
Phoenix Suns 139-111, • -the- First In PreChicago Bulls trimmed the
New York Nets 88-80 and tho
Portland Trail Blazers LOUISVILLE., Ky. (AP) -
-overwhelmed the Boston Unbeaten Louisville Ballard
Celtics 1 has proved to ianother op-
ponent that itileserves, at
least for the time being, to be
ranked as the No. team in
Kentucky. The Bruins also got
a nod of approval from voters
-who made the Bruins the No.
choice in this week's
from 'his midcourt-seat. HE.- Associated Press high school
made a speech at halftime, bairethail Poll- -
urging fans to support the Ballard, 4-0, with Mr.
team by purchasing season Basketball candidate Jeff
tickets, and was among the Lamp scoring 14 of his 16 7 .1,pir Trinity (5-3)
6.Lou Iroquois (4-1,
first to arrive in the Hawks' points in the second half, came 8.Shelby Co (9-0)
dressing-rourrrtuTongratutate-back--iroui-a-2&12. hAlfiimP 
9.Lex• Henry Clay (7-2)
his club. deficit to post a 48.42 win over
Lexington rates Creek in a
first round game in the
Fayette County Invitational in
Lexington.
The win over Tates Creek,
this week's third-rated team,
along with a 68-66 victory over
East _Chicago, Ind.,
Washington in last month'..s
Kentucky Classic in
Louisville, has stamped
Ballard as the early choice for
the state championship.
Christian County, which lost
to Edmonson County in last
season's state championship
game, is rated, fourth on the
strength of a' 6-1 record.
Christian County's only loss
was to ninth-ranked Lexington
Henry Clay in the Ashland
Invitational Tournament.
Rounding out the top fly., is
perennial power Ashland,
which win its own tournament
title on the way to a 9-0 record.
The Tomcats collected a
single first place and 94 points.




Caldwell Co 68 Todd Co 60
Calloway Co 79 Wingo 71
Campbellsville 79 Taylor Co 74
Carlisle Co 72 Fulton 50 • .
Cincinnati Purcell 84 Boone Co
65
Corbin 66 Williamsburg 62
Coy Holy Cross 71 'Isle Hts,68
• ( ot) ,
Coy St Henry 57 Beechwood 44
Erlanger-41 oyd 58 Newport,
Cath 53 -
Frankfort 70 Gallatin Co 53
Garrard Co 81 Somerset 73
Grayson Co 80 Franklin Simp-
son 79 lot)
Harrison Co 77 Scott Oo -.70
tax Sayre 63 Nicholas:, Co 58,
Lee Co 75 Jackson Co 64,,
Lone Oak 81 Fulton Co 60
."--Lowes- 89 Can llt. '
Ludow 87 Coy Latin 71 '
Lynn Camp 74 Lone Jack 48
Madison Cen 64 Bath Co 63 ,ot
Mayfield 100, Sedalia 80
Maysville 54 Lou Shawnee 52
Mercer -U)12 Lincoln Co 52
Millard 70 Belfry 63 .
Murray 71 Marsball.Co 68
Newport 79 Coy Catty 56
Ohia Co 75 Butler Co 6- •
Paris 76 Harrpdsburg
Pikeville 92 Paintsville 56
- Porttstvouth 117 Gieenip Ccr II '-
Powell Co 72 LIU Co 69
Providence 64 Clittenden Co 6o
1iaceland 64 Louisa 59 ---
qAssell 72 Huntinazon K 66
Silver Grove 85 Bellevue 75
Syinsonia23-FarmingtoaA
Trigg c_o_p FL Campbell 47
p Cage Poll
Louisville Trinity, 5-3; Shelby
CoLinty, 9-0; Henry Clay, 7-2;
and Erlanger Lloyd, 841.
LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) -
Here are the voting break-
downs and records of teams in
this week's Associated Press
high school basketball ooll:
Kentucky Top 10
By The Associated Press
1 Lou Ballard 3-0 11 ) 133
2.Harrison Co (8-0)(1( 120
-3:Leir -Tates Creek (7-1-)-----4-14







to 44 and an 11 point. lead.
Things were looking bleak for
Filmore and his Lakers.
"Emption Wins games and
that is something that is hard
to coach especially after a
long lay-off. Let's face it,"
Coach Slone-said, "after a lay-
off like Christmas even the
coaches don't feel it in here"
as he pointed to his stomach,
the edge is gone and all you
can ask of the boys is to go out
and play as hard as they can
no matter whit the final seore
is."
Evidently the Laken head
Coach Slone because the
second half was to prove that'
- the Lakers-rould-come- alive
after their long winter's nap
and bite like a mad bear.
And when. the Lakers
decided to wake-up they did it
with style.
From the behind-the-back
passing of -Tommy Futrell to
the rebounding of Mike Wells,
Randy McCallon and Jimmy
Lamb the Lakers went to work
and began to whittle down the
Indians' lead.
"We are a short team and
we live Ito keep up the
pressure on the other team by
scoring. We didn't do it in .the
second half,' said Indian
Coach %yatrtir WacIlington.
"Mike Wells really __hurt us
with his scoring in the third
quarter. Eric. Stewart had 16,
points in the first half and he
was held to four in the second
half. Mq_ch of the credit for
that goes to Mike Wells, but
the entire Calloway team was
impressive in the second
hair'
The Lakers were impressive
in the third quarter. playing
behind an 11-point margin
going in, they finished the
quarter with a one-point lead
at 56-55.
t.9 play„„
around with, the fakers set
about the business of playing
the-last -quarter- and winning-
the game.
Although they didn't lose the
lead, Calloway played it close
to-vest as the fourth quarter
began to unwind.
With 5:57 left in the quarter
Mike Wells put in a layup for
two on a nifty feed by Marc
Darnell and then turned
. around and produced a steal
and fed to Tommy Futrell and
with 5:13 left it was Lakers 66-
61. The takers didn't give the
" lead back.
As the clock got down to the
two minute mark, Calloway
fell back into a ball-control
game. They froze that ball like
it was made of ice. Calloway •
controlled the ball, for better
than a minute before Randy
'McCallon drew a foul and
went to the line with just 45
secends left on the clock.
Randy McCallon acczt
for the final Laker points and
Calloway went on to take the
victory, by eight, at 79-71.
Mike Wells led all scorers
with a season high 29 points
and 15 rebounds against the
Indians while the Lakers
boosted their season record to
7-6 and Wingo recorded their.,
sixth loss against eight' wins.
In preliminary action 179F--
Lakers' B-team pushed their
- record to 104- aa they -defeated-






7" 6 3 26




6 3 4 15
Tucker 1 Cr 2 2
Bekekr 2 6 2 6
0 0 1 0
cl.Trotals 26 19 51 71
Cheese
fg ft ph tp
Lainafiall 5 
3 3 2 29
r4 12
Wells 1
_4 SI .3 137
Darnell  0 0 .) 0
 4 0/5 8
32 15 20 79
20 24 11 16-71





HIGH FOR TWO-A highlemph* Anent Lamb (41) goes up to employ his shooting form and hit
two of hisl 7 points. In the background for Calloway is Mike Wells (4$) who scored mason-high
29 points.
(buff Pima@ bylarryllrow) -









Tickets are on sale now at
Peoples Bank, Dennison-Hunt
Sporting Goods and Jerry's Restaurant
spon.hred h% the
%tuna% ( allonta% ( ount%
la cc.
Reserve Seats (1,000 Only) 
General Admission
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' Murrciy Takes 73-68 Victory
efense Keys Tiger
Win Over Marsh Is
By MIKE BRANDON 5. Marshall County- never somewhat.
Ledger & Thais Sports Editor managed to tie or lead for the "Anytime when you are
Tlie third time was not a rest of the game. 'coasting along with a pretty
charm for Rick Leeper. The Tigers could pull no big lead after you have been
Leeper, a graduate further than Seven points playing with suet). intensity,
assistant basketball coach last ahead in the first half and. then someone Comes along
year at Murray State, is now carried lt 33-27 edge- hito the arid-pets pressure on you, you
ja his first year of coaching at third period, are likely to make some
Marshallitounty High School. Gilliam hit the first bucket mistakes," Tiger coach Cary
Twice earlier' this season, ,of the second half and }hid- Miller said.
Leeper had watched the speth follaVied with ,a tip and "We _played so jnteme_sra
Murray High ;tigers and in suddenly, Murray led 37-27. -defense the first three
both games, he wasn't very Greg Schwinghammer quarters, our kids were
linpreatled, -ruescia-y- -Qbt-M=--accor&ron S-Know
Murray High, Leeper saw the Marshals then Hudspeth started making a few bad
Tigers for a third time., canned a 15-footer and Sims passes and they gota couple of
TO say-the teast,teepet-waS -Stilted On -the break. With 3:25; etily baskets on The 'Wreak.
impressedes his Marshatsfeti left in -the period,--erilliam hit "I've said before that we've
7318 to theTigers in a game fro & under and the Tigers led got some - of the hardest-
that wasn't nearly as close as 43-29. working people I've ever been
the final score might indicate. The largest Tiger lead of the associated with. We've really -
"We weren't able to execute game came with less than a worked hard on defense,
offensively. They really came minute left in the third period especially over the Christmas
at us on defense," Leeper said as Sims scored to give Murray break.
THE SWEEPER-Lindsey Hudspeth turned into a sweeper of Murray High. a 54-36 lead. The Marshals "I think the layoff worked
Tuesday as he swept the boards for rebounds. In "They 
are by far the best scored the final four points of two ways.. We needed ,.someodifition,"
team we'ye 'played this year. the period, game experience' during that
Ise scored 18 points. Blocked out of position is-George _Phelps
(55) of the Marshals. 
They are so deep They ate With just over two minutes time but it Asti helped "lis-
able to keep running people in left in the game, Murray led because it gave us a chance to
(Stet notes by Ma Broadoe)
• ,
UP HIGH-Bill McHugh slides in and goes up high for two
'points while George Phelps (55) and Jeff Copeland (33)_ of
MairshaH C\ unty watch the action...„
(Stet* Photos by Me Itrawd•a)
• 1 • or a
.and out all night and they can by 12 points and the game was work on ,our defense and .to
really get you tired. , never in any doubt. With less ,work with some people in- •
"If yoa try to concentrate on than 'minute left, Jeff dividually.
stopping one guy,_ someone Brandon scored on a three- "After our third game of the
else can hurt you. Raymond . point play to make it 71-64 and season, we hit what I call a
Sims was just unbelievably "litidspetb then canned two learner's plateau and didn't
quick. I don't think .anyone free throws to give the Tigers play as intense for the nPkt
around here can comparewith_a nine-point lead. three games," Miller said. ,
him. The Marshals scored the Gilliam's 22 paced the-
- Fragle-.0ilthrftr-•trapt- us-finalfour points of . the- game tcr- Tigers - while- Sans. and flu
early in the game, Brett make the final margin appear speth each score& 18 poln4s.-
Harcourt hurt us late in the ',much closer than what the For .the Marshals, Larry
game and-tindser- Hudspeth -game really was: -'- Schaper tossed in 16 while
hart us all night," Leeper
added. -
For Hudspeth, it was, a
family tradition. His older
, brother, Danny, who played
CC the Tiger. team that went to
state three years ago, used to
play his finest ball against the
Marshals.
Lindsey has picked up
where Danny left off. Hud-
speth was simply impossible
to block ofithe boards. He had
18 rebounds and fired in 18
points to match. Murray High
had a huge 43-26 rebounding
lead.
The key in the game for the
Tigers was defense,..,„: '
Murray High played super
man-to-man defense for the
entire game.' And every Tiger
on the floor had hands that
were as quick as an.Ali jab.
Time and time again, the
_ball would be passed 'through
the middle but one of the
Tigers would spring out and
bat the ball away. Murray
High had just nine turnovers
in the game while the Mar-
shals' were plagued with
miscues all evening.
A three-point play early-in
the first period by Harcourt
gave Murray its first lead at 8-
"We got a saner effort out of ,
Lindsey: He was seven for 13
from the field and I don't know
how many steals he had. He's
doing just what we thought
he'd do. Gilliam had 10 out of
13 from the floor and did a real
good jab for us, tspecially
with 'his- inside defense.
"I also thought. Sims did a
pod _121), with the baWian-
&Mg. I was quite pleased with
the fact we only had nine
-1U-rnovers.
- 'I thought Marshall County
did, a good job. They had-- -
billaneed scoring arid they
sure stayed inthere. They are
a very well-coached team,"
Miller added.
Marshall County falls to 5-4
with the loss while the Tigers
improve their season
worksheet to 6-1 and will host
Fulton County Friclity night.
Throughout the final period,
Marshall County used- a
fullcourt- zone press _which
bothered the Tigers
George Phelps had .15 with
Monty Moss and Sch--
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TWO MORE- Frank Gilliam scores on the brook after taking
a pass from _teammate Raymond Sims (10). Gilliam pliyed a
trasiandatsi-gamscies-thaltpais.-sueltialt
and 'playing superb and aggressive defense:
(Stet nolo' by Mike &random)
'Maryland Has Three Players'
Kicked Out, Still Win Game
champlOp.
Three Maryland 'players
were ejected for fighting as
Wildcats Rate As Best the Terrapins defeated' Rich-mond 90-78 Tuesday night..,
"Our three big Men were
Defensive Club In SEC 'Coach Lefty •Driesell. "We 'involving a member of the Top
20, 18th-rated Arkansas scared
'
BIRMINGHAM, Ala. (AP)
--- Mississippi State • leads
Southeastern Conference
basketball scoring with an
average of 87.5 points per
game.
Kentucky continues to pace
the defense, allowing op-
ponents only 62.7 points per
State also passed Auburn for
the lead in rebounding with an
average of 51.8 to 49.3, but





Contest Causes Problems For Ma Bell '
My apologies to Ma Bell.
. Our coldest for the 13 free tickets to the Harlem
Gloartrotters' game at Murray State. Thursday had the
telephones jammed all over the county-Tuesday evening.
To say the least, it was interesting.
To save space, I will repeat the question but- the an=
swer was Brigham Young University, which just about
everyone knew.
People were picking up their phones to dial my aumber
only to discover they were unable to get a dial tone because
. so many people were trying to call. It would be safe to
assume I answered 200 phone calls or maybe more from Sp.
m. until around 6:30 when I finally had to leave for supper
and then go Cover the Murray HighMarshall County game.
The fun began Monday night when a few people tried to
jump the gun and answer the question 24 hours earlier than
-they shoidd have. Also Monday night, the folks on Channel
10 were all trying to figure out the answer:. When 'the CHera
- - -got-together, theu.you know you are in for quite an in-
teresting contest.
There were some funny things that happened. People
would try calling my number and they would get a busy
signal and what resulted was a touch of nostalgia for me.
Quite a few people were able to talk to each other through
the busy signal. A fesfyrears ago when a radio station in
Illinois had call-in contests, the same thing.happened to me
and I'd"wind up talking-through the busy signal to other
people. Matter of tartly, that darned near led to me losing
my status as &bachelor. NOmore details.
Ah3tHote, it Wa's S lot-of fart and of emstsavi'm hare/Mew
people Who tried and tried to -call were disappointed
because they-knew the answer but could not get through the
busy signal. a
There were 13 winners though. They were Melvin Wyatt,
Ralph Jaane, Obera Stagner, Brad Edwards, Ron
__140cOugt, Sam. Kennedy, yprk Stunson, Nick tibbard7
Gary Galloway, Allen McGlard, Richard Huey, Sandra Riy
and Donnie Thompson.
A number of calls were long distance.
I've decided the next contest I run will feature as a prize
My advice. Nobody will call for that. •
Congratulations to the 20 winners and FIT see-all otydw
Thursday.
.lim Calvin Busy
Jim Calvin qualifies for the Weary Man of the Month
Award.
Calvin, the assistant basketball coach at Murray State,
flew to California at 5 a. m on December 14. He grrived in
Los iengeles at 10:30 a. m. California time.
His first- day there, he saw "only" six basketball games.
The next day, he saw eight games as two games were going
on at the same time, much like a twin cinema. The gyths
were separated bydpartitionand Calvin was able-to watch
two games at the same time. . • - -
The following day, -he saw 16 games and then the next
day, eight more.
"It was a good recruiting trip," Calvin said.
"It cost 'me only 227 mo than the trip to'Las Vegas.: Ivit
. stayed at my sister's home i lifornia. '
"There are five kids who • are really interested in
coming to Murray State. They range in size from 5-11) to 6.
19. The 5-10 kicican dunk the ball with both hands.
"A lot of the kids were not really aware of the -riliber of
fall the OVe iiIhys-.. Titan, Tail good abbfit the-fitchtlt -
there." Calvin added.
As far asthe ovr is- Concerned, California is virgin
terraory for recruiting basketball players.




game for .one of the nation's
top figures.
Tennessee hits field goals
best with .53.6 per cent, and
Auburn -makes the -most free'
throws, 75.4. per cent.
In individual statistics,
Bernard King of Tennessee
has ease .i.ad of teammate
Ernie oalreid ,to lead in
scoring with 24 points per'
game to Grunfeld's--23,7.
Grunfeld has the most points,
213 in nine games, 'to King's
168 in seven. --
Louisiana State's Durand
Macklin has grabbed 139
rebounds in 10 games to take
the lead in game avetage and -
total rebounds. His 13.9 per
game leads Mississippi State's
Rickey Brown, who averages
12.7, and Tennessee's King.
who nabs 12.6.
ISU guard Kenny Higgs
accumulated 32 assists in four
games in the-past two Weeks to
hold his claim as the league's
leading playmaker. Higgs has
passed out 91 assists in' 10.
games, a 9.1 average, to lead
tph4er8d.e6no. f Tennessee's Johnny
Freshman centers Reggie
Johnson of Tennessee and
Lavoh.Mercer of Georgia lead
in field goal shooting. Johnson
is 44 of 62 fin' 71 per cent, while
peM rreceenrth. as hit 54 of 81 for 66.7
Milligan College
Murdered By Tech
COOKEVILI,E, Tenn. ( AP)
- ' Leadiag virtually
throughout the game, Ten-
nessee Tech posted a 193-85
over Milligan College Tuesday
ntoigIlhetg.e basketball victory
John Tatum scored 17 points
to. lead Tech :scorers, white
teammates Don Adams and
Rany Hampton ,atided 15
points each.
Jerry Craycraft led Milligan-
and game scorers with 21.
Tenn?swe Tech broke' open
an early J3-13 .e and was
never-again • .
a 58-34 halftime advantage.. It
was the first time this season
the Golden-Eagles.* have
topped the 100-point Mark.
Tech has now won four
-atasgamon.es and lost five this
By HANK IAMENKRON ,Sigilers got within nine points
AP Sports Writer when Kevin Eastman followed
Maryland's 15th-ranked. ovith a field goal.
basketball team nay include Steve Sheppard, who made
a future world heavyweight twO straight three-point plays
to  kill Richmond's late bid,
finished with 25 points as
Maryland- posted its • 10th
consecutive -t-tiumph- after an
opening-game loss to Notre
'
can't afford to have those guys
on the bench. I told them that'
if they're going to fight in the
future to do it after the game."
Junior Mike Davis, 6-foot-10,
230 pounds, was thrown 4Utt for
punching Craig Sullivan when
the teams lined up for the
center jump. starting the
second half.
Larry Gibsorr•-• 6-10, • and
Lawrence Boston, 6-8, each
210 pounds, were thrown out,
along with Richmond's Mike
Dow, With 5:-57 left. in the
game.
John Campbell of Richmond
sank two free throws after
Boston was given a technical,
cutting Maryland's lead to 75-
64; and the upset-minded
it g first victory in 20 trips to
the Texas Tech Ca-inpus in
Lubbock, opening its South-
west Conference season with a
41-38 .decision. Ron Brewer hit
a 25-foot jump shot to:break a
38-38 .deadlock with four
seconds to play. , -
The victory was the ninth in
10 starts for the Razorbacks.
Brewer led Arkansas with 15
points. Grant Dukes of Texas
Tech scored 19.
In other games, Navy
erased an 11-point deficit and
beat Texas 'Wesleyan 102-87;
Lafayette :routed Yale 90-59,
with Jim Lundy scoring 18
points for the victorious 7-2
Leopards: Arizona -State
outscored Portland State 115-
92 despite 36 points by the _ _
losers' Freeman Williams, the '
Ration's leading scorer with *a
40.2 average, and South-
western Louisiana led-all the'
way in routing- Marshall 103-
70. .
" Also, G3orgetown,f)-2 edged
Boston University -- -with
Derrick Johnson scoring 20
points lot. the winners; _East---.
Carolina - downed New
Hampshire- 76-65 with fresh-
man guard Jim Ramsey's 16-•
points leading the way; Bruce'
Grimm, playing for the first
time in 2,--2 years, had 26 points
in the first half_ and finished 
with 36 as Furman overcame
Penn 93-88, and Rich Apke
scored 24 points, spark
Craighton, 7-2, over Tulsa 86-
75.
Oklahoma City cligped the
championship of the first
Siena Invitational thurnament
with a 72-56 victory
Northeastern. Mark Gwalt-
ney, named the tournament's
east valuable player, had 14'






























Visit Our New Gift Shop For
Outstanding Gifts & Prices
Bel-Air Decor
153-5738 Store Open til 8:00
•
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Your Choice
Save 504
6Bottle Carton 39\..‘ io oz.With Bottles -.' With $10.14Of Deposit Order or More-













5 lb. Bag 69'
904


















- With Couponin todays
• Murray Ledger & Times. Page 13
Register each time vat, •
are in the store for the
$100 given away each week
Ural L. Walls
201 Cross St.
•Nalhing to Buy •No Cards To Punch *All You Do Is
Register Each Time You Are In The Store Drawing Wed-
nesday at 8:00 p. 1j4ew Contelt Starts Thursday
Morning. _ ,
.Em ploy ees of Parkers and their Families not eligiBle to win. .Adults
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Sh,
Lack Of Interest In Memorial Chapel Baffles Builder
EAGLE NEST, N.M. (AP)
— The Vietnam Veterans
Peace" and Brotherhood
Chimel stands,, stark and
alone, as -a monument to a_
tatherls love and
.And it seenis all but
;forgotten — except by the man' 
whobuff it-On a windswept
little hill in nor4east New
Mexico: .
Dr. Victor Westphall, a 63-
year-o14 historian and author,.
spent fi* years - building the
chapel, mostly with his own
,hands. ' •
—"How' significant -how
*Portant it is. Ljust don't
know." he said: '-'We just do
what we must."
It is, he saicl, "aliiny cry in
the wilderness.',
The winding Walkway.to the
chapel is lined With markers,
each on a- one-foot pedestal;
-bearing—tha---aamea---ef
Americans - who died in
Indochina:,
• Robert Harris, Kentucky
Davis F. _Brown, Florida
...Denser Borkheimer,
Oklahoma ...• Rolando Her-
- 
.
nandet, Texas ... • Salvatore
• Armato, New York ... Andrew
Kirehmayer, Wisconsin ...




 Westphall .of the
U.S. -Marine Gorps 
n 
• onht,7
May , 1968, when com-
pany was ambushed • the
South ,- Vietnamese jungle.
Twelve - other Marines died
_ _ ivith him. ..
The inside trails of the
chapel are bare, except for 13
photographs on the curving
, north wall.
David Westphall, a proud
-young officer in a high-necked
dress uniform, is in the center- - , . • --- ,. • __ , ......,
picture. ' • .
The gallery - includes a
smiling young_ sailor. _a_
graying Air Force officer, a
' grim soldier stain his teens.
The faces and names of the -
. dead, Westphall said, ' give
)edlity (Al the rinnibers na
use to report the Casualties of
war..
1 41"e—oPle—argetrhe —slid.
"The significance of war
becomes more like a gam
than. a deadly—contest-in -the
eyes of most people, par-
ticularly if they are not init."
„ He wonders_ if people
already have forgotten.
• Donations to the nonprofit -
Prices of stock of local interest at noon
EDT, today, furnished to the Ledger &
Tin= by First of Atchigan. Corp. of
Murray,  are as follows:
„
Heublein Inc "  414 -4
McDonalds Corp SI% -4'
Ponderosa Systems 74 • Ai
Kimberly Clark -,,  42% At
Union Carbide 60% -3/4
W.R. Grace M's tvi
Texaco 27% %
General Eke  +%
GAF Corp 13%-unc
Georgia Pacific 37 unc
Pfizer 211% +%,
Jim Walters 37% -%
19 -4
Disney -46 +4
Franklin Mint 29% +%
Prices of stocks of local interest at
noon today furnished to the Ledger &




Ashland od  
A. T. VT., ............ 63% +%
Ford 59% unc
Gen. Dynamics 53%




Pennwalt — 331'. -%
Quaker Oats •. I ..... . .. . 26 unc
Republic Steel • 3/1. -14
Singer  16',
Tappan 114 +At
Western Union  19's +%




cohioration that operates Die-
chapel have dwindled to
barely a trickle, he said, ands
search for ,support . from
charitable foundations was
fruitlees. •
The chapel, located just off
U.S. 64 and 20 miles south of
Eagle Nest, remains an or-
phan, supported by the family
that conceived and nurtured
it.
It it not marked on. official
state maps. Bills proposed in




. Visitors, who Westphafl said
once ntimbered more than
25,000 a year, come less
frequently now.
-After all this time,"
Westphall said, "the chapel is
open only when I'm herewith
the key to open it."
Volunteers no longer_ eon,11,....
tqlkelp staff It. _
"Some people have come
long distances juit to see it,
and it's not been open. That's
a cross for me to bear."
Westphall said the lack 'Of
interest balfles him.
"1 do see a . very evident
trend where the vastanajority
Of people want to do things the
' easy way. I think that may be
• ‘Thy Vietnam veterans have.
been pushed into the
background. It's just the
eastest thing to forget about it,
to sweep it tinder the rug.
, "There may be an element
of shame in the minds of the
American people. They want
to forget about Vietnam. But
mankind can forget the
lessons of that war only at his
own peril," .
The chapel, he said, "is
dedicated to peace. It's not a
-war memorial. And as far as I
know, it's the only memorial
to all Vietnam veterans (of all
nations) throughout the world.
In a broader sense, it is for all
soldiersof all times."
The photos, except for the
one of his son, are changed
periodically, Westphall said.
" Its albums include 75 pic-
That's :a surprising • thing,"
Westphall said. "It's as if the
picture is • something. ' too
preciop to ,be sent through the
mad."
When Westphall leorped
his son's death, he and his wife
tures, he said, and new photos_idecided to establis,h a
still are added infreqUently. memorial that "would he
"The majority of the something lasting and good"
families bring them in person. The result Is the chapel.
4e _
BRIDGE WHIZ—Regina
Barnes of Modesto, Calif., is
the youngest life master in
contract _bridge history. She
earned thesohtc.rd shot*
before her 15th biithday and
is relieved that there is "no
more pressure:"
• - -lost -Wirephot4
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44" length with peak weights of SO, 55 and 60
lbs. on the same ispvt. SO-% break off, variable
draw length of 28 to'30'r2 .inches. A iamtriated
iirwls—weaspowast—lswitis, -wwislilss--.444. "Me--
peak weights of 570,- 55- and 6* tbs. Fait act-
;ngand double tapered for top perform•ricia,
easily relaxed for .string change isr storagrr.
Magiirtau% 'handle, light weight eccentric sus.
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. Mouthwash and Gargle




llny timed pellets, for rellef of nasal ,o,,gestion
head colds. sinus
Pack of 12
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I Deaths and Funerals I
Mrs. Armstrong's Mrs. King's Rites
Services Are Today Being Held Today
Funeral services for Mrs.
Brownie Armstrong are being
held today_at 2,: 30 , Rim, at
chapel of. tho-Bla lock-Coleman
Funeral Home with the Bev.
R. J. Burpoe and the Rev. Hal
Shipley officiating and Dwane
Jones as the organist.
Serving as pallbearers are
Danny Cunningham, Dwight
Watson, - Bobby Watson,
Charles Roberts, Billy
Roberts, and Thomas E.
Roberts. !Et-and:will be in tht
Spring Creek Cemetery.
Mrs. Armstrong, wife of
Rion 0. Armstrong who died
August 3, 1942, died Monday at
11:55 a.m. at the Murray-
--Calloway,County. Hospital.
She was. 77 years of age, a
resident of 618 Ellis Drive,
'Murray, and a member of the
Grace Baptist ChuiCh. Bern
February 16, 1899, in Calloway
County, she was the daughter
thg-late Jon and
.Nola French Jones.
The Murray woman is
survived by one daughter,
Mrs. Artell (Eva Nell)
Tucker, Murray; three sons,
Howard and James H: Arm-
strong, Paducah, and the Rev.
Glen Armstrong, Deaver
Dam; . one ̀$ister, Mrs_ Tilgh-
man (Jessie CBarrow, Murray
Route Two; two brothers,
Boyce Jones, Paducah, and





The funeral for James 011ie
.4
one pm. at the chapel of the
Blalock-Coleman Funeral
home with Bro. Harvey Lynn
Elder officiating.
' Active pallbearers are
Harold Lloyd Darnell, Her-
man Cude, Gary B. Haneline,
Artie •Haneline, Harry.
Haneline, and Fred Biggs.
Honorary pallbearers are
Tommy Darnell, Bunk Myers,
Dr. Earl Adams, Lonzo
Forrest, J. T. Tidwell, and
James Cooper. Burial will be
in the Antioch Cemetery.
Mr. Snow, age 75, a retired
. • Route
Seven Coldwater community,
died Monday at noon at the
Murray-Calloway County
Hospital. He was a member of
the Mormon Church, and was
born September 15, 1901, to the
late Lon Snow and Nettie
Gupton, Snow of Graves
County.
Survivors include his wife,
Mrs. Fannie Darnell Snow, to
--w-hom- he was- married -
January 1, 1927; two sisters,
Mrs. Herman (Bell) Cude,
Hickory, and Mrs. Opal
Lampkizu, West Viola; one
brother, Jack Snow, Frank-
fort; several nieceS and
nephews.
Services Are Today
For Hazel Woman -
The final rites for Mrs. A. H.
1Lurley) Skull are being held
today at 2:30 p.m. at the
chapel of the Miller Funeral
Home, Hazel, with the, Bev.
James Garland officiating.
Billy Fortes, David
Hopkins, Ricky Clark, Jerry
Hopkins; Wayne Hopkins, and
LarrY•McCarty are serving as
„.pallbearers and burial will be
in the Hazel Cemetery.
Mrs. Skull, a 52 year old.
resident of Hazel, died
Monday at 11:55 p.m. at the
•Murray-Calloway County
Hospital. Born Oeteber 28,
1924, in Calloway County, she
was the daughter of Jeanette
Lee King, who survives, and
the late Dewey W. King.
Survivors include her
husband, A. H. Skull, to whom
she was married in October
1945; her mother, Mrs.
Jeanette King, Murray; four
daughters, Mrs. Nancy
Walker, Hardin, Mrs. Neva
Hopkins, Hazel, and Mrs.
Frances Clark and Mrs.
Recky McCarty, Murray; two
sons, William W. Skull,
Milton, Fla., and Charles R.
-:Skull,-Hazei; one-sister, Mrs-
Susie Allen. Murray Route
Five; one brother, Mack
Wayne King, Rich Pond; four
grandchildren.
Services for Mrs. Anna
Belle King of 406 North Fifth
Street, Murray, are being held
today at two p.m. at the chapel
of the Max Churchill Funeral
Home with the Rev. G. T.
Moody and the Rev. Dr. Bill
Whittaker officiating and Mrs.
Oneida White as organist.
Serving as pallbearers are
Paul Jerry Lee, Buel Stalls,
Jr., Ray Newsome,- James
Dale Clopton, Ronald Kelley,
tnd Delbert Newsome. Burial
-will be in the Murray City
Cemetery. ,
Mrs. King,- age 67, died
Monday at 6:50 p.m. at the
Murray-Calloway County
Hospital. A member of the
First Baptist Church, she was
the wife of James P.King Who
died November 26, 1975. 'Born
April 10, 1909. in Wyer County,
Tenn.,-she was. the-daughter of
the late A. 0. Robinson and
_Carrie Stewart Robinson.
The survivors include two
sons, Gene ring, Murray, and
Jerry King, Bethlehem, Pa.;
two sisters, Miss tessie Mai
Robinson of Dyersburg,
Term., and Mrs. Lela R. Page,
Saratoga, Calif.; three
brothers, Lester ;Robinson,
Winter Par* Fla., A. 0.
Robinson, Jacksonville; Fla.,
and Harry S. Robinson,
Memphis, Tenn.; four
grandchildren, Janene King,
Jackson, Tenn., Elizabeth and
David King, Bethlehem, Pa.,
and Grant -King, Vincennes,
Ind.
Funeral Thursday
For Mr5, ifiljer •
The funeral services for
Mrs. T.. C. (Ethel L.) Miller
have been scheduled for
Thursday at two p.m. at the
chapel of the Max Churchill
Funeral Home with burial to
follow in the .West Fork
Cemetery. The Rev. Jack
Jones will officiate.
Friends .in-ay callo'at the
funeral home.
Mrs. Miller, age. 42, a
resident of Route_ One;
Puryear, . Tenn., was
_p_tounced dead on arrival at
the Murray-Calloway County
Hospital after being stricken
ill at home. Bckn August 11;
1934, she was the daughter of
the late Eldon Dtinn and Lee
Manning Dunn.
The deceased is survived by
her husband,-'!'. C:Miller, and
her four year old son, Glen
Allen Miller, Route One,
Puryear, Tenn.; two half
sisters, Mrs. Mary Sue Lamb,
Rockford, rtt:, and Miss
Martha Minis; on,e half






(SSI) payments , should
.,,promptly report changes in
their income and resources to
social security, according to a
local social security
spokesman.
"Increases or decreases in
income may affect the amount
,of monthly SSI- payments,"
the spokesman said. "People
getting SSI checks should
report changes or expected
changes in their wages, self-
employment earnings;
veterans pension payments,
and other income:: e
'Changes can be reported by
contacting any social-security
office.
People getting SSI checks
should also promptly report
change of address, marriage,
separation, and any other
circumstance that might
.affeCt their payments, ac-
cording to the spokesman.
The .supplemental security
income program makes
monthly payments to people
with little or no income and
limited resources who are 65
or over or blind or disabled.
The-telephone number or the
Paducah social security office
is 443-7506. The telephone
number for the Mayfield office
is 247-8095.
Adult Learning Center
Offers Math And English
Regularly scheduled classes in
mathematics and English will be of- -
fered in the Adult Learning Center at
Murray State University during the,
spring semester as an expansion of-the-
free program of adult education.
Chuck Guthrie, director of the center,
said each class will meet on Mondays
and Thursdays for One h&c . from
January- 17 through Marett 31.
Mathematics chines -are scheduled
from 10 to 11 a. m. and English classes
from 1 to 2 p. m.
Located in Room 228 of Roy Stewart
Stadium on the campus, - the Adult
_Learning canter offers answortunity
for anyone 18 years of age or older not
presently enrolled in a public school to
work- toward an eighth grade
equivalency or a high school




Since the center opened in the fall of
I9T4-, students have-had the-option of-
beginning the program at any level at
any time and working toward a goal at
a rate determined by them
"While continuing • with that
program," Glithrie explained, "we are
expanding the service. offered at the
-center to include mire structured
Iclassesileths:d_ntwEonagclisadheTic areas ofm thm
Besides helping persbns prepare for
the GE.Q,„test, Guthrie said,, the two
schedulES classes will also provide an
opportunity for review of the subjects
for seriMprovement or in preparation
for some other educational objective
such as college. !'
He added that mathematics and
English are the two most basic areas of
stuily in. the GED program. Instruc--
tional programs in Social studies,
natural science, and- literature also
available at the center round . out a
student's,GED preparation.
Students may register for the
mathematics and -English classes,
which will be taught by certified; ex-
perienced instructors-, by visiting "or
Aduit-tearrintk tenter in




from eastern Illinois into the
upper Ohio valley, the central
Appalachians and the middle
Atlantic states.
Heavy snow . warnings
continued for extrem_g nor-
theastern Kentucky and
Widely, scattered light
showers dampened some of
the coastal areas of-Califo*Ynia
overnight. Snow flurries were
scattered across the central
Plateau.
Below zero temperatures
chilled the country from the
upper Mississippi valley into
the northern and central
Rockies and central Plateau.
- This morning's low reading.
was 23 below zero at Butte,






9 to 5 daily and 1 to 5 Sundays
By The Associated Press night over the higher
A midwest storm headed for elevations of Arizona, with
the mid-Atlantic states today Flagstaff adding 6 inches.
as falling snow added to Prescott had 2 inches.
already heavy accumulations " With the snow expected to
spread eastward, travelers
advisories have been issued
for New Mexico and northwest
Texas today and tonight.
There is also a winter storm
watch for western Kansas
tonight and for northern and
Travelers • advisories were
posted- for extreme northern
Kentucky, eastern West
Virginia, central and southern
Ohio; southwestern Penn-
sylvania, the northern and
central portions of Maryland
and Delaware, the northern
and westcentral portions of
Virginia and the District-of
Columbia.
There was drizzle 'early
today in parts of the Carolinas
and Georgia, with overcast
skies persisting over a large
Scattered light snow
showers were reported over
parts of the Dakotas, upper -
Michigan, central New York,
southeast _Colorado- -and
northeast Kansas.
Snow developed during the
were relatively'balmy.
Fairbanks reached 88 degrees _
Tuesday to set a record 'ugh
for the date. - - ''''''' -
Temperatures around the
nation..ranged from 66 at Key




The Niw Concord and Lynn
Greve' Adult Farmer Classes
will begin on January 10 and
January 11 at the Murray-
Calloway County Area
Vocational Education Center.
The-New Concord class will





Murray returned home from
Madisonville where they





of the Murray congregation,
all those in attendance
repeatedly expressed ap-
preciatiOn for the scriptural
program based on the theme
"Rendering Sacred Service
with Your Power of Reason."
Refering to Samuel the
speaker said the privilege of
"Sacred Service" can start at
a very early age, andlraining
and instruction are important
as one's youth is the best time
for learning. Both young and
old were shown how to study
and remember.
The public talk entitled
"Keep Seeking God's
Kingdom" tlaivt. ed-by W.-J.
Benner was attended by 1445.
Benner emphasized that study
should not fade when youth
does but seeking God's
Kingdom requires continued




already making plans to at-
tend one of larger four day
atsemblies that are to be held
thrcuighout the United States
this summer," added
Rodriguez.
and the Lynn Grove class on
Tuesday, January 11, both at
7:00 p. m.
The classes, to meet once
each week for ten weeks at the
Vocational Center located on
the Murray High School
campus, are designed to help
meet the needs of those in
production agriculture, ac-
cording to Jamie Potts,
teacher of agriculture for the
Adult Farmer Program.
Potts said the classes will
focus attention on what is new
lx, crop production,
specifically in the area of
soybeans., corn, and small
grains. 'X' special session on
farm owner's , insurance is
planned for the-class mem-
bers and their wive.1,.
Instruction for the, ap-
plication of a spray ap-
plicators license till be'.
provided: A license will be
required after October 1, 1977
to purchase restricted
pesticides. Many other
current interest topics will be
discussed.
All farmers and interested
persons are invited to attend
the classes which will be
conducted by Potts.
Officers of the New Concord




Grove Class 'officers are:
Rau Conper,_president 
Henry Armstrong, vice-
president; and Cliff McCallou,
secretary.
LAKE DATA
Kentucky Lake, 7 a.
154.2, up .1.





The Optimist Club of Murray has
been honored with a Presidential
Citation for Accomplishmedts during
the 1975-76 administrative year.
Richard S. McAnany of Shawnee,
Kan., president of Optimist Inter-
national, announced that the citation is
being issued to Howard Steely; im-
mediate past president of the local club,
in recognition of the club's
achieVernents during his term In offiCe.
"Under his capable leadership, the
club not only added to the well being of
Itself and the community it serves, but
also added greatly to the strength of
Optimist Intermitional4" MeAnany
said.
Hoyt Cleaver, Jr., current president
Of the club, expressed gratitude for the
public support given the club during the
peal year, and - voiced the club's
determination to earn even higher
honors this year.
The Murray Optimist -dub wag
-cliartarixl-in--1967, -Us -members. are
Involved in a wide variety of youth work
and community-serving activities.
FIRE THREATENS OLD NORTH CHURCH-Boston's
historic Old  North Church is threatened by a fire that
occured in a five-story apartment building jn Boston's
North End. The church received minor smokr damage.
(AP Wirephoto)
Baker Says GOP Will
Support Jobs Program
NEW YORK (AP) - Sen.
Howard BakerOLTetuieS.see,
the newly elected Senate
Republican leader, said today
he believes his party
oolleagnes will support some
form of federal jobs program
and that he personally wOuld
favor doubling what the
Democrats are proposing if it
were 'the right sort of
program.
Whether to back a jobs and
public works program V the
incoming Democratic arter
adininistration really depends
on how much time it will take
the program to produce
results, Baker said on the ABC
television "Good Morning
America" program. Cost
estimates on the program
have ranged from $2 billion to
$4 billion.
"Often the jobs materialize
two years after the event and







SeriesF. Bonds gay o'',; interest •
when held to maturity of 5 venni
141 '2% the first year) Interest
is not subject to state or lox-al
income taxes, and federal tax may




BOSTON (AP) - The Coast
Guard says it may soon begin
searching aft* possible "life_
boats and life jackets" from .
the tanker Grand Zenith,
missing in the North Atlantic
with a' cargo of 8 million
a gallons of industrial oil. The
Panamanian-registered ship
with 38 min aboard - due last
Sunday iiVo Somerset, Mass.,
with oil fot a power station
there - has not been heard
from since Friday.
inflation. _ If it's a quick
operation and one-that clearly
will help the poor and the
disadvantaged, I think you'll
find overwhelming
Republican support for it ... I
would-personally be prepared
to go much beyond what we
now have, which is $2 billion -
maybe as much as $4 -billion,"
he said.
He added that an effective
package to stimulate the
economy weuld-have-trilleal
not only with jobs„14tit also
lax readjustments, business
incentives and a number of
other things."
He Also said he expected
President Ford to be a
respected' and important part
of the Republican hierarchy
after leaving -office, but
thought that the large share of
responsibility for leadership
of the party will shift to its
leaders in Congress and the
states.
Iowa ( AP) -
Iowa's _worst drought in the
Tn104 years S -c'e' weather
records first were kept has
farmers hauling water to feed
livestock and worrying that
there will be small corn,
soybean and hay crops if the
rains tionl come--soon.
Government crop experts say
it is too early to tell what ef-
fect this weather will have on
1977 wheat harvests, but in7
dications are not good.
INT/RRNATIONAL
SOONG KONG (AP) - A top-
speznt,.e_titnese document says
the earthquake last July in
northeast China killed 655,237
persons, the second Wiest
-quake toll in history, a
newspaper reported today.
The South China Morning Post
said the document reported
779,000 persons were injured,
79,000 of them seriously. The
paper did not say how it ob-
tained information on the
It said it was released
at an emergency conference
on earthquake relief work in
PARIS (AP) -.France is
experiencing -a* small sexual
revolution that shows the
country is more a sexual
desert than a pleasure garden.
It is also withering the myth of
Gallic. infallibility in the arts
of love. Surveys indicate that
about half the women in
France are nonorgasmic. Dr.
Albert Netter told a meeting of
physicians the French "have
sexual relations less often
than in the past and an
examination of their sperni
--ihs a weakness
unknown 40 years ago." He
blamed a semi-Permanent
state of tension in French life.
WASHINGTON
WASHINGTON (AP)-
Hubert H. Humphrey had lost
-in pursuit of 'greater prizes,
and he WU philosophicelifter
his bid to be Senate majority
leader collapsed without a
vote. No sadneas, he said, no
regrets. "But I would have
loved to have been majority
leader, I didn't run for it just
for the exercise." In the end,
Huinphrey had accepted the
inevitable, "withdrawing at the
. last to mote the unanimous
'election of Sen. Robert C.
Byrd of West Virginia as
leader of the Senate's 62
Democrats Tuesday.
WASHINGTON -,(AP) -
President ,Ford wants veto
power over the selection of a
new chairman of the
Republican_ NAtional..._COM,
mittee, but' probably won't
push his own candidate for the
post, White House aides say.
The Problem of tiling the key
GOP post is one of the topics
like to be covered when Ford




Ronald Reagan and former
Texas Gov. John Connally.
Purchase Area
Hog Market
Federal State Market News Service,
January 5, 1977
Kentucky Purchase Area Hog Market
Report Includes 7 Buying Stations
Receipts: Act. 488 Eat. 600 Barrows &
Gilts fully .60 high Sows .50-1.00 higher
US 1-2 160-230 lbs. $36.25411.50
US 1-3 200-2401be. $37.75-311.25
US 2-4 340-260 lbs. $36.75-37.75
- US 3-4 160-209 $3575-36.75
Sows
US 14 450-650 lbs. ,. . $29.50-30.50 few 31.00
US 24 300-50011w 977.50-2B.50
Boars 16.00-17.e0
LEAVES AS FERTILIZER
Raking leaves is a
traditional fall chore in this
country: but in the West
African nation of Chad, the
leaves of the acacia albida
trees are purposely left to
decompose and fertilize' the
ground. CARE, the in-
ternational aid and
development agency, supports
this  vital  ,tood-for-work
project bI providing acac
albida tree seedlings and
supervising their planting in
drought-damaged areas.
NEW PUERTO RICAN GOVERN-10R-Carlos Romero
Barcelo and his wife, Kate Donnelly, wave to crowd at
San Juan at the inaugural ceremony making him gover-
nor of Puerto Rico.
• in mBarkley Lake, 7 in.81 , _ • enca.
up .2. 2H0 >var. lit t he! tie location.
Below dam 308.9,-down 1.4 -
Sunset 4:53. Sunrise 7:II:—
Moon rises 3:23- p. m.. sets
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Charges Of Improper Disposal




disposed of at the Maxey Flats
nuclear burial site should be







Tuesday that three former
Workers' at the baStein
tucky site operated by
Nuclear Engineering Co. Of
Louisville turn over in-
formation they may have on
improper disposal practices to
the local authorities for_ _ _
possible grand jury action.
The workers' allegations
appeared two weeks ago in a
Louisville newspaper. Then
men told of inadequate_
training for erlployes han-
dling radioactive materials.
sloppy unloading practices,
leaky equipment, and oc-
casional dumping of the
radioactive materials on the
hillside near the dump.
The committee agreed it
Could - -ignore the
allegations, .but sided with Dr.
William McElwain, com-
missioner of health services in
the state Department for
Human Resourcys, -that the
committee should consider the
charges after they had. been
forniallyfiled.
McElwain said "we should
determine the accuracy (of
the allegations.) or dismiss




Maysville, said the penal
would be "remiss if we didn't
.call it to (the court's at-
However, an attorney for 
the Louisville company, Lee
Ambruster, told r- the com-
mittee' the-allegatiofis were
"gross hearsay."
_ He said the men who made
the charges had been
dismissed fromthe company
and that therefore they: 'have
reason to be biased against the
company.
"If you recommended to the
comriTonWealth's attorney
that he investigate, you will be
gioing....credence to these-
charges," Ainbruster said.
Denham told the attorney it
would not be giving the
charges :'credence" and-that
it was the committee's duty to
pursue the ' - *
-The panel has been charged 
with making recom-
mendations to the 1978
General Assembly.
Jackie Swigart, chairman of
the Kentucky Environmental.
Q u o m rtilTSTO
reiterated the cominission's
position that the Maxey Flats
dumping ground should be
closed until the public can be
assured there is no health
hazard. -
(Gov. a -Carroll said
last month he would not order
the site closed unless a health
hazard is proved to exist ).
Mrs'. Swigart said the
committee should not neglect
-shortterm solutions, tat must
also consider longterm
problems. She said even if the
dump is closed, someone will
have to, pay for perpetal
maintenance of the site, 'since
the radioactive elements live
"fortbausandS of years. - ''
Hundreds 8 Hundreds of Coats on Sale at Minnens!
Minnens Murray Be! Air Center - Open Nights &Sundays
For the United Nations, it is another classic moment of arrested motion, numbing futility, weary bombast,
_ parliamentary_ pretzels-The itueStion before the U. N. General Assembly is of-major consequence whether
neutral nations, Ipecifically India, should participate along with the belligerents in the forthcoming peace con-
ference to settle the Korean war. Even so, debate can be wearing especially should it include a 71-minhte
harangue by the Soviet delegate, white-thatched Andrei Vishinsky. For the  United States delegate, Henry Cabot'
Lodge, it is especially trying because it represents the first time In The seven and a half years of U. N. existence
that the United States has found itself in a minority on a major issue. The delegate from the United Maids:int,*
Gladwyn lebb, is in the equally unsettling position of splitting with the Americans over the matter.
From the American point of view, "two sides- should negotiate thblairean peace -on the one side, the-16
. nations that sent troops to Korea: on the other, the Communist foe. Lodge feels that Communists would be
more likely to yield_ground in two-party talks—as indeed they had after two years of wrangling over al( fl 
truce at Panmunjom—than they would at a round-table affair. The British see advantages in the lane*, Yiewillit a
broad-scale conference on. many global matters as a prelude to a general "settlement of the Cold War." The
Russians, for their part are primarily anxious to enlarge ally potential split among the western allies. A dicey
moment, then, this day, of debate, August 26, 1953, and visitors who pour into the air-conditioned chamber from
1 New Yo:rk's 95-degree summer are treated tel An equally he4ited exchange inside.
Shouts the Soviet delegate, shaking his fist "You cannot dictate the terms of this conference. You didn't win a
victory. Are you flying through the clouds on wings of ideas that you represent the master racer
• Replies the United States delegate, in icy Bostonian tones: "Mr. Representative of the Soviet Union _ has missed
another one of several great opportunities in his life to keep quiet."
The resuif 21 votes for the U. S. position; 27 against 11 abstaining 1, India, not participating. Thus, neither side
wins the two-thirds majority necessary to carry the day and the matter is put aside to debate anew. But the spec-
tacle of watching old friends — England, Norway, Mexico, Canada, indeed all except two of the 16 nations with
troops in-Korea — depart from the U. S. position in the vote is enough for Americans to count it as their first U. N.
defeat.
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A new Idea from the makers of,
Nescafe-The Coupon-of-the-Month Club.
To Introduce you to rodciyi:s rich NesCofe. Instant
Coffee,.well give you 4th off for the Month of
January. Then,- cis Nescafe keeps on sotisfying, you
keep on saving—for each Month, o new coupon.
- - giscofe, Keguior'or Decoffeinoteth-itS the- -
lorgest-sellingbrond instant,coffees-i-ri the."
wof1c0With our new "monfhlY sovingS:'
isn't this e? good time to join the club?
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Selling Illegal Whiskey No
Longer Easy In Harlan County
LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) —
_Bootleggers still run a brisk
business in Harlan County, but
selling -illegal whiskey — .and
getting hwa, with it --, isn't- as
easy ,as it used to be, says
Sheriff Billy G. Williams.,
Bootleggers in Harlan once
operated so 'openly, Williams
says, that they sold booze,
through drive4n windows..
Williams says he's not
—talking about moonshine
made in the 01S., because
bootleggers are more
sophisticated nowdays and
sell ."regular, state -limed
whisky.
-My men several times FeU
right in the line of cars, in
and went to the
drive-in windows, pulled up
and ordered and received
booze before they realized it




care about how open it was."
Williams, himself no
teetotaler, declared war on
000tlegging when his term
began because "it's against
the rule book. _
"I • don't have nothing
against drinking, but I've got
a job to do," said Williams,
who - has lobbied un-
- successfully - for Harlan
County to-leggin- the sale of
alcoholic beverages.
His battle against the illegal
trade nearly has cost him his
life at least three times," and
-I get hundreds of telephone
_t,weimitirttiV4getit&„.,,yi the .'re knuia 
me. --
He's been shot at his house
has been -dynamited, and
Williams saicLa federal grand
jury in Lexington is in-
vestigating- the latest attempt
on his life.
Williams said he really
. like arresting
bootleggers, because, iI a
iown like Harlan where there
are no strangers, "I've
arrested many of my friends.
„ "Each. and .every time I
have arrested a bootlegger, it
was a friendof mine," he said.
----No-strT-I-don't-fintFit-hard to—
do. I told them they would be
arrested. I asked them to quit,
and that I would try to stop
them."
To some degree he's been
sceifuT Williarnilhid. Ed!
example, bootleggers - don't
sell from drive-in windows
anymore.
But still, bootlegging,brings
more money into the county
than anything else — except
coal, Williams claims.
"Obviously, the people that
try to kill me ,aren't ,rny
friends, but most of the
bootleggers are," he 4aid.
"There is a Conspiracy to have
me killed. I know-that."
But, reflecting on his term,
Williams said he has no
regrets.
"I definitely am very happy.
Louisville Personnel
.Director Resigns Post
LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) —
City Personnel Director Joe
Mees has resigned his post
.1 think I have accomplished a
lot and definitely I will do
more in my last year," he
said.
Will,tains said "some of em
have tried to buy the off, that's
a felony I can't prove, but
they've done it."
Since he took office, he's
reduced the bootlegging trade,
here by at least a third, but it's
still a problem, Williams said.
- "But that in itself is &major .
step forward," he added. -I'm
gonna continue to make busts






"I just wanted to break up
the system of -open whisicy
our county, which is dry, when
the books says it's not sup-
ped to be sold," he said.
effective immediately, Mayor -




Director Robert A. Lawrence
has been asked by Sloane to
take-over Mees' duties, Riehm
said. She added that the
mayor would decide later
whether to name Lawrence or
someone else as permanent
personnel chief.'
Mees, 40, was but of town at
the time of the announcement
and could not be reached for
comment.
However, Mees said in the
press release, froro the
mayorl office-that "recent
events have made it im-
possible for me to-be effective
in dealing with the day-to-day




Mees was suspended last
week for an alleged racial slur
made to a black city employe.
Joan Riehm, Sloane's press
assistant, said that Mees
would be offered another
administration post.
Mees' decision to step down
was preceded by calls for his
reSigliation from the Board of
Aldermen and a local civil
rights group.
Sloane said in a press
release that "Mees has served
the city well and has been a
good friend. I deeply regret
this situation. But I hope he
will be able to continue his
service
Initial Foal
LEXINGTON, Ky. ( AP 1 —
Wajima, the champion 3-year- .
old horse of 1975, has sired his
first foal sine syndication
that year for $7.2 million.
Spendthrift Farm an-
nounced Tuesday that a bay
filly was dropped Sunday by ,
Gallant Trial, the first mare
bred to Wajima.
Both the mare and the foal
are owned by Mr. and Mrs.
Brownell Combs II. Combs
----mitnages-thesyndientemisieltr-
owns Wajima, who stands at
Spendthrift for a private
breeding fee.
As a yearling, Wajirna
brought a then:world-record
of $600,000 at auction at
Keeneland.
Missing the Triple Crown
- classics because of an injury,
Wajima captured seven of 12
starts as a 3-year-old and won
twice in three meetings with
the older Forego, who in 106
earned Horse of the Year
acclaim for the third straight
time. 
Wajima, a son of champion
Bold Ruler out of Iskra,
earned $578,224 in his two
seasons at the racetrack. He
won nine times and was third
twice in 16 career starts.
Dismissal Of Charges Against
State Police Captain Sought
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) —
The, attorney for suspended
State Police Capt. John Robey
says he will ask for dismissal
of the charged agafnstithe
veteran officer °' in a
disciplinary hearing today.
'Frankfort t Williaa
E. Johnson haid Tuesday he
would try to "shoot
downwhatever case they come
forward with" and show that
Robeyis a "man of .sterling
character."
Johnson said even thoRP who
he believes made the charges
against Robey would attest
his distinguished record.
A 21-year veteran of the
state police, Robey has been
charged on a number of counts
.in connection with failing in
follow through on an in-
vestigation involving
-allegations- of a solicited bribe
when he headed , the state
police investigative unit in
1973.
Johnson said the eight
charges against Robey make
it look "like they went down
through,the police manual" to
come up with anything they
could.
Johnson ,said. the charges























-They are not tied in with
any of the evidence, he said.
The charges do not identify
the. person or persons who
made the complaint against





Nov. 1 by Ricks,
authorities have kept a tight
Lid on information surrouri-
ding the charges.
, Ken Brandenburgh, - w
replaced Ricks as state police
commissioner two weeks ago
when Ricks resigned to return
to the Eastern Kentucky
University fatuity, will
preside over tod*'s hearing.
Brandenburgh said Tuesday
Would choose a hearing panel
of three to seven men, all
drawil from. the ranks_of the
state police. •
Johnson said he would ask
that the trial board, instead of
Brandenburgh, the presiding
officer, rule on his motion to
dismiss the charges.
He said Robey was for-
tunate to be judged by his
peers.




Twice as many working.
parents with young children
are expected to get a tax
break for child , care costs
under the new tax law, placing
them among the leading
bentfietartir—of :the—reeent:
legislation, according to the
Kentucky Society of Certified
-Public AZ.countants.
But, say the accountants,
gains under the new law are
limited largely to low-income
parents, while those in
medium to upper brackets
actually lose some - of the
deductions they -had. been -
enjoying.
As explained by. CPAs,
here's how the law favors
lower income families:
— Couples with lower in-
comes usually don't itemize_
deductions because taking the
standard deduction saves
them tax dollars. Up to now,
that has denied then a tax
break for child care costs. But
nowcwhile -using the stdudin
deduction, they can still claim
child care benefits.
— Even if one spouse works
only part-time, or is a full-
time student, they can now
claim child care benefits.
lll-care-paymentz
be paid to a relative, if the
relative is not a dependent and
if Social Security taxes can be
paid on what the individual
earns, which is not possible
under ordinary cir-
cumstances.
The CPA organization ex-
plains that the Tax Reform
Act of 1976 replaced the child
care deduction with a tax
credit. Now, instead of
reducing the amount of
taxable income, you subtract
a credit from the amount of
taxes otherwise due. The
credit can range up to $400 per
--yeae4m-enirehild-40418119:
two or more.
Because the new credit_ is
only 20 per cent of the amount
spent on child care, taxpayers
earning between $10,000 and
$35,000 may find the new law
brings them substantially less
savings than the old one.
Working parents who earn
more than $35,000 will benefit, •
however. Above this level, the
old la* phased out benefits;
the new la* does not.
All the changes apply to 1976
incomes, which means they
affect the income tax returns
due AprWI5, 077.— —
The'new law eliminates the
distinction between expenses
for child care at home and
outside the home; the credit
-allowedr Ls-the-same-in either
case.
. The CPAs advise further
that the amount of expense
qualifying for the credit is
limited to the earnings of the
spouse with the lower income.
And if one oflhe-Parents is a
-futt=ttm-e student, with -no
income, the earnings are
assumed to be $166 a month if
there's one child, $333 if there
are two or more who have to
be cared for.
The CPA organization at-
tributes the estimate that
twice as many parents will be
eligible for benefits under the




Users of the Tennessee
River waterway saved a
record $80 Inillion in tran-
sportation costs on barge
freight carried on the river in
1975, according to the annual
estimate by TVA economists.
This was about $7 million
more than the previous record
set in 1973.
The benefit to the regional
economy was more than seven
and one-half times as much as
the $10.1 million total
operating cost of the water-
way for 1975, including
depreciation, TVA said.
The savings estimated for
1975 represent a "-rate of
return" of more than 29 per
cent on the net navigation
investment. in TVA dams,
locks, and other features of
the Tennessee River water-
way.
Nine TVA dams create an
unbroken chain_of, lakes and
locks for river to** traveling
the 650-mile-long main stem of
the Tennessee River, which in
turn links this region with an
inland waterway system
extOnding from the Gulf Coast
to Minnesota .and Pena-
sylvania.
Since 1933 when con-
struction of the TVA system of
dams began', - 'Federal
operating costs for the Ten-
nessee River waterway have
iotaled about $187 million,
while benefits -have totaled
about $909 million in shipper
savings The savings figures
are estimated from actual
freight costs compared to
costs for the next cheapest
means of transport if the
improved waterway were not
available.
Barge traffic on the
waterway bounced back in
1975 to reach its thiid highest
year-end level, after 1974
tqnnage had dipped with'
sharply reduced coal and
petroleum movements
because of energy problems.
Barge traffic in 1975 totaled
28.3 million tons, a 4 per cent
increase over the previous
year. Coal shipments set a
new yearly record in 1975,
with about 12.1 million tons of
coal moving on the waterway.
Coal and petroleum products,
the two commodities that had
shown reduced tonnages in
.1974, were .the only two
products which showed in-
creases for _1975. Other
commodity movements




Private investment in in-
dustries along the waterway
was more than $252 million in
1975, the third largest total" on
record. This made a total of,
snore than $2.8 billion invested
by industry since 1933, with
more than 99 per cent of this
investment coming After the
waterway was completed in
1945. These-indestries employ
ate^ut 44,000 workers
Cause Of Mine Explosions
Expected By Mid-February
LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) —
By the middle of February,
investigators believe they will
know what caused two
methane gas explosions that
killed 26 men in a southeast
Kentucky coal mine last
March.
rreld N. Kirkpatrick,
mmissioner of the Kentucky
Department of Mines and
Minerals, said 'Tuesday unt
volunteer Workers expect to
enter the fatal "two-
southeast" section of Scotia
Coal Co.'s No. 1 mine at Oven
Fork in about two weeks.
He said the area then will be
studied by experts who will try
to determine what caused the
explosions.
Kirkpatrick said that for the
next two weeks, crews will
work their way through the 31/2
mile corridor to the "two-
southeast"-section. Then they
plan to ventilate that area so
the experts can enter without
wearing oxygen masks.
"There has been speculation
on a lot of things that might've_
caused the explosions,"
Kirkpatrick said. "There has
been speculation of electrical
trouble, a locomotive, a
smouldering fire, or a roof
fall.
"What a lot of people don't
realize is, that mine has rails
the supply cars run on. If a
roof falls and a certain type of
rock hits that rail, it will hit
the rail and make a spark and
that's all it needs," he said.
"Each time, there was a
pocket of gas and it only takes
a spark to set it off," he said.
"What we will do is try to
"pinpoint the point of the ex-
plosions and hopefully we can
tell what the ignition source
was. .
"We had a lot of people tell
us this locomotive ran over a
cable across the track," he
continued. "If you run over an
electrical cable and cut it in
two, that could cause a spark.
'It couldve been that, a
smouldering fire, a spark
from the battery-operated
locomotive." __ • _ _
He said "smile of the best
experts in the world" will
enter the mine to help
determine what -caused the
explosions.
"We hopefully will be able to
go in there in two weeks," he
said. "After *e ventilate two-
southeast we will be able to
make an investigation then."
Once investigators reach
the area, "it could take
_Ayeral weeks" to determine _
what triggered the blasts,
Kirkpatrick said.
"This isn't any more
dangerous than anything else
we have been through," he
said, referring to an eight-
month opertition to recover
the bodies of the 11 men killed
in the second Scotia bla..st.
"Everybody is a volunteer.
rhey know what they're
doing."
HAROLD D. PRIDDLE. M. D.
AND
LLOYD W. HOUSMAN. M. D.
ANNOUNCE THE RELOCATION OF THEIR OFFICES
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Would Delay Project Says Buhl
OAK RIDGE, Tenn. ( AP) -
An official of the the nation's
first plutonium breeder
reactor, said Tuesday that
moving the site from Oak
Ridge would delay its corn--
pletion for at least three and
one-half years, add as much
as $1 billion to its costs, and
remove the chance of testing
its use for generating com-
mercial electricity.
Anthony R. Buhl, assistant
public safety director for the
Clinch River Breeder' Reactor
-Project, responded to a
request made two weeks ago
by the Nuclear Regulatory
Commission, which must
license the project before
construction can begin.
-The NBC asked for in-
formation on alternate sites
for the cootroversial breeder
and on the possible effect such
a move might have.
Buhl said moving the
project after all of the
preliminary site work has
been done here, would delay
completion until as late as
mid-1988.
. Additionally he said all
utilities in the alternate site
areas in South Carolina,
Idaho, and Washington state
have told officials they donot
want the project connected to
their power systems. •
Whereas the Tennessee
Valley Authority, a partner in
its development, has agreed to
operate the breeder within its
power system for a demon-
stration period of five years.
•_ Opposition to the tiree,lor 
which Produces the highly
toxic nuclear fuel of plutonium
in its generation of electricity,
has come from the National
Resources Defence C_owisil, a
public interest group:
Both President Ford and
President-elect Jimmy Carter
have indicated concern over
the dangers posed by the
production of plutonium,
which can be used for the
manufacture of a bomb.
• Oak Ridge was chosen in
1972 as a site for the 350,000-
bilowilemonstrat1on plant..
It was to-have beenbuilt ata
cost of $650 million as a joint
,project of the then-Atomic
Energy Commission and a
Consortium of utilities headed
-by -?:V:: and 'Com
monwealth Edison.
Last year, the federal
Energy Research and
Development Administration
(ERDA) was given authority
for.the project after its cost
escalated to almost $2 billion.
ERDA set a timetable for
completion by 1983, contingent
on NRC approval of an en-
viron me ntal impact
statement this month and a
go-ahead to begin construction
this ,year after a set of
hearhigs.
That would allow three
years of testing before
dec*ng . in 1986 whether




property in Idaho, the Hanford
Nuclear Reservation near
Richland, Wash., and the
Savannah River- Reservation
in South Carolina, meet safety
and environmental
requirements for location of a
breeder.
Opponents 9f the project
have clahiled Mose three sites
are more favorable than Oak-




(ittP) - The Bowling Green
Board of Education has
elected Harold Stahl as
chairman through 1978.
Stahl succeeds Rbea
Lazarus, who remains as- a
member of the board.
Damaged Lock Gate On
Ohio River Is Reopened
PADUCAH, Ky. t AP) - A
Corps _ of Engineers
spokesman said he thinks it
will be two or three more days
before Ohio River traffic
returns to normal after a
damaged- gate was reopened
to traffic for the first time in
over a week. •
Corps spokesman Martin
Pedigo said that the gate,
damaged Dec. 27 by an oil
barge pushed by a towboat,
wei_g• berok-,414.1 Per_449‘b•
Tuesday night. •
Pedigo said that about 33
tows were waiting to pass
upstream and about the same
number were waiting to Move
downstream.
"There were about 60 tows,
and they average 10 barges
each, downthereibis morning
waiting to-go,"• Pedigo said
--earlier Tuesday:- "We.do knoW
that one tow is carrying rock
-salt which is destined for West
Virginia. I would say it will
take them three to four days




haiee said they needed the salt
badly to spread on ice-covered
- highways in that 'mountain.
state.
jet barge pushed by the
t6wboat Universal Trader
destroyed the lock gate, and
the damaged barge spilled
about 8,000 gallons of diesel
fuel into the river, said
Pedigo, who added that the
cause of the accident has not
been determined. •
He said the logjam an the
river was the worst in several
years, but that- the oil spill
Ford Wants Say In Environmental Officials Clean
Naming Party Head Up Unlawful Chemical Dump Site
WASHINGTON (AP) -
President Ford . wants 1.fetb
power over the selection of a
new chairman .of the
Republican National Com-
mittee, but probably won't
push his own candidate for the.
post, White House aides say.
The problem Of filling the
key GOP post is one of the
topictr likely to be discussed





'•-Reagan and former Texas
Gov. John C,onnalPy were
scheduled to •attend
today's White House meeting,
any further problems.
Pedigo estimated that it
would cost each tow company
about $200 per hour for the
time each lost waiting for
reopening,of the gate.
He said the U.S. Coast
Guard "is looking into
possible negligence and may
file charges" „against the
owner of-the Universal Trader
- Chotin Transportation Co.
of New Orleans.
"We will bill them for the
total cost of our labor,
everything," Pedigo said.
"We_  will pot _take them to.
court unless we can't collect
from them. I can't say how
much we'll bill them for, but
it'll be in the thousands of
To-Firs." - •
Nature Gives 5 Million Birds
A Stay Of Execution Last Night
LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) -
Nature gave about 5 million
western Keptucky blackbirds,
starlings, grackles and
Cowbirds a stay of execution
Tuesday night, but that
teprieve may- be short-
li.sriu,ngo officials say.
Unsuitable weather con-
iitions forced ,the post-
ponement of plans to. spray
Iwo roosts - one near
Russellville in Logan County
and another in nearby Simp-
son. County, according to "That's the minimum we
Thomas Harris, state ,need to go ahead. Using
agriculture commissioner.
Harris said • that the
Operations were called off
Tuesday night because of the
low chance of rain lot an
extended period and too high
temperatures.
• Harris, state Pest Control
Director Coburn Gayle and
Charles Danner of the U.S.
Fish and Wildlife Service,
visited the 3 million-bird roost
at Russellville before deciding
against the use of a chemical
detergent on the birds.
"I just figured it was too
much of a gamble," said
Harris. "Weather reportssaid
there was about a 30 per cent
chance of rain Tuesday night,
Wednesday and Wednesday
night with a forecast far about
a quarter-inch of rain.
taxpayers' money, I think we
ought to have better odds than
that," Harris added.
Ideal conditions for
spraying call for 35 to 45
degrees with one half inch or
more of rain.
A helicopter was on standby






• Exciting new foods
• Simpler to follow
• More flexible
And. .. a completely
New Maintenance Plan
MESSAGE FROM KAY: We've -added cheeseburgers;
real cocoa milkshakes, baloney on rye (don't hold- the
mayo), and "specialty foods" to fascinate your sweet.
tooth. All within limits, of course. To anyone who ever6
thought that for them losing weight was just about irir
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moat, ready to douse the birds
with hundreds of gallons of
PA-14. The chemical strips the
birds of protective oils and
causes them to die of exposure
in cold, damp weather.
Poor weather conditions
also forced the delay Tuesday
of spraying at a roost . in
nearby Simpson County,
Harris said.
Officials had hoped to finish
'the Logan County roost and
then move the spraying
operation about 32 miles
away, where a roost contains
an estimated 2 million birds.
A 3 million-bird roost near
Munfordville in Hart County
was scheduled for spraying.,
today if the Logan and Sim-
pson county operations had
gone according to schedule.
Harris said he and other
officials would monitor the
weather_ sitpation today and
decide whether to try again in
Logan and Simpson counties
tonight. He said a decision on
the Munfordville roost would
be made later.
The U.S. Fish and Wildlife
Service has certified the
Logan, ,Simpson and Hart codl
,9sts and one in Powell
County in east-central Ken-
tucky for spraying this winter.'
A roost must be certified by
federal authorities fcr
chemical spraying before the
state can obtain PA-14.
Two previous attempts on
the Logan County roost before
Christmas .were scratched
When predicted rain failed to
materialize.
Kentucky exterminated
about 9 million blackbirds last
year with PA 14 after farmers
complained that the huge
flocks were devouring
millions of dollars worth of
grain In animal feedlots. _
About* 30 million blackbirds
migrate annually to the south
for the winter. The birds also
have been blamed for tran-
smission of disease among
feedlot hogs and fig the spread
of histoplasmosis,. a lung
disease, in humans.
preference public.
"The committee itself has
got to make the decision," a
White House official said. "As -
to whether the Presiden‘ will
Come out hard and endorse a
particular individual, that's
still an open question."
Another aide said Ford
probably would prefer to
exercise a veto if he doesn't
approve of. a proposed can-
didate, father than voicing his
own preference.
The Republican National
Comm• - gather in
Washington for its Jan. 14-15
reorganization meeting. Ford
will entertain- the committee
at a White House reception
Jan. 14.
Ford has ruled himself out
as a candidate for' the com-
mittee chairmanship being
vacated by Mary Louise
Smith. And Connally, once
considered a good possibility
their second in a month. votes-Jan. 15.
i P- -
removed from the site and into the ground and dissolved mhouses close by have been
Brit tiv are Qer --disposed-ot. - — a plastic water pipe.- ---------advised to continue hauling hi
The Republican leaders contenders, among 'them Sen.. Wilson said about 320 An aerial search was drinking water rather than
planned talks on the -GOP's Bill Brock, R.-Tenn.; Robert barrels , of flammable launched, and the dump was drinking from their wells, he
future and Ford's role in the Carter.. a GOP co-chairman-  materials were taken to said, until it is determined
party after he leaves office front Washington. D.C.; Buehl Louisville for incineration and' Newport Abandons whether serious pollution will
Jan. 20. Berentson, former executive , the rest were buried, either at °mar . .
- Ford is known to have some director of the Republican the site or in i landfill nearby. Fight Against
favorities of his .` own for Governors Conference and of He said the chemicals came
but has declined to make his Campaj.gn Committee.
national conunittee chairman, the Republican Senate from two Cincinnati com- Fluoridation
for the post, said after the
Dec. 9 White House strategy
meeting that he was not in-
terested.
A number of others have
-been mentioned for the party
post. gne of them, Arthur
Fletcher, a deputy assistant to
Ford in the field of urban
affairs, claims he is a front-
runner against Utah state
Republican chairman Richard
Richards, a Reagan backer.
Fletcher, who was the
highest Tanking black on the
staff id former President
Richard Nixon,„ has . been
predicting- he* have • the
necessary votes locked up by
the time the GOP committee-
responsibility of the com-
panies for safe di4Oksal of
chemical wastes, Wilson said,
but "some _courts have ruled
that it is the manufacturer's
responsibility from the cradle
to the grave."
He said the department is
Mini suit against the hauler
that brought the chemicals to
Kentuety, but fears the out-of-
chemicals-wastes from_gtatedroncern 'might be hard
The manufacture of paitit, to find" if tipped off by being
coatings and plastics-were -named publicly in connection
found dumped at a -rural site • with the impending suit.
near Raywick in ,;Marion State authorities learned of
County last November. the chemical dump after a
Jack Wilson, assistant state truck accident near Raywiek,
environmental protection when- it was discovered that
commissioner, said Tuesday wastes from drums on the
that the chemicals have been truck had seeped 30 inches
FRANKFORT, Icy. (API -
Environmental officials have
cleaned up an unlawful
chemical dump in central
Kentucky and are working on
legal , action against the
Cincinnati manufacturers that
produced the wastes and the
hauler that brought them to
the state.
'Between 400 and 500 barrels
spotted.
The cleanup began im-,
mediately, supervised by
Wilson and officials Of the
state Division of Solid Waste
and the federal Environ-
mental Protection Agency.
Wilson said the department
will continue to check- for
pollution in a stream near the
dumping ground-a tributary
Of Dry Fork Creek, which runs
into Salt Lick Creek.
He said no dangerous
Pollution hip been detected in
the stream, but it could
'develop because "some of the
materials erre -just poured
out at the_ site" when they
were dumped there.
Residents of two far-
ponies whose names were.on,
, Also Mentioned are. three, the barrels-both manufac-
state GOP chairmen, William turers of Coatings, paint and
Mclaiighlin of Ford's home plastics. • and suppliers of
state of Micbigan, Kent cherriicals tOother industrie•K
McGough of Ohio and Thomas Wilson declined to name the
Milligan of Indiana, as well as companies, , because of
Ford's 1976 campaign possible legal action against
manager, James Baker. . them, . but said they have
helped identify ,some of the
chemicals and clean up the
"HARAMBEE" site.
Millions of Americans and "Beth companies claimed
Canadians engage- in not to know what was being
"harambee" and probably do done with their materials. One
not know it.- Haranibee is the company even had a letter
together." By contributing to
CARE, vital assistance
programs have helped poor
villagers in Kenya where
Swahili is spoken. Dozens of
CARE projects, including
construction of schools, health
centers and water systems,
have been completed with
villagers providing what they
can in labor, land and funds.
the materials were being
dumped at --ii legal landfull
site," he said.
-"They have given the
department detailed In-
formation on the makeup of
some of the waste dumped
here and they have provided
personnel to assist in the
cleanup," he said. ,
The law is not clear on the
Two Killed In Fire
LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) -
NEWPORT, Ky. OP ) - Ari early morning apartment
Newpart city commissioners house fire has killed two
have decided to abandon their persons and "injured at least
fight against -fluoridation - of seven ether persons, including
the city's drinking water. two firefighters. - .
, The corrunissioriefs voted At least eight other persons.
Monday to obey a recent were in the converted West
Campbell Circuit Court order Chestnut Street 'house when x.
to begin the process at an the blaze broke out early
unstated time in the future' ------ Tuesday morning.
Newport had been the last Deputy Coroner Robert M.
Kentucky city of its size to Adams said that the two
preroefuseessto initiate a fluoridation bodies were taken to General -
Hospital for autopsies.
morFor wein44,1}.. iieteriarn.er  City Solicit or Adarr_tcrsa_j rag 3heird it wa,es, iin-
commissioners that it would identities of the victims
be "very dangerous" to-delay because of extensive burns.
any longer. He said the city Officials said the cause of
could be fined up to $90,000 and the blaze was under in-
lose a $40,000 grant for vestigation. -
- equipment. The most seriously in the
- - City officials said it would fire was Nelson Johnson. He
necessary 
sesavreyralequmipomnthsent 
canbf o br 
before
. 
was reported in serious
condition at General Hospital
installed at the waterworks to suffering from _smoke
' begin the process. inhalation.
Wake up to the fresh taste of
Maxwell House Instant Coffee
"If
1
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Coffee and buttery muffins? Coffee
and sug4y$:lonuts? Coffee and anything...
as long as it's-good, mouth-watering
coffee. Maxwell House' Instant Coffee.
Fresh flavor. Fresh tasting. And you
make every cup fresh.
In fact, with Maxwell House Instant
Coffee every cup tastes fresh —like your
first cup in the morning'.
And here's a 40(Z savings so wm can
enjoy that fresh taste all through the day.
Day after day, Maxwell I-Jouse Instant
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'Heartbroken' Claudine Longet 
Jury Selected
In Wreck Case
Listens To Selection Of Jury
ASPEN, Colo. ( AP) — A
tired, pale and "heartbroken"
ClaJoine Longet listened to
potential jurors in her. man-
slaughter trial reveal glim-
ps4 of the life she and her
lover, Vladimir "Spider"
Sabich, led shortly before he
was shot to death last spring.
Lawyers were to resume
efforts to seat a jury today for
the French-born entertainer's
tr6I in this Rocky Mountain
ski resort town, where many
resit dents seemed to know
both defendant and victim.
A tentatIVe 12-member
panel was seated Tuesday
after several potential jurors
were excused for saying they
14elieve:Ivliss Longet is guilty.
A* During a recest, the 35-year-
old defendant, who is divorced
!aim singer Andy-Williams,
said hearing such opinions
mode her feel "heartbroken."
Earlier, Miss Longet had
appeared more cheerful than
when the trial opened Mon-
day. But the slender singer,
*dressed in a simple grey knit
dress and boots, looked pale
and tired.
One jury prospect said
Sabich, an international ski
gar, had refused in early
• March to attend a party where
girls were ,paid to "get up and
take their clothes off," '
-He said he'd have to get a
divorce to come to the party,"
ski patrolman John Erspamer
said. "I. asked him to bring his
lady ( Miss Lonset ).
AND HE SAID, 'No, that
wouldn't be any fun,' or he
'bale" d'fir-ltur"Or
words to that effect."
Miss Longet and Sabich, 31,
lived together for two years
before his March p death. She
says he was shot accidentally
while teaching her to use a .22-
caliber pistol in his moun-
tainside $250,000 home.
About two weeks before his
death, the couple attended a
cocktail part, for French
skiers, said - another
prospective juror, Carla
Stroh.
"There wasn't a great deal
of communicatim between
them," Mrs. Stroh said. "The
circumstances were such they
really weren't together."
Jury selection is expected to
-end. this Weer: Attorneys Re
both sides can dismiss at least
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emerged as a key issue in Mrs. Stroh said she was
questioning of possible jurors taught as a child, "Guns are
by both defense and not to be loaded unless guns
prosecution. are to be used." She said a gun
The first juror tentatively once misfired while she was
seated — later dimissed by the holding it.
”defense — had said, "If.-4- Defense attorney Charles V.
somebody shoots somebody, Weedman told her, "The
there's got a be a fight." question of misfire may come
Each person examined by ,up' _in testimony. "We intend
the attorneys an by District to call a ballistics expert' in
Court Judge George E. Loh r -.this case." Mrs. Stroh was
was asked whether he or she given preliminary approval.
owned a_ firearm. Miss Longet could be fined
One 66-year-old woman who
was seated tentatively, said.
she had so many weapons, "I
don't know if I could list all of
them."
Your first obligation- in
handling firearms is to never
point -it --at- imyon- —the
woman said.
Asked if there weren't oc-
casional accidents, she
replied, "Certainly there are,
but aren't we always supposed
to check-a pistol before we use
it?"
up to $30,000 and spend 10
years in prison if she is mil-
victed.
One out off every 10 Ameri-
cans is over the age of 65, re-
ports the American Council of
Life insurance Institute. If cur-
rent-birth trends continue,- the
elderly will represent 17 per
cent of. the total population by
2039.
The 65-ar 1-over age group
accounts for about 15 per cent
of the natipnal vote.
MORGANTOWN, Ky. (AP)
w A jury of five women and
eight men_ was scheduled to
begin hearing the case today
of Richard Van Meerton, of'
Jasonville, Id:,. who is
charged in the deaths of six
members of a Hancock County
family in an auto accident last
.suTilin MereertOn's trial is being
held in Butler County on the
order of Circuit Judge Earl
Martin, who granted a change




indicted on six counts of
seconddegree „ manslaughter
and one of drunken driving in
"tonnection with the July 6
head-on accident on Kentucky
69, south of Hawesville.
Van Meerkon's 4. truck
collid_ed with a car driven by
Dorothy Huff, wife of Hancock
County Magistrate Buddy
Huff.
Mrs. Huff, the Huff's four
children and Virginia Huff, 44,
of Owensboro, Huff's sister,
were killed.
Louisville Physician Named
JC's Outstanding Young Man
LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) —
Dr. Grady Stumbo admitted
he was wrong and his patients
were . right when they
nominated him for one of the
highest awards made by the
U.S. Jaycees.
They picked the 31-year-old
Hiessimash.plitaiaian as-one-of
America's Ten Outstanding
Young Men for 1977.
"I didn't think I had a
chance when the community
sent in _ my name," Stumbo
said by telephone Tuesday
after his selection was an-
nounced.
There will be an awards
dinner Jan. 15- in Las Vegas
and Stumbo will be there
"with my good buddy, Benny
Bailey." - -
They took a dream and $53
and converted it into the
million dollar Eastern Ken-
tucky Health-Services-Center.
Opened-in 1972 with private
donations, the center and its
staff of 28 treated 32,000
-patienialast-year,7- — _ -
Stumbo and Bailey, who
-grew up four miles apart at
McDowell, were roommates
at Alice Uoyd College in
Pippa Passes, where it all
began. . •
"We sorta got infected with
the concept that one is
supposed to cio .,more Tor
mankind than make money,"
Stumbo recalled.
The dream was pushed into
the background until Stumbo
was graduated from the
University of Kentucky
Medical School and Bailey
acquired a Ph.D. in education
and administration at Ohio
State University.
"In 1971, we decided we
weren't schoolboys any more
and agreed to pursue our
goal," said - Stumbo. "We
wanted to persuade young
professional people to return
to eamigrn Kentucky and
practice what we felt would be
a new style of medical care."
making it in 22," Stumbo said.
Patients bills usually are
covered lay- some form of
government or private in-
surance but, .Stumbo said,
"nobody's turned away."
The partners had $53 in The partners recently added
capital but that increased a Satellite clinic at Kite in
—after, Stanibo.sel..oR Rracl..K0ett POLL
in neighboring Floyd County.
"We used the money I made
to pay the necessary bills and
the rest was invested in Benny
and airplane tickets," Stumbo
said.
Bailey, toured the country
seeking help from private
foundations and eventually
enough money was collected
to set up the center. • -
"We promised we would be
self-supporting in 36 months
and surprised everyone by
Salaries are set at a level
where staff personnel can live
comfortably and the rest it put
hack into the center. - •
Bailey serves asthe center's
director and Stumbo said the
award wouldn't have been
possible without the help of his
life-long friend.
• "Anything I get t_ owe to
him," the physician said.
"We're separate peanle- but
very close."
Democratic Leaders Start Work
On Carter's Jobs Program Early
WASHINGTON (AP) —
Democratic leaders of the 95th
Congress are starting work on
President-elect Carter's jobs
program without waiting, for
his inauguration.
At the same time, Congress
is expected to shelve
President Ford's new tax-cut
proposals and instead await
Carter's tax plans, due to be
disclosed later this week.
After the new, heavily
Democratic Congress con-
vened luesday, the first-,
component of • Carter's
economic proposals, a ;4-
billion expansion of an
existing public works
program, was introduced.
Democrats say the program
could produce as . many as
600,900 jo_Os„,_
Rep. Robert A. Roe, D-N.J.,
chairman of the House sub-
committee handling the bill,
had, 175 spbrisors for the
measure when it was in-
troduced. He predicted there
would be more than enough
sponsors in the next few days
to provide at least a House
majority —218.
*House Speaker Thomas P.
O'Neill of Massachusetts said
the first priority of
Democrats, who now control
both the - legislatiO'e and
executive branches after eight
years of divided "government,
"must be to put Americans
back to work."
House leaders are to gather
Friday in Plains, Ga., to
discus" the rest of Carter's
economic package with the
President-elect. That package
is e.tssist of some'
$15 billion in economic' -
stimulus, combining
programs intended to create
jobs, tax cuts to Thoosi In-
dividual buying power and tax
incentives, for industry to
expand plant and ' em-
ployment.
There were indications that,.
so far at least; Democratic
congressional leaders are
satisfied with Carter's per-
formance on his pledge to
confer with them as he
Early Read mission Of Ousted
,Cadets Will Not Be Permitted
WASHINGTON ( AP ) —
Army Secretary Martin R.
Hoffmann. will not permit the
early readmission of West
Point cadets ousted in the
worst scandal in the history of
the U.S. Military Academy,
•a_c_cording _to_ _Army and
congressionalsources.
He is sceduled to announce
at a news conference today
whether to adopt recom-
mendations made Dec. 15 by a
Ottnel headed by former
astronaut Frank Borman, now
chief executive of Eastern Air
Lines.
• The .. Borman commission
had recommended the rein-
statement "as soon as
possible" of the 151 cadets
implicated in honor code
,i, r,Clearance *
Sale
)), Fall and Winter Shoes 1,4(A
,/ , (Entire Stock Not Included) 1 )
. 1i.


















Nancy's House of Shoes
• 102 W. Washington Street
-; Pa
ris, Tennessee /





_.,.., 204S. 14th St.
City, Tennessee .---  Humboldt, Tennesse S•
N. . Tw./. .. - • - ":7% ---.  **-- •- - - - ,._- - - - "-__Z•"- - r - - - - • - -- - ,< -  - -, ,- \\ -- - - -. . / .VZ _,..
violations since the homework
cheating scandal surfaced last
spring.
Under Hoffmann's
timetable, cadets caught in
the scandal would not be
readmitted until after a year's
suspension. This means most
. cadets will not be allowed
babk until Ike June or early
July.
The second semester at
West Point begins Jan. 24.
Thus, the secretary's decision
to stand by his timetable
announced last year crushed
the last real hope the cadets
had of rejoining the Class of
1977 and graduating in June.
Berman's six-man corn-
missiion also declared
spurfotis the notion that only
the cadets can -change the
honor system under which the.
honor code is administered.
The code states: "A cadet will
not lie, cheat, or steal, now
tolerate those who do.."-
The present honor system
says anything short of turning
• in violators is "toleration,"
but the commission said
cadets should be allowed to
:admonish- violators rather
• -than turn them in. It added
that punishments other than
the current sole penalty of
expulsion should ,be
introduced.
The sources said Hoffmann,
who reportedly embraces the
bulk of the 91-page Borman
report, would change Army
regulations to say that
violators', normally will be
expelled, not that they 'Must •
be.
But he reportedly favors
leaving .to-th# corps of some
4,000 cadets the responsibility
for implementing changes in r.
the toleration clause and the
single sanction penalty.
The-..cadet- honor committee
rushed through a refeiendum7
on the sarietion less than a
week before the commission
reported last month. The -
measure, which failed by a
fractioh, said convicted cadets
•
MUSEUM DIRECTOR
RICHMOND, Va. Ap) —
The Virginia Museum of te
Arts recently named Dr. R. e-
Mooi asdirector, Dr. 'Moos
hes .been a lecturer ITT art and
att history and was the director
of Botwdoin College Museum of
- -Art in Retseswiekr.ttaine. He.is
also is the author of several
books on American art,
would either be expelled or
permitted to stay on without
any punishment.
In his first speech as also 
remarked that in the pajlt
speaker, • O'Neill said few yea
rs, Congress has
Congress is tackling a long pro
ved "it is capable ef
agenda "in partnership with 
operating on an equal footing
the new President." But he with 
the executive."
. -"Conunon sense and the
Income Tax Indictments Constitution 
demand that
Pennsylvania Avenue (bet-
ween the Capitol and the
White House) remain a two-
way street," he said.
Meanwhile, Ford sent his
employment tax returns in 
own version of a tax reduction
1974 and 1975. 
to Congress where it is vir-




proposals. The jobs bill was a
congressional creation and
Carter adopted it as part of his
program.
Returned By
LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) —
Income tax indictments haye
been returned against four
Kentucky persons, including a
western Kentucky _ coal
operator, a Russellville hilY
dealer and a Louisville couple,
according to U.S. Atty. George
Long.
Long said a federal grand
 jwy -Tilesday returned a two-
,count indictment against John
E. Darnell,- 46, of Dawson
Springs, the owner and
operator of Darnell Mines. He
is -accused of failing to report
$119,476 of inclne on his 1973
and 19/4 ineome tax returns..
Long said a two-count
indictment was returned
against 'George H. Cole of
Russellville on charges of
attempting to evade a portion
of his federal taxes for 1972
and 1973.
A four-count indictment was
issued against Laken Cosby,
65, and his wife, Maudie, 65.
Cosby is president and his
wife is secretary-treasurer of
Laken Cosby .Concrete Con-
struction Co.
Long said the couple is
accused of failing to report
$25,371 of taxable income for
• the fiscal years endiag•March
31, 1972 and March 31, 1973.
Long said the couple also is
accused of failing to report
$25,410, in taxable income on
their individual returns for
that two-year period.
In another case, Long said a
criminal information was filed
against Kenneth Helfrich,
president Of Bilk Dtstribution
Centers Inc. Of Louisville.
Louisville.
Helfrich is accused of failing
to properly deposit $10,410 of
federal taxes withheld from
the company employe's wages
during AUgust and September,
1976.
Long said a Newport den-
tist, Carl W. Townsend, was
arrested at-- his office on a
warrant charging four counts
of failure to file quarterly
Federal Jury
returns is $6,822.
Long said Townsend's bond
was set at $5,000. He mix'




WASH1N.GTON (AP) — Say-
ins money is more important
people than improving
smoothness of Upir skin or the
luster' of their hair, according
to a nationwide survey of cus-
tomer reasons for buying a wa-
ter softening appliance.
Cr+ the survey, sponsored by
the Water Quality Association,
customers indicated that saving
on soaps and detergents was
the prune reason for their pur-
chase ot a water softener. Im-
provement in persoaaj groom-
ing was called secondary. Of
little or no importance was the
extension of fabric life when
softened water is used in laun-
dering. and the improvement in
water's taste.
Ford's proposal combined a
$10 billion personal income tax
cut with. reductions in cor-
porate taxes and an increase
in Social Security taxes. The
package was nearly identical
with one Congress rejected
last year. _ •
Recalling, this IiIstOry,
Chairman Al Ullman, D-Ore.,thtriln iHouse Ways and 
Meanst
'ttee, commented, "We
have already had hearings on
this `. and " reacted."
"Obviously, we will organize
around the Carter recom-
mendation," added Ullman,
whose committee has the first
crack'at all tax legislation in
Congress.
Rep. Barber B. Conable, R-
N.Y., the senior Republican of
the committee, said he might
introduce the Ford proposal
for study, but that he does not
expect the Democratic
Congress "to leap through






















Tickets are on sale now at
Peoples Bank, Dennison-Hunt
Sporting Goods and Jerry's Restaurant






































































































REELFOOT 10 LB. PAIL \ 
CHITTERLINGS '4"
EXTRA LEAN
GROUND CHUCK . . . . Lb.99'
LEAN MEATY








































































JUICY•PINK or WH I I
‘-; GRAPEFRUIT
NO. 48














SOUTHERN•LARGL 2 LB. 201.
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•
Negotiations In Miami Hotel Humphrey Bails Out In Bidfor
Employe Strike Reopen Today Majority Leader; Byrd Elected
MIAMI BEACH,- Fla. 1,AP) Dotal, says he's perturbed at
-- • You'd never know there's the lack of service and wants a
a strike on - the service has
been A-1," says Nibs Got-
tesman of Long Island, N.Y., a
guest at one of eight hotels hit,
tj a walkout of service ern.-6
ployes.
But Gary Mqzer of Denver,
who's paying $100 a day to
stay at the same hotel, the -
•  
DOLLAR A MINUTk
A "fine" contribution comes
from executives ",pf• the
-Chicago-based Maremant
Corporation who are charged
°lie dollar for each minute
they are late to staff Meetings
and another dollar each for
every minute the meetings
- last. overtime. The fines go to.
CARE, the international aid
and development agency, to




















"I've had, to call the last
couple of nights to get the beds
fixed," said Mozer, a 25-year-
old liquor Store owner.
Such comments could
influence today's negotiations
as both sides were to return to
the bargaining table for
the first time insix days irran
effort to settle a 12-day-old
strike by maids, bellhops, food
service an other workers.
Local 355 of the Hotel, Motel
and Restaurant Employes
_Union was expected to point to
complaints from such guests
as Mozer, while the Southern
Florida Hotel and Motel
Association would refer to the
satisfaction of the Mrs.
tiittesmans.
Numerous winter visitors
have' voiced annoyance at
inconveniences. For all the
courtesy that management
and temporary help show,
some guests aren't finding
what they sought.
Mozer is still staying At the
Doral and said he's having a
great time in the sun even
though he hasn't gotten back
any of his money. But he said
he may never return.
He said he had looked
forward to dining at the hotel's
Starlight 'room. "But to only
be served cocktails is a little
depressing," he said. "When
you come to the epitome of the
great resorts, you expect to
have dinner somewhere nice.'
think $64 a day is a lot of
money just-to- sleep"
Alfred Del Vecchio of Toms
































sunned himself at another
struck hotel. He complained or
no room service and only
being serve'd two meals a day.
The Roman Catholic
Diocese called off a banquet
for 639 persons at the Dupont
Plaza. A spokesman said the
archbishop "could not in good
conseienee" cross picket
lines.
But most of the nightlife
goes on since musicians are
not honoring picketlintsat the
'Dupont, the Sheraton Four
Ambassadors and the Doral
Coutary Club' in Miami,
and the Carillon, Doral,
Deauville, Eden Roc, and
Shelborne on the beach.
Some guests carried their
own hags and made_ their
beds, especially right after the
strike began on Christmas
Day. But the hotels have
since filled many of the empty
slots with new employes.
"Everything's good, just
there was no evening meal,"
said Julius Baron, a retired
garment factory owner from
Boston.
The union says that the eight
struck hotels and the Fon-
tainebleau - largest con-
vention host in the area -
employ 6,000 of the 10,000
union members.
Those hotels, along with the
Americana at Bal Harbour
and the Diplomat at
Hollywood, are the flagships
of a resort industry that is
seeing hard times.
They've been complaining
for a year that business isn't
.setat• it.osedlu be„thatlhe
spenders are taking their
money elsewhere.
94E li/AS SO BUS4(
8uEi6iNi; MAAM:THAT
514E FORGOT TO READ
AN6i1'HING HERSELF!
WASHINGTON (AP) -
'Hubert H. Humphrey had
been there before. Defeat was
no stranger, - and --head con-
tede0 gretiter prizes.
Now the &nate Democrats
who would not elect him their
leader were arranging instead
a special title -and role., for
their elder statesman, and
Humphrey was saying he was
comfortable, philosophical,
about the outcome.
No sadness, he said, no
regrets. "But I would have
loved -to have been majority
leader, I didn't run for it just'
for the exercise."
In the end, Humphrey had
accepted the inevitable,
withdrawing at the last to
move the unanimous_ &lector"
of Sen. Robert C. Byrd of West
Virginia as leader of the'
Senate's 62 Democrats.
But if the votes were Byrd's,
the emotions were. with
Humphrey as the Senate
convened for the 95th
Congress on Tuesday.
His was the ovation froth the
gallery, his the hand the
tourists sought in the
corridors outside.
His face is gaunt, his hair
thinned, testament to the
chemical treatments he had
undergone sirrce surgery on
Oct. 7 for removal of a can-
cerous bladder.
- But the voice is firm and
familiar and the words, as a
Republican campaigner once
said, come in gusts. "I don't
think I'll have any problems,
you know, I've had. a good life
and I still plarkjo have some_
more, 'I'm much more
philosophical about my
TURN AROUND, .MARCIE. I
CAN'T AFFORD 10 ASSOCIATE
01).4 SOMEONE WHO DOESN'T
DO HER HOmEWORK
I'LL GO RIGHT' IN HERE AND
OPEN US A, CHAR-GE ACCOUNT
-\( 
I 1 i 
DEPT ,
* STORE  
'  
:111Ir
, 1 I 
I ; t
- ail/S/e..or,.....g era_
I FEEL AS THOUGH
I COULD E FIRED
TOMORROW
THE U.N. 46,41N: PRE 5.5,URE
FROM ALL OVER THE WCEL




condition and my activities
and I think I'll be a good
senator, a., very good senator,
work with my colleagues, I
like them, they -seem to like
me, I've got very important
committee assignments ...
and I'll do my job."
Humphtey. Said a victorious
Byrd, "is not a man who needs
an office or an assignment to
be a national leader. He is a
national leader, he has been a_
national leader and he will
always be a national leader."
There is to be a title, though,
probably _ chairman of the
conference of Democratic
senators.
Theee are no more races to
tte run ,uow, not with a
Democrat in the White House,
a new team of Democratic
leaders installed in the Senate,
and a new, six-year. term
ahead of Humphrey, now 65. .
Another View
Htunphrey's latest cam-
paign ended at. about 8 a.m. on
Tuesday, when he telephoned
Byrd to say he 'woulli with-
draw before the Democrats
voted .on a Senate leader to
succeed the retired Mike'.
Mansfield. He pledged Byr4
his support. Then, weakened
14 a three-day bout with the
RA, he went to the Capitol to
deliver his support in person.
"I was- short of votes:" -
Humphrey said later. "I think
we could have made a
relatively close•race out of it."
The vote would-have been by
secret ballot,but most head-
counters figured Byrd would
have won by a margin ap-
proaching two to one.
Humphrey . said he'll be
playing a major, role in
national affairs "as long as I
kave the breath of life, and I
intend, to be'.breathing for a .
long time, well and keartily."
4175 NOT WHAT ̀(OU KNOW IN THIS
TOWN, 11'5 WHO.Y01.) KNOW, AND
WHO DO  4Ow? 'OUP
Proposed Standards Could Hurt
Coal Operators, Spokesmen Say
STEUBENVILLE, Ohio
AP) - Spokesmen for a
 group of _coal_ companies
said Tuesday that
standards proposed by the U.S
Environmental Protection
Agency could severely hurtEs-oar operators inti-- -drive
smaller companies out of
business.
William E. Spiker, chair-
man of the board of the R.
F. Coal Co., of Cadiz, said that
Ohio coal will be unusable in
most state Power plants if
sulfur dinxide Standards
proposed by the EPA are
enacted in Ohio.
He testified in the*third of a
series of four state EPA
hearings on sulfur emission
controls.
Spiker said that he took
samples in 60 locations in the




Ohio coal would be in
compliance only if "we are
willing to throw a substantial
part of the coal away," he
said.
Waste water from washing
plants and refuse are two
'problems that woulddevelop
from putting the coal into
compliance with proposed
standards, Spiker contends.
The regulations also were
Notice
Effective January 4,
1977 a rate increase







ugly stumps in your
yard? Let us mulch yoF
stumps. No mess !-When
we are gone your stump
troubles are over. For a
free estimate call K and



















toys, throw rugs, throw
pillows, consignments
- -1Hkeft.• ref -Market-
space available. We
buy, sell or horsetrade,
607 South 4th l Call 436-
2575.
opposed in testimony by in-
dividual miners and by of-
ficials of the UnitedMine
Workers Union...
H. John 'Rogers, general
counsel for District 6 of the
UMW, said he believed he
spoke for 15,00-  mine workers
when he asked the EPA to
"refrain from adopting the
regualtionS as proposed."
Rogers also called for a
second set of hearings
following a study of "proven
emissions of sulfur dioxide."
He _said the -basia -et -the
regulatory theory is an
elaborate mathematical
model.., not based on actual
readings. Readings of actual
emissions would reveal less






stating, "It will seriously
jeopardize over 15,000 jobs in
Ohio, the tax base of several
school districts and units of
local government, payrolls
exceeding $225 million per
year, and annual consumer
demands in excess of $500,000
generated by the Ohio mining
industry."
Previous hearings were held
In Cincinnati and Cleveland
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Barber Shop, 209 Walnut
Street. Monday-
Thursday 7:30-11:30;
Friday & Saturday 7:30-
3:30. Appointment at





bring us yours for extri




-Wallets low as 24 cents, 8
x 10 $2.40. Fas' service.
Artcraft, 118 South 12th,
753-0035. Free parking
lot, use our rear en-
trance_
WE'RE LOOKING FOR AN IN-




▪ espand,ng and looking lor oughtied
Individuals ut Pus VIM to manufacture
hogPly marketed* plashc items Ii you
Oullbly, re well prcuode
• Complete on-Me-s4e-trsonm9
• Company secured rider! outlets
• All neceSeary ein.001n•nt, SuPPluss
and rnectunery tor the mlnel *left
You must provrde ambition, approx.-
malely 200 sq It of Ocorkr•bng room.
e04 cepntet Of $6,07100
• NO sidleng- -oecinstery No ape or sr
perlence ref:war/meets
• Cell or mule lc r lull deler)b.__Pnelude
n phone number
ASSOCIATED INDUSTRIES

































































- Dixieland Center. Call






fresh batteries. - Wallis
Drug Store, Murray, Ky.
Call 753-1272. ,
3 Catd Of T'i ,n%
WE WISH to express our
deep appreciation and
thanks to our many
friends and relatives for
-tire taw-leash:rim, of
sympathy and kindness
extended to us following
the death of our parents,
Rudell and Norma Jean
Bogard. Your out-
pouring of love and
kindness by the many
floral offerings sent for




-.Words can never convey
the thanks and ap-
' predation we feel by











Apply in person only to
Hungry Bear
Restaurant,
WORK AT HOME in
spare time earn $250.00...
per 1000 stuffing eri-











envelope to Box 1824,
Cleveland, Ohio 44106.
NEED A BABY sitter in
my home. Call 753-5947.
OPENING - 4 ladies to
.mork part or WU time.
$89.00 part time, $189.00
full time, each a week.
Car necessary. Not door
to door selling. Write to













between ages 24 and 46
foe retail- store in
downtown Murray. "In






writing bo P. O. Box 284,
c-o J.-A. R, Murray, Ky.
WANTED DEPEN
1E.E.41 ..1E31E1 E310
15. Articles For Sale
FIREWOOD FOR sale.
$12.00 a load delivered
Call 753-6848.
CIRCLE COUCHz tables,
chairs, chest, desk, twin
beds, also clarinet. Call









FOR ALL YOUR fencing




FFL DEALER wishes to
sell New Browning A4,.
12 image. vent_ rib, 26
Mai improved cylinders _
$315, including sales tax.




Store d Clark plano4_
Special sale. Reed
Music, Road 58 between
Benton-Mayfield, turn
at Harvey Call 523:1n55.
housework -2 Rays a 8821.
week. Would be
responsible of 2 year old CLEANINGEST --CAR.
-ca-the-time7-i-PET---eleaiter-you-ever
Must_ have own tran- used. So easy too. Get
sportation. Call 435-4500. Blue Loe. Rent
electric shampeoar. Big
-K, Bel Aire Shopping '




Exclusive Designers' struction end
reroofing. Approvia Collection! Barsains
galore! -Box 4824;


















Call 527-4515'0r4744054-- FIREWOOD HIL'KOHY
• BATH TUB gN-
CLOSURE kits. Mar-
bleized and solid colors
can be installed by
- amateur. Murray .
Lumber Co., 104 Maple.
BIG HORN roping saddle,
,e1 used, Custom made
camper shell for Short
bed step side clieVrolet- -
_Preiitokoweicytoes.
HOUSE, 10 acres
tobacco, dark fired or
Barley and barn. Call
436-2641. References
furnished.
LAND SUITED FOR crop
production conventional
or no-till: Experienced








- -7- - -
WANT TO RENT corn
and bean ground-for-IM
season. Call 3544844

















_ wAN3 TO BUY_ one acre Call 489-2307.
or -less of land. Phone
427-4291. SALE + CHAINSAW
chains %" or 404 pitch.
Enougli for 12" bar,
$8.95. 16" bar, $9.95. 20"
bar, $10.95. Wallin
..Hardware; Paris, Tenn
- _COINS AMERICAN and
teigitAlso old gold.
Call 753-9232.
FUR, Red Fox, $45.00.
_ Grey __fox._ 430.00.




























- days, 753-9339 evenings.




.to your specs. West Ky.
Cabinet Co., 1203 Story
Avenue. 753-6767.
FIREWOOD $a a -rick.
Call 436-2149 after 6 p.
m. or 498-8370.
FIECTROLUX- SALES




and Service, WO Maple











after5 P.M; Or 7a3-1440.
32 Apartmrlits For Rent
ONE .BEDROOM -duplex















puppies. Call 753-6412 or




for water fowl or upland
game. $40 to $50. Call 1-
354-8776.
=En
TWO ACRES OF land
east of Alpo on blacktop
road. Call 753-4418.
FOR ALL YOUR in-





45 Farms For Sale
FARM FOR SALE -by
owner, 45 acres, so acres
lendable hind, Stock
' balm,' plenty of water,
one mile east of In-
dens_e_c_k arch.,  „
FOR SALE registered
Walker Hound Dogs. 10




your leader in slaes for
1976 needs your listings.






. •after 5 p. in. 
bl price, 
Very
$150 t Call 753-3493 "ME:t a
listed. his. home is
, conveniently_ ,jocated













toilet seats reduced 40
per cent, all candles 14
_ price, all shower_ cur-
tains 14 price, all
rdilftel2d 25




9. Used Cars & Trucks
1973 GRAND PREX 1969
Toronado Call 436-2471.
CONVERTIBLE 1969
Pontiac Custom S. 0. H.
„C. I eilinder automatic,
•st steal at $750. Also T-
Birds, one each 1955,
105‘4,1147. --Best • Bi-_ •
vestment around. See
Bob Cook at Hazel.
bedroom brick on 2'.4
wooded acres $31,900.
Call 753-5747.
SIX 'ROOM- HOUSE citi 2 '
1972 DODGE Colt, 4 cyl.
automatic, 2 dr. h.t.,
_solid yelloer with new
tires. $1050.00. Phone
37:
1966 SC613*, 4 cyl.
straight stick, good
- body 'Ad runs good.
un 3244211..
1968 CUTLASS S Ex-
cellent condition 14 WO• _ ,
miles on motor. Must
_see to appreciate. Call
acres located in Alin°. 753-8267.
Phone 753-7494, night
753-9378 or 753-7263. -„
BY OWNER- 3 bedroom
home with large living
room, • den With
' fireplace, 11/2 bath,
carpeted, wall_ paper,
- air edditt&-and wall
close to shopping, has
heat. Call 753-7504 after
4:30p.m.
extra lot, and has
recently been
- redecorated inside and
out. Phone the folks at
KOPPERUD REALTY,
753-1222 for more in-
formation on this well-
PRICED UNDER



















POSSESSION on this r-
bedroomo2 bath home at
convenient location
close- to shopping areas
on quiet residential,
I street, Attractive. land-
scaping and a large
workshop make this a
very desirable home to
own. Call any of our five
full-time sales personnel
for more information on 
FOUR BEDROOM 2 story
- colonial under con.
structidn Deluxe home
with all the extras. Buy




brick home. Just been
decorated. 1702 College
Farm Road or call 753-
5287.
SEVEN ROOM brick
house, 6 acres ground, 2
tobacco barns. Three
acres dark fired tobacco
base under woven wire 
fence. Call 753-6462.
1969 CHEVELLE. SS, 396,
4 speed, headers, rocket





U PH 0 L ST ER ING
custom and specializing
in antiques.- Call 753-
0493.
WILL DO -inside or Ole-
side painting and small
carpentry work. Phone
527-9959.
 FIREWOOD:. CUT to
order. Also split rail
fences. Wiil deliver. Call
evenings 901-247-5569.
REPAIR WORK
f storm windows and 
"doors. Wiricd-O w glass,
Mirrorsrand auto glass





489-2284 or 474-2245 after
6.
ELEciiioLux SALES






Call Ralph Worley, 753-
0708.
DOZER WORK • anal'
size ideal for leveling,
spreading backfilling.
Call 753-7370 or 753-75,70.
1963 FORD PICKUP
truck for sale. Call 436- GENERAL BACKHOE
5411. - work, white _gravel,
bank gravel. CDll 436-
lpa e1"1444n, good 2336.
50,000 miles. $1515.110.
on all stump rembviir








- bower steering._ _INWP-r
brakes. Air. $400. Call
436-2439 after 6:30.
FOR A FREE estimate
ELECTRIC4L. REPAIR
of electric . heat, --air -
condition;'• - appliances,
water pumps, water





work in Bay wbod
Panorama Shores area.,
White :rock-delivered '
anywhere: Call . Koss.
436-2505.
INSULATION BLOWN In
by Scam a 30,C OTT these-
high .heat and cooling











Call 753-41*, South 4th
-Street. nestle' Drive-In
' Theatre.
TILE . - TILE - TILE.
+Complete patio and
porches, brick and tile,
showers, entrance-,





Removal,. 435-4343 or FENCE SALES AT
753-9490. ' SEARS--now. Call Doug
Taylor at 753-2310 for
CUSTOM HAY bailing free estimates foryost







.. uction Co., Route- 2,
FOR-RENT I- large Awe .
bedroom apartment.
Range and  refrigerator




..- Apartments, 16th and
Valentine. Call 753-4342
- 440 a.m.-to 4:30 p.m.
19. Farm Equipment
NEED GRAIN BINS, a
grain dryer, a new steel
building, grain cleaner
or new spray equimhent
for sprin'g. Agri-




corn head and grain
table. Call 7534775..
148 INTERNATIONAL





tractor, plow, disc and 2
WOOD FOR SALE, Call row, John Deere drill:
437-4620. Call 753-5936. _
• WALLIS DRUG -
-*PRESCRIPTIONS
•HOSPITAt SUPPLIES fORATNT AND SALE-






, $425.00 Ile flodfisd, rowdy to vs*. Owly i few buildings,
--whims sizes, loft I. stock of old prkgs. Boy the best .for





This Ivee(another load from SL Louis. China
cabiket,„..ttresse.r.„, cliest,‘ office...41A antique.
table,- odd tables, chairs, otA dirung table, glass,
dishes, and lots more.
Shorty McBride
- -#47 Auctioneer
. the Green Door,
Dixieland Center,
Chestnut Street.
FOR SALE - milk goats,




peach, pear and plum.
Standards and dwarfs.
Shirley Garden Center
has all your favorites,
• SOON. 4th. Ca11753-8944,
CUSTOM MATTRESS
made any size for an-
tique beds or campers.




1136 South 3rd, Padueaft,
Phone 1443-7323. •
26. TV-Radio
12" BLACK AND WHITE
Zeal V. '-V. all7S3=
0877.
27 Mob, e crre St,
12.x.211 Liu NEW MOON_-.
Two-bedrooms, 1 and 3)4
•Agiths, all electric. Call
753-4548 after 5 p. m.
1974 ATLANTIC oh 1 acre
lot in front of East
Elementary School. Call
753-1775.
29 Mobil: Home Rentals
szottoom,
large lot with garden.
$65 per month. Call 489-
2595.
MOBILE HOMES and
mobile home spaces for
rent, at Riviera Courts.
Call 72.1-3280.
- tWo lat4D11110b1 all
electric ' mobile home.
Water-and gearbage
pickup.furnished., $50




33 Rooms For Rent
ROOMS FOR RENT in
• the country. Call 436-
2510.









36. For Rent Or Lease
FOR RENT OR LEASE,
retail store building on
south .aide court square
Mayfield, 2500 sq. ft.
Call Dal Boyd, 1-247-
21133.
FOR RENT, LEASE DR
SALE -*Cinten Body
Shop 01fl21 South. Call
4364560.
• FOR KENT- slbrige or
witiehouse. 1600 sq. ft.
Call 753-4857 days, 753-
7244 nights.
FOR LEASE - Building,
20 x 60 on 305 N. 4th. Call
753-51161
37 Livestock Supplies
ONE PAIR OF -Sorrell
mare mules with flax
mane and tail. Two and
3 years old. Will weigh
approximately, 1200 lbs.
when-grown. Real show -
mules. $1350. Call nights
615-232-6221.
REGISTERED 'POLLED
Hereford cow, 10 years
"old,' and 4 month old
Heifer calf. 25 cents per




cows.' Two Gernsey and






word for this attractive
three bedroOm brick
veneer home on wooded
corner lot in Westwood
Subdivision. City water•
and sewer, 2 baths, all• 
4411F:his in kitchen,
central -heat and air,
patio, 2 car garage with
double concrete patio, large shaded lot.
driveway. New and $25,500- Call 75348187
ready for someone to -
move right in. Tor will
love - the up-to-the-
mincite appointments






nice shady lot. Fully
carpeted, kitchen,
-dining- -Timm, utility, 
bath, and living room.
Ample storage area plus
two outdoor storage
buildings. Call 449-2778
before 8:30 a. m. or after
5:30p.m.
FOR RENT OR SALE: '1
room house, -3 bedroom,
central heat and air, 4
miles from Murray on
641. Call 753-5618.
A GOOD inexpensive one
bedroom home located
on Ky 121 at Coldwater.
Community water
systenitilouSe is on nice
level lot that could be




Murray, 753-0101 or gall
Brice ftatterree at 753-
5921.
NEW CONCORD NEAR
LAKE' - '2' bedrooin




priced at only $9,000
Call 753-8000 or come by














Y OWNER - 2 bedroom's
1968 V. W. BEETLE with
1973 motor. $400. -Call --
753-0165 or after 6 753-
0574. - •
1968 Z24 CAMARO, 302,
turbo 400_ $1200. Can be -
seen at 66 Station 4th




Box 409 A Paducah, Ky.




• gutters installed pet
your specifications. Call
 Doug Taylor-at- 753-2310
or free estimates.
NEED -*TREES cut,
firewood, land cleaft; 
carpenter work _er_light
hauling. Call 753-4747.
VA IY Let-Clover  
and Wilson pur
aluminum sicring- and




brick, fireplace, garage, Duster, 340 engine.
Power steering and
brakes. Tape player and
chrome wheels. $1,000.
Can be seen at 66
Station, 4th and





IN. HIGH trail mini'
bike. Great Christmas




Honda_ 550 fbur With
windjammer. Call 753-
2226.
49 Used Cars 8 Trucks
1974 V. W. Super_ Beetle,
10,000 miles. $1700--Call
753-3185.
1976 GfdC 34 ton, heavy

















T-BIRD, FOUR door 1967
(Classic?) 81,000 local.
Sharp and ready. $1250.
Buddy Valentine, 1804
Greenbrier 753-4981.
1973 BUICK LE SABRE
--custom 4 door sedan.







Fair cpndition. $550. gall
Isoca1 73-8127- ' •
car, low mileage, extra
sharp. Call 753. 1970 PONTIAC. .A real
sharpie. Call 753-6561.
1966 CREVELLE wagon.
327 300- h. p. 'engine. 1972 DATSUN PICKUP.
Good tires. body in fair Excellent condition. Call
condition. $150. Can be 7234561.
seen at 306-South 3rd pr.- , 
1963 Fo!tp customizedcall 753-7506.
0410. 
1969 GRAND _. PRIX,
• loaded. Call 753-5566.
1965'BUI4K, good shape.





1968 - CORVETTE, 4
speed, silver metal
flake. Tito tops. $3500.
Call -iftor_-6--pau. 753-
4469.
van, mag wheels, 8
track stered. Must see to
appreciate.. Call 492- --
8441.
16' \TRAILER, Camper.
Sleeps six. can 753-490.
II.L DO BABySITIING









ficient service. NO lob-









work needs call John






' estimates. Quick drying. ..
Call 753.5827 or 753-9618.
conditioning, and HAVING TROUBLE' -
refrigeration,-pliiinbifq; getTItlit-Tlibse small
and heating. Cap 474- plumbing jobs done' •
8841 or 753-7203. Then calf 75T.14.
MD Stethoscope Reg. 12.5o,Sale $8.95
Nurse Stethoscope Reg. $9.50 Sale $6.00











Three bedroom, A bath home with large
workshop, attraetivb landscaping and within

































































-?..)'46 co-Ci floors LCS.'(6
Johnson: Coupon R20




















  Frosty Acres 
- Orange
12 oz.
* FROZEN F8501 3S*
Fleishmans






 10 oz. Bag 25'
Yellow
ONIONS 3 lb. Bag 454
Red
POTATOES 10 lb. 93
Beef , Chicken & Turkey
Banquet
8 oz. or 
Mini Pies - 9 oz.Pot
Apple-Peach-Cherry 
 Mix or Match 
Dry Blackeye
PEAS -
if, 39'
